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ATTITUDES OF FOREIGN TEACHING ASSISTANTS AND AMERICAN 
STUDENTS AT UIUC AND THEIR INFLUENCE ON THE STUDENTS' 
EVALUATIONS OF FOREIGN TEACHING ASSISTANTS 
Georgia Smyrniou, Ph.D. 
College of Education 
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 1994 
Klaus Witz, Advisor 
This research reports on foreign teaching assistants' (FTAs') language 
competence at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign by examining the 
evaluations of language and teaching skills of FTAs' students. It also examines the 
attitudes of FTAs and their students, and investigates whether students' or FTAs' 
attitudes have any influence on the students' evaluations of their FTAs. The results 
determined possible ways for improvement and development of training programs for 
FTAs. 
There were 279 students and approximately 30 FTAs and 30 DTAs (domestic 
TAs); 136 students had FTAs and 144 (valid 143) students had DTAs. Students were 
given questionnaires to; (a) evaluate their TAs' language and teaching skills; (b) to 
report on their attitudes regarding TAs screening, training, status, prestige, and role 
importance of the TAs' position; and (c) also to report on their ethnocentrism and 
cultural openness. The same questionnaires, modified to address the TAs, were given 
to them to evaluate themselves and report on the same attitudinal variables as their 
students. 
In order to acquire a broader view of the subject, the same questionnaires that 
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were given to the FTAs and their students were given to the DTAs and their students, 
and comparisons of the scores between the two groups were made. 
The results of this research revealed that: 
1. There is a Foreign TA problem due primarily to the FTAs' language 
problems that included most of the language variables; that is, accent, grammar 
(linguistic competence), knowledge of the social and cultural rules of the language 
(sociolinguistic), and overall language competence (communicative competence). 
These findings came as much from the FTAs' students' data as from the FTAs'. 
2. Students' evaluations of TAs' language or teaching skills can be influenced 
by students' attitudes and TAs' attitudes that are examined in this research. 
3. Factors such as expected grade, type of science (hard/soft), and requiredness 
of the course (i.e., if students take the course as a requirement for their major) do not 
influence the students' attitudes or evaluations. 
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PREFACE 
Dear Prospective Researchers: 
In doing research, I have discovered how much a priest and a researcher share 
in common. Both, if they are doing it right, give a lot of themselves in discovering 
and relating to the "Mystery." Both spirituality and research demand faith to face the 
setbacks and sacrifices. 
Research and spirituality are in search of the Truth. Every research effort can 
approach reality but cannot possess it. As Einstein figured it we can observe and 
theorize, but we can never know. To the extent that it is a search for the Truth, it is 
also a search for God. Some of you may not feel comfortable with the last word. It is 
not your fault. It is the condition in which research has been put. It has been stripped 
from its spiritual meaning; but I feel that I will have accomplished zero requirements 
for the Ph.D. degree if I do not return to the real purpose of Research. Research is an 
invitation to the Mystery and, as such, deserves reverence and clear motives, in the 
same way a priest performs (should perform) the Mass service. 
Research has been used in academia for publications, for more money by 
companies, and for satisfaction of egos. Also, it has been used to avoid real-life 
situations outside a university. People, by closing the laboratory doors behind them, 
think that they close the door to family dysfunctions or flaws of character that haunt 
them since childhood. The pain, though, is patient and waits outside; it will catch up in 
one way or another. In this world, we just have not devised a way to seal pain out of 
life. Only the dead do not feel it. 
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When research is used to improve the intellect at the expense of the soul, it 
becomes an addiction. The pain, then, can go to sleep but cannot be vanished. It 
backfires. No wonder why researchers I have met in universities question why they are 
doing the job they are doing. Research stripped from its reverence does not have 
meaning and these researchers' lives are reasonably meaningless in academia. It loses 
its creativity. 
For those who go into research for any other reason apart from reverence to 
life's mystery, think about it again. For those who go into it because of its mystery, 
please learn to deal with suffering patiently and creatively because it will come, and 
much of the time it will not be due to the choices you made. At that time, naturally 
you will ask the ancient question, "Why me?" In that moment, please: 
Be patient toward all that is unsolved in your heart.... 
Try to love the questions themselves 
Do not now seek the answers which cannot be given because you would not be 
able to live them 
And the point is, 
To live everything [creative suffering] 
Live the question now 
Perhaps you will then, gradually, without noticing it, live along some distant 
day into the answers. (Emphasis added; "To Live Everything" by Rainer Marie 
Rilke, p. 101, in George A. Maloney, Trust. Notre Dame, IN: Ave Maria 
Press, 1990.) 
I wish you the best! 
Georgia Smyrniou 
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Background of the FTA Problem 
Complaints. Concerns and Responses 
In the late 1940s and early 1950s, the TA system in higher education became a 
permanent part of undergraduate instruction particularly in research universities. In 
1970s, there was a proliferation of training programs for these TAs. 
In the 1980s, a new problem arose presenting a new challenge: the language 
proficiency of foreign or non-native-speaking TAs. Though the importance of the 
problem became obvious in 1980s, its existence was prevalent since 1976 in many 
universities in the country. Researchers Berdie, Anderson, Wenberg, and Price (1976) 
at the University of Minnesota brought this problem to the attention of the academic 
community when they stated that there was a problem with the English proficiency of 
some NNS (Non-Native-Speaking) TAs. They surveyed 700 undergraduates. From 
this study, 4% mentioned that the universities should make sure that FTAs (Foreign 
TAs) have a good mastery of English before they get assistantships. 
In 1979, letters and complaints at the same university-some of which were 
sent to the Minnesota Daily (cited in Mestenhauser et al., 1980)~stated plainly that: "It 
is ridiculous to go in to obtain individualized instruction, when students cannot 
understand the TAs to begin with" (pp. 3-4). 
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These statements prompted some researchers at the University of Minnesota to 
conduct the International Issues Survey. From this survey, 43.5% of the student-
respondents said that an FTA had hampered the course quality due to language 
problems, whereas 8.8% indicated that the FTA had helped. According to the authors 
of this survey, other factors may have influenced the students' opinions. Factors that 
have been included by the researchers of the University of Minnesota are: a kind of 
ethnocentrism coming from students, an increasing attitude of consumerism among 
U.S. students, and also increasing demands for quality education and accountability 
(Mestenhauser et al., 1980). (Also, this researcher would like to thank Michael Page, 
associate professor of International and Intercultural Education from the University of 
Minnesota, who sent this researcher a copy of the survey and its analysis). 
Similar complaints came to UCLA about FTAs linguistic ability when parents 
protested the FTAs' teaching practices such as the following: 
I have a young son who is a freshman at UCLA and who is having one hell of 
a time as a result of inability to obtain understandable help from his assigned 
TAs in Calculus and Chemistry. As an overburdened taxpayer, I know of no 
good reason why I should be subsidizing the education of foreign 
students-send them home. (Cited in Bailey, 1982, p. 3) 
From 1980 to 1983, "a groundswell" of complaints from students and their 
parents pressed the University (UCLA) administration into addressing the FTA 
problem (Bailey, 1982). Similar problems started surfacing around 1980-82 in other 
universities, too: the University of Alabama, the University of Pennsylvania, the 
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University of Maryland, University of California at Berkeley, Cornell University, 
Northwestern, Texas Tech, University of California at Davis, University of California 
in Santa Barbara, Houston University, University of Tennessee, Oregon State, and 
Penn State, among others (Heller, 1985; Nyquist, 1985). 
Problems and Development at UIUC 
In 1986 the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (UIUC) faced the FTA 
problem. State Senator Pat Welch (Dem., Peru) sponsored one oral proficiency bill, 
according to which FTAs had to pass a standardized oral exam demonstrating English 
proficiency. 
One of the letters on the subject published in the Daily Illini (April 28, 1986) 
was the following: 
Learning requires efficient communication. Without it, time spent in lecture 
halls and discussion sections is a waste, as is tuition money, and, at a public 
University, taxpayers' money . . . we just want to attend classes without having 
to drag along interpreters to translate our own language . . . even if Welch's 
bill was enacted, the Alma Mater's arms would be open to them. 
They could do as much research here as they wanted but until they bettered 
their English they would have to stay out of the classroom. Requiring TAs to 
communicate clearly and efficiently will not guarantee that all of them will be 
competent enough to teach, (p. 14) 
The editor, however, adds that: 
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Good speaking skills will never replace knowledge. But University students to 
gain from that knowledge should be scratching their heads over the course 
material and not the delivery. fDaily Illini. April 28, 1986, p. 14) 
This suggests the importance of the role of the "teaching skills variables"; one 
of them being "knowledge of the subject" that the editor talks about. Its lack may 
contribute to the problem and it may be a reason for the negative reaction that students 
have toward the FTAs. 
The second sentence of the quotation could also imply that students may be 
evaluating FTAs unfairly, using their English proficiency as an excuse for not learning 
the subject, but the truth may be that they themselves do not do what is necessary in 
order to grasp knowledge of the subject. 
The question arises: Could FTAs' teaching skills as they are perceived by their 
students, and students' attitudes such as their responsibility in the learning process as 
mentioned above, be factors that influence their discontent with the FTAs and thus the 
low language evaluations that they give them? 
Furthermore, comments that indicate other factors that may play a role in the 
students' discontent with their FTAs could be found in the following. On August 29, 
1986. in the same paper fDaily Illini) as the editorial, Mary Beth Klatt drew an 
important distinction: 
There is a difference between being able to speak English and having an 
accent. But in most cases, when students say: "Why cannot TAs speak 
English?" what they really mean is "why does (s)he have an accent?" (p. 5) 
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Her point was expanded by Girdhari Tikku who said that it may be impossible 
to judge if the crux of the FTA problem is accent or language competence: 
Fluency is a two-way process, and while an instructor's fluency may be tested, 
there are no ways to ascertain that the problem does not lie in accent rather 
than competence. (Tikku, Daily Illini. October 30, 1986, p. 14). 
The students' reaction to the issue of the FTAs' problem came in an official 
statement by Matthew Byer, sophomore in LAS and the community affairs chairman 
for the SGA (Student Government Association). In a letter in the Daily Illini. October 
30, 1986, Byer said: 
Thompson [the then governor] claimed that "to not allow those who may be 
foreign born and have a heavy accent, who may not be highly skilled in 
English, although quite proficient in their native language(s) and their subject 
matter to work with our young people in terms of both education and 
interaction with those of other cultures, would indeed be a tragedy." Perhaps 
so, but would not it be an equally tragic episode to spend 16 weeks in class 
with an instructor who mixes Mandarin with English as he teaches a math 
discussion section to 25 freshmen? 
The administration must alter its hiring standards to require a minimum oral 
proficiency in spoken English for all instructors other than those teaching only 
a foreign language. As students, we are entitled to an education in the subjects 
we choose to study. We should not be required to study the native language 
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and speaking habits of non English speaking and orally incompetent instructors. 
(p. 15) 
Two important events were reported, first in the Daily Illini in the April 23, 
1986, edition by Laura Rowley: "Thirty students from all the state universities, 
including UIUC, Eastern Illinois University, Illinois State University, Northwestern 
University, and Southern Illinois University went to Springfield to push for an oral 
exam to test university TAs in English proficiency" (pp. 3, 10). Second, in the Daily 
Illini (May 13, 1986) it was reported by Joanne Cappuzello that the Urbana-
Champaign Senate approved the language plan for TAs and presented to Edwin 
Goldwasser, Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs, a "recommendation which called 
for closer supervision, preparation, and evaluation of TAs" (p. 5). 
Though the bill on oral exams passed in the State Assembly, Governor J. 
Thompson vetoed it. Why? He argued that if the state limits instruction to only 
English-speaking instructors, the effects could be detrimental to students because they 
would be deprived of many faculty who are leaders in the field, as he stated (quoted 
by Elizabeth Holland) in the Daily Illini on September 17, 1986 (p. 1, 9). The veto 
was an action that satisfied many officials in the UIUC. The bill, though, eventually 
passed in 1988 and became the 1,516th state of Illinois Law (see Policy Statement in 
Appendix A). 
Statement of the Problem 
Overview 
If one pays attention to the Minnesota case above, there is a connection 
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If one pays attention to the Minnesota case above, there is a connection 
between students' discontent and the cultural variable of consumerism. On the other 
hand, the work of other researchers such as Cole et al. (no date), Orth (1982), and 
Shaw (1982), along with Davis (1984), show that other variables such as students' 
grade satisfaction, or even TAs' status, or prestige that is usually accompanying the 
status of the TAs could create students' discontentment with the FTAs. Also they 
could interact with the language evaluations that they give to the FTAs. Addressing 
the UIUC specifically, the letters show mixed feelings involving variables that are not 
linguistic but teaching skills or attitudinal, like FTAs' teaching skills, students' attitudes 
toward foreign accents or students' responsibility in the learning process (not only TAs' 
responsibility [Daily Illini. April 28, 1986, p. 3, Editorial]). Also, the attitudes of 
students toward accents or foreignness of the FTAs' speech can be seen in Byer's 
(Daily Illini. October 30, 1986, p. 14) statement above, where one needs to distinguish 
learning the TAs' foreign language from getting accustomed to the TAs' language 
habits. 
On the other hand, FTAs' attitudes toward the students may be communicated 
to the FTAs' students negatively, and this may have an effect on their language 
evaluations of their TAs. 
From the above, it can be seen that there is a problem-called the FTA 
problem. It is characterized by discontent of students (and parents) toward the FTAs. 
This discontent is showing in students' unwillingness to be taught by the FTAs. It 
seems that the explanation given for such discontent by the students is primarily 
expressed in complaints regarding FTAs' language proficiency in American English. 
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The problem, though, appears to be much more complicated than that, and many 
different variables and causes seem to be involved. In other words, the question is 
whether the "English proficiency" problem, the way it is stated by the students, is 
masking less visible factors. Such factors are students' and probably FTAs' attitudes 
as it will be seen in this research, along with the FTAs' teaching skills as they are 
perceived by their students. 
Language Variables 
The preceding suggests that the FTA problem may be due to a combination of 
a large variety of different effects. The most important of these is no doubt the fact 
that students perceive FTAs to lack proficiency in English and to be incomprehensible. 
Speaking about language proficiency, notice that no one in the previous statements/ 
complaints has cleared up what he/she means by English proficiency or 
comprehensibility. Notice also the confusion with the term fluency; fluency described 
in the letter by Girdhari Tikku, Daily Illini. October 30, 1986, page 14, as "language 
proficiency," and the conclusion in that letter is that there is no way to tell language 
competence apart from accent. Immediately, it is obvious that there is a lack of 
working definitions with which to argue the subject. 
Proficiency in English, in this research study, is identified with communicative 
competence in the sense of Savignon (1983) (with some modifications in Literature 
Review). Savignon includes under communicative competence: linguistic 
competence, discourse competence, strategic competence, and sociolinguistic 
competence. In order to do justice to the possibility of a special role which FTAs' 
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accents may play in students' perceptions of their FTAs, however, Savignon's linguistic 
competence has been expanded to include the students' perception of and reaction to 
the FTAs' accent and fluency. The accent variable helps to determine to what extent 
accent hampers communication and/or is likeable. The fluency variable, is designed to 
measure whether the TA managed to use the right grammar and the right vocabulary 
without pauses and big delays. When compared with perception of accent, students' 
perception of TAs' fluency gives information as to whether TAs with accents were 
considered fluent or not. 
Teaching Skills 
A second possible kind of effect which might contribute to the students' 
perceptions that FTAs are incomprehensible, may be that the FTAs have poor teaching 
skills. Rather than measuring actual teaching skills, the present research will only 
measure students' perceptions of FTAs' teaching skills and compare them with 
students' perceptions of DTAs' teaching skills. 
The teaching skills' evaluations used in this research are similar to those of the 
Instructional Computerized Evaluation System of the UIUC. They include items 
which correspond to what Bailey (1982) has called "types of knowledge that engenders 
power" (p. 160) such as knowledge of the language, the culture, and the subject 
matter. Lack of any such type of knowledge may create TAs' loss of control in class. 
Of the three types of knowledge, each has separately an item that tests it, and 
all items make up a scale that the researcher called "classroom control" since lack of 
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any of the above types of knowledge on the part of the TAs might cause them to lose 
control in class. 
Students' General Attitudes 
A third group of effects identified as possibly contributing to the FTA problem 
includes various kinds of mostly cultural attitudes in both the students and FTAs. 
Under this topic, one may distinguish several categories of which the first may be 
called "Students' General Attitudes." The idea here is that students may react 
negatively to FTAs because of certain attitudes they have. Such attitudes include: 
1. Students' ethnocentrism (i.e., the attitude that one ethnic group, nation, 
and/or culture is superior to all others). 
2. Students' degree of cultural openness (i.e., the extent to which they enjoy 
having someone from another culture teaching them). 
3. Students' consumerism (i.e., students evaluating TAs as if the students were 
customers who are investing their money in a purchase). 
4. Students' perception of TAs' status at UIUC (the TA may be regarded as 
student, instructor, or professor). 
5. Students' perception of the TAs' prestige at UIUC. 
6. Students' perception of the importance of the role of TAs' contribution in 
the educational experience provided by UIUC, over and above their perception of the 
TAs' status or prestige. 
7. Students' perception of the need for TAs' screening and training before they 
are allowed to teach. 
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8. In addition, demographic factors such as whether the course is required for 
students' major or not and whether the student is majoring in hard science or not, may 
play a role along with what grade (s)he is expecting. 
FTAs' General Attitudes 
Another factor which may compound the FTA problem and which comes under 
the heading of Attitudes is the fact that FTAs may influence negatively the students 
language evaluations while they interact with them, due to some attitudes which they 
(the FTAs) bring to the class. These attitudes of the FTAs include: 
1. FTAs' ethnocentrism, the definition of which is the same as with the 
students' ethnocentrism as stated earlier. 
2. FTAs' cultural openness (i.e., how open they are to the American culture 
and particularly the culture of the American college class). 
3. FTAs' reaction to students' consumerism (or FTAs' perceptions of students' 
rights); that is, to what extent the FTAs think that their students should get to know 
the culture and the speaking habits of the FTAs, or they (the students) have the right 
to expect the FTAs to be like or become like them (students' degree of consumerism). 
4. FTAs' perceptions of their status (whether they consider themselves as 
students, instructors, professors). 
5. FTAs' perception of the prestige of their position in the university. 
6. FTAs' perception of the importance of the role of the TAs at UIUC 
education over and above their perception of their status/prestige. 
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7. FTAs' perception of the desirability or need for training programs and 
screening procedures before they are allowed to teach. 
Students' Expected Grade. Requiredness of the Course. 
and Hard Versus Soft Science Status of the Course 
It was found at UCLA (see Bailey, 1982), that students who major in a 
particular area which is not the major of the FTA with whom they take a course, 
complain more than those who have courses with FTAs with same majors as the 
students' majors. This raises the possibility that the requirement of the course itself 
for the students' majoring may affect the students' evaluations; that is, students may 
complain more because of the anxiety it creates for these students to do well in the 
required courses than for those who take courses as electives with TAs (see also 
Braskamp, Branderburg, & Ory, 1984). The complaining may be worse for the FTAs 
particularly, because the students' anxiety may increase due to the students' perceived 
language intelligibility problems of the FTAs. The "requiredness" versus selectiveness 
of the courses is an important variable that may affect the students' perceptions. 
Another variable involved in the FTA problem may be the students' 
expected grade. At the University of Texas at Austin, Orth's (1982) dissertation shows 
that the students' evaluation of their FTAs' English correlates highly with their grade 
satisfaction. 
A final variable that may affect students' perceptions is whether the course 
taught by FTAs is a hard or soft science course. Significant differences in students' 
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interests and in use of language across different disciplines suggests investigating 
whether such a variable can affect students'/TAs' evaluations. 
Purpose of the Research 
The purposes of this thesis are: 
Purpose A. To investigate and document the FTA problem at UIUC as 
measured by selected indicators. 
Purpose B. To investigate some possible factors which have been suggested to 
play a role in the problem. 
These purposes will be attended to through the following research questions: 
Research Questions 
la. How do the evaluations on communicative competence and teaching skills 
which students give to FTAs differ from the corresponding evaluations which they 
give to the DTAs, and how are the attitudes of the FTAs' students different from the 
DTAs' students? 
lb. How are the attitudes (i.e, the mental predispositions students have 
consciously or unconsciously about their TAs) of the students related to their 
evaluations of their TAs' communicative and teaching skills variables? 
Research Question la addresses Purpose A by comparing the means on the 
previously stated variables, in the two different populations of students; and question 
lb addresses Purpose B by investigating the correlations between students' attitudinal 
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variables and their evaluations of their TAs' Language and teaching skills. The 
comparisons show whether the FTAs' students have problems different from the 
DTAs' students. Also, by considering the magnitude of the correlations in the 
population of students with FTAs, and comparing them with the corresponding 
correlations in the population of students with domestic TAs, an initial judgment may 
be made as to whether these student variables play a role in the FTA problem. 
2. How do FTAs' attitudes correlate with the evaluations given to them by 
the students, and how do they compare with corresponding correlations between 
DTAs' attitudes and their students' evaluations? This research question addresses 
Purpose B. It addresses Purpose B by documenting whether or not FTAs' attitudes 
may conceivably play a role in the FTA problem. To achieve this, the FTAs' or 
DTAs' attitudes were correlated with the evaluations of their students and the results 
were then compared. The comparisons helped to make a judgment as to whether the 
two populations of TAs are different and whether the FTAs' attitudes played a role in 
the FTA problem. 
Significance of the Research 
There are not many studies in the area of the FTA problem that combine data 
from both TAs and their students. The present study-as it is thus far known-is the 
first which systematically does so, and has immediate and practical applications since 
its results can be utilized in curriculum development and training for TAs and students, 
in TAs' screening processes, and in TAs' departmental evaluations or overall 
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university policies. In addition, this study contributes to an understanding of the FTA 
problem and its theoretical framework in general. The results apply not only to the 
UIUC~where a variety of departments, subjects, and FTAs from very different 
countries have been used-but to any institution comparable to the UIUC. 
Finally, this study is not only justified by its relation to social problems 
currently under scrutiny, but it is also justified by its contribution of new approaches 
to research procedures for educational development and problem solving. The entire 
instrument was developed nearly from scratch; only the teaching skills items are 
adapted from the ICES (Instructional Computerized Evaluation Systems). Also, The 
classroom control questions were not included in the original ICES but have been 
made up by this researcher and added to the teaching skills variables. 
Limitations 
Some of the limitations of this research are: 
1. Though a variety of departments were used, the sample was not totally 
random since the researcher only considered those departments that could give a 
balanced sample between foreign and American TAs, and departments were avoided 
which did not show this balance. 
2. Though the predominant nationalities of FTAs at UIUC are Taiwanese, 
Indian, and Korean, no attempt was made for a cross-country comparison of TAs but 
all FTAs were treated as one group. First, UIUC does not have as many foreign TAs 
as, for example, the University of California at Los Angeles, to start such a project; 
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Many of the issues in the FTA problem are summarized in a speech by Kaplan 
(cited in Pialorsi, 1984), the president of the 1983 Los Angeles National Association 
for Foreign Student Affairs (NAFSA): 
U.S. academic institutions are in the habit of using graduate students to teach 
entry level courses. They do so because the labor is available and because the 
function provides a way to support graduate students. If my personal recollec-
tions are at all generalizable, the problem of being a TA is not a new problem. 
TAs have been sent forth without training for at least a couple of generations. 
. . . Teaching is probably one of the most culture-sensitive activities, as 
everyone who has ever attempted to teach out of his/her culture knows well. 
. . . There are in U.S. colleges and Universities thousands of instructors with 
professional ranks who share in the problem because they are teaching out of 
their culture and because English is not their native language . . . the blame lies 
not only with their TA. . . . He or She is the victim of the students' xenophobia 
and the ethnocentrism of their parents. 
The TA suffers because it is unthinkable that the student/client might be 
wrong, because-unlike his professional peer—he faces, Janus-like in two 
directions being neither truly student nor truly faculty and therefore unprotected 
by academic tradition.... It is undeniable that some foreign TAs cannot 
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operate in U.S. classrooms, cannot manage English adequately, and contribute 
more to confusion than clarity. All of this is not to deny that the problem 
needs to be addressed. But at the same time this is a plea to contemplate the 
issue in perspective. It is not only the foreign TA who may not know how to 
teach or how to communicate his meaning crisply, therefore let us not single 
him out for special censure. . . . Surely rational people who work in institutions 
predicated on rationality can approach the problem, so as to perceive and treat 
all its causes. (Cited in Pialorsi, 1984, p. vii.; emphasis added) 
The underlined words above show the basic factors involved in the FTA problem that 
are examined in this research: language, culture/attitudes, and lack of training 
(teaching skills included). Literature that views the problem under these dimensions is 
presented in the next section. 
Predispositions in Students That May 
Contribute to the FTA Problem 
Cultural Predispositions Which Emerge in Culture Contact 
Pialorsi (1984) observed that, on the one hand, linguistic variables can be 
confusing from the point of view of the students who are not used to foreign accents, 
or awkward syntax; but, on the other hand, cultural differences between the TAs and 
students due to the multicultural nature of the American classrooms and the 
decentralized American educational system with the non existence of any unified 
curriculum (therefore, not all students have the same level of cognitive background in 
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class and not all of them follow with the same pace) can be creating a communicative 
breakdown in the classrooms resulting in students' "non-understanding of their TA." 
Problems, such as foreign accent or non-native syntax, are confusing to the 
American students. Second, a lack of understanding by the foreign TA of the 
diversified US education system or unclear picture of the "anthropology" of the 
U.S. university classroom, prevents effective teaching and learning. And 
finally, a conflict of educational values between cultures often emerges. 
(Pialorsi, 1984, p. 17) 
Regarding the cultural aspect of it, Pialorsi (1984) is trying to solve the 
problem by suggesting a research that will compare, first, differences between the 
FTAs' educational and sociocultural environments with those in the United States; and 
second, will pinpoint the differences in the educational system within the U.S. Since 
this country does not have a national ministry of education, in each U.S. school setting 
one will find unique approaches to teaching and learning, along with individual 
definitions of student and teacher roles. Also, the TA may find different degrees of 
student preparation for college done by the attended high school. Thus, the foreign 
TA must be aware of the great variety and elasticity of the American value system, 
thereby becoming more conscious of and sensitive to the university classroom or 
lecture hall (Pialorsi, 1984, pp. 20-21). 
When two cultures meet, there are many different reactions that can take place; 
they can like each other or they can dislike each other before they even have the time 
to get to know each other. Basically, each one is driven by a degree of ethnocentrism. 
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They may also be indifferent to each other for the same reason (ethnocentrism) in an 
effort to keep, through indifference, a distance that can protect "ethnic purity"; or the 
different cultures may be reserved toward each other because there is always the risk 
of the unknown when getting to know someone. This kind of ethnocentrism or degree 
of openness toward other cultures is possible to permeate both. First, it permeates 
students (and also domestic professors and course coordinators) who were never 
exposed (or were exposed only as visitors) to cultures different from their own; and, 
second, it permeates at least those of the first-year FTAs whose culture does not seem 
to have many similarities with the American culture and who have not had enough 
time to adjust to the American environment. This research sought to confirm whether 
this is true at UIUC. 
Part of these cultural differences and reactions mentioned are portrayed in the 
following research which-among others-mentions, characteristically, the TAs' high 
expectations, due to these differences, and also the students' attitudes toward the 
cultural "foreignness" of the TA: 
We are dealing not only with individuals who may have already developed 
pronunciation patterns resistant to change but also with individuals who come 
from cultures with educational systems that place different expectations for 
teaching methods and practices upon their participants . . . U.S. students are 
part of the problem, which is extremely difficult to address. Research indicates 
that some U.S. students decide they will have difficulty understanding their 
instructor by simply learning that the instructor is an international. This attitude 
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can be changed very slowly but only through U.S. students' increased contact 
with people from other countries in both educational and social settings. (Cole 
et al., no date, pp. 1-2) 
Hood and Reardon-Anderson (cited in Davis, 1984) also believe that cultural 
differences may be a serious problem stating that: 
On one hand, FTAs may be a great benefit to the U.S. students because they 
can come in contact with people from different countries. On the other hand, 
the FTAs may not share the same attitudes with U.S. students because of 
cultural differences, (pp. 111-112) 
Brian Davis (1984) in his thesis, A Study of the Effectiveness of Training for 
FTAs at Ohio State, mentions, among other things, that a component dealing with the 
cultural differences among TAs' students is needed in the training programs because 
these differences can be a "major factor for communication breakdown in class" (p. 
123). Davis also gives some of these differences, quoting Damarian and West (cited 
in Davis, 1984): 
The transition from a society with a caste system or with a highly selective 
educational tracking system to an open-admission university must be a difficult 
one. The difficulty of the transition for FTAs was apparent in some (but not 
all) cases, in a variety of ways: 
1. Difficulty in selecting and adhering to an appropriate level. 
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2. Unrealistic expectations with respect to students' background knowledge as 
evidenced by presenting skeleton derivations, and expecting students to fill 
in gaps mentally. 
3. Derogatory remarks to the instructor and among themselves concerning 
students levels of achievement and motivation. 
4. Occasional obvious anger at students for not understanding. (Davis, 1984, 
p. 123) 
Sadow and Maxwell (1982) and a number of other researchers-Blizzard, 
Hogan, and Roy (1981), Damarian and West (1979), Dege (1981), Meleis (1982), and 
Rice (1979)~along the same lines, recognize that communication breakdown in class 
can occur due to cultural differences, not only to language problems. The question is 
how valuable is the in-depth exploration of these differences with FTAs: 
Confronting the issue of cultural differences is a risky business; it creates 
denial, suspicion, and uneasiness. But predetermining that the issue does not 
exist does not make it go away: It merely creates a "hidden agenda" which 
interferes with successful communication and learning. (Dege; quoted in 
Davis, 1984, p. 113) 
And it is the cultural differences that can give rise to negative evaluations 
sometimes due to the students' (or even domestic professors' and course coordinators') 
cultural bias, according to some researchers who consider this bias as a more 
important reason than the linguistic competence of the TAs itself. Davis (1984) has 
mentioned that negative evaluation of TAs' speech is based on their "students' social 
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mythology" (Davis, 1984, p. 113) more than linguistic reality, and mentions Orth 
(cited in Davis, 1984) who found evidence that, indeed, students' negative evaluations 
of the language proficiency of the FTAs are the product of more general bias against 
foreign students. 
Consumerism 
Apart from the problems that arise in students due to cultural contact, a second 
major factor found in American students that may aggravate the FTA problem is 
consumerism. Consumerism is basically the "practice and policies of protecting the 
consumer by making him/her aware of defective and unsafe products, or misleading 
business" (Webster's Dictionary. 1982, p. 306) and, in our case, from ineffective TAs. 
Consumerism is a phenomenon that takes big proportions in the twentieth century due 
to competitions among producers and, in our case, universities. The students pay for 
their education; therefore, they see themselves as customers. On the other hand, the 
universities have their own competition and, naturally, they have started treating the 
students as competitors do with their customers (i.e., try to convince them that their 
service is the best by being very meticulous about what they sell). The pressure of the 
competition on the universities is even stronger as the recession lasts. Students, on the 
other hand, by paying, do feel that they deserve their money's worth. This may be 
happening more in the United States where there is not the legend of the "Sanctity of 
the Higher Education" that is given by other countries (Hong Kong is one of them) to 
their higher education institutions (and this is the reason why being a professor is very 
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prestigious in those countries). The competition is also known to the students; and if 
they are not treated well, they can take their business (education) elsewhere (transfer). 
First, despite its -ism ending, and the bad connotations this morpheme has in 
the English lexicon, there is nothing wrong with "consumerism" as far as it is used to 
control quality. But when the controller of the quality (consumer) has to be trusted 
blindly without evidence to support the particular issue, then consumerism can be an 
abuse. As seen before, Byer's (Daily Illini. October 30, 1986, p. 14) statement could 
possibly lead to an abusive consumerism when he states that students should not have 
to learn the TAs' speaking habits. The fact is that his statement is in contradiction 
with some researchers' statements and work (i.e., when it is compared with Bailey's in 
UCLA who suggests that): 
During some classroom observations in this research, many students appeared 
uninterested or uncooperative and some (a minority to be sure) behaved very 
rudely to the NNS (Non Native Speaking) TAs. Perhaps this observation is not 
surprising given their youth, their annoyance with the NNS TAs' 
communicative incompetence, and the TAs' general lack of status in the 
University community. However it raises the question of whether solutions to 
the foreign TA problem might not include student training-that is, programs 
designed to help underclassmen deal with the diversity of people to he 
encountered in higher education. (Bailey, 1982, p. 167; emphasis added) 
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Students' Perceptions nf TA's Status. Prestige, and Role 
Stated earlier, Bailey (1982) mentioned the TAs' status. The truth is that TAs' 
status may be another factor that contributes to the FTA problem. Students may feel 
closer to and more comfortable with DTAs than with the FTAs, and this may lead 
them to prefer DTAs over FTAs. Or students may have an overall negative attitude 
toward TAs because of their ambiguous status; and this, together with the difficulties 
that they are having in understanding their FTAs, may increase their aversion to be 
taught by FTAs. What really is the status of the TA in general, since they are not 
professors but still teach students (mainly undergraduates), and, at the same time, they 
are students completing requirements of a graduate degree? What do students and 
TAs think about it? Does this ambiguous estimate of the TAs' status influence the 
evaluations students are giving? Does the TAs' position have any prestige on campus 
that influences students' evaluations? 
It has been stated by the OIR (Office of Instructional Resources) at the UIUC 
TAs' Orientation for International Teaching Assistants held August 19-21, 1991, that 
the students give higher evaluations to the professors rather than the TAs because of 
the difference in the status, even if they (the students) do not know the professors well 
(see also Braskamp, Brandenburg, & Ory, 1984). 
Regarding the status of TAs, Gurnic (cited in Bailey, 1982) mentions that: "A 
TA is a kind of middle person in educational institutions. TAs lack the status of the 
Faculty member who engages primarily in research and teaching activity" (p. 13). 
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T. Caramagno (cited in Bailey, 1982) mentions that TAs are: "academic 
hermaphrodites, a species sporting parts of both academic sexes; students and faculty" 
(p. 13). 
In the UIUC handbook for TAs, published by the Instructional Management 
Service division of the campus, a TA is quoted who said (about the TAs' status) that: 
"We have the responsibility of a professor, the power of a student, and the salary of 
rainmaker in the monsoon season" (p. 20). 
P. Von Blum (cited in Bailey, 1982) states that "the TA position has as many 
definitions as there are many departments or individual professors" (p. 14). In 
Lewthwaite's work (cited in Bailey, 1982), one finds that TAs are "halfway nature 
between students and professors and are able to provide both unique opportunities and 
potential headaches" (p. 13). Rose (cited in Bailey, 1982) mentions that "TAs can 
work all the scales from clerical work up to independent decisions about 
undergraduate classes" (p. 14). 
Along with the status and prestige of the TAs goes the importance of their role, 
too. Do students and TAs see the TA's role, as important or unimportant? And also 
does the status and the importance of the role of the TAs as perceived by their 
students influence their students' evaluations of how well they perform in class? 
Regarding the TAs' role in higher education, it has been stated by others that it 
hurts the education of the undergraduates if the TAs are used as anything other than 
assistants, because TAs are inexperienced, unrehearsed, untrained for teaching, and 
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they are not "interested in teaching but in how they can get their degree" (Lnenica; 
cited in Bailey, 1982, p. 15). 
If one assumes that these are the ways DTAs are viewed by students, then 
there may be an increased students' aversion toward the FTAs as far as their role in 
higher education is concerned if they are not understandable by the students. 
Also, if FTAs' students' ideas about status and role importance are different-
having FTAs thinking highly about their status and their role, and students who do not 
agree with these perceptions-then FTAs may not be getting the whole code of the 
behavior that is associated with somebody who has high status or being of great 
importance, and may wonder why. Students, on the other hand, will not understand 
why the FTAs take their role so seriously and behave like professors do. There are 
communicative channels from both sides that are in danger when different assumptions 
about status and importance are taken by different sides. 
Other Students' Variables 
Introduction 
The preceding variables that were considered as possibly playing a role in the 
FTA problem affected all students uniformly. There is, however, another aspect of it. 
It may be that some classes of students complain more loudly about their FTAs than 
others. As a result, the FTA problem may seem more severe because only certain 
classes of students complain, and they are the ones that are being heard. In particular, 
the literature suggests that: 
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1. Students who take a course because it is required as part of their major 
complain more than students who take the same course as an elective. 
2. Expected grade may account for some of the poor evaluations of the 
FTAs, the students who are doing poorly judge the TAs more severely than the others. 
3. Students in soft science areas may be more sensitive to the FTAs' low 
language skills than students in hard science. It is clear that in trying to document to 
what extent the FTA problem exists, these effects should be investigated also. In the 
following, the researcher discusses these effects in order (see also Braskamp et al., 
1984, pp. 43-45). 
Electives Versus Requirements 
The motivation to look at this variable comes from Bailey (1982) in UCLA 
where: "Some faculty members felt that more complaints about Non Native Speaking 
TAs came from students who were not majoring in the FTAs' discipline than from 
those who were" (p. 102). 
Though Bailey tested and confirmed it in two out of six items she used and 
which had to do with FTAs' language competence, this raises the possibility that the 
attitude of students who are taking the course as requirement for their major may 
affect the students' evaluations (e.g., students who have to take a course because it is 
required for their major will in general be more sensitive if the FTA is hard to 
understand), because their performance and grade in that course are more important 




Could the students who have the lower grades possibly be giving out lower 
score evaluations to their TAs? One concrete piece of research that suggests that this 
is so is in Orth's (1982) dissertation. Orth found correlations of students' evaluations 
of their FTAs with "grade satisfaction" (p. 238). 
Hard Versus Soft Science 
In discussing the selection of DTAs and FTAs for the study with the Director 
of the Division of Management Information (personal communication, 1990), she felt 
that dissatisfaction with the FTAs may vary from one subject to another. Similarly, 
when an SGA (Student Government Association) representative was asked if (s)he 
would be as comfortable with an FTA as with a DTA, (s)he said that that would 
depend on the subject. If the ideas in any subject were compact and needed a lot of 
explanation, it would be better to have a DTA; otherwise, either a DTA or FTA would 
be equally appropriate for him/her. Because, generally speaking, there were too few 
FTAs and DTAs in the sample in any given subject, subject areas are aggregated into 
two groups. The two groups were labeled Hard versus Soft Science. 
TAs' Variables 
TAs' Communicative Competence 
Introduction 
So far, in the preceding sections the researcher looked primarily at student 
variables (though TAs' attitudes were discussed in the Statement of the Problem 
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section). The remainder of this literature review will be devoted to the TAs' variables. 
The core of the FTA problem is the charge that FTAs are difficult to understand and 
lack proficiency in English. The question is, what precisely does proficiency in 
English mean? This research has argued that it should include not only linguistic 
competence in the sense of competence in grammar and vocabulary, but also 
sociolinguistic and strategic competence, all of which make up communicative 
competence. 
Though over the last 30 years different people have developed different 
conceptions of communicative competence, there is still much debate as to what 
communicative competence is. The term was delayed from reaching the USA due to 
the Chomskyan theories that emphasized purely linguistic competence. Below are the 
views of some researchers in communicative competence. 
Hvmes and Other Researchers 
Hymes (1974) proposed the notion of communicative competence as an 
alternative to linguistic competence (i.e., accuracy of grammatical forms and 
structures). Among other references, he refers to communicative competence as the 
ability to know what is being said, when what is talked about has changed, and the 
ability to manage maintenance and change of topics. 
Other researchers likewise criticized the narrow-mindedness of the linguistic 
theory and emphasized context instead (Campbell & Wales, 1970). Some saw things 
either in terms of rules of social interaction and language behavior (Grimshaw, 1973), 
or in terms of sociocultural rules and rules of discourse, along with rules of verbal and 
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nonverbal communication (Canale & Swain, 1980; Williams, 1979); or even in terms 
of situation in determining what is communicatively competent (Kerman & Sabsay, 
1983). 
Colloquium for the Construct Validation of Tests of Communicative Competence 
At last, a colloquium for the Construct Validation of Tests of Communicative 
Competence at the 1979 Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages (TESOL) 
Convention (cited in Bailey, 1982), defined communicative competence in two 
dimensions: breadth and accuracy. The first component of the communicative 
competence is linguistic competence. Here, breadth is the range of structures 
attempted, and accuracy is the degree to which the structures are produced correctly. 
The second component of communicative competence is sociolinguistic 
competence. Here, the breadth is range of language-use situations, in which the 
speaker is sensitive to keeping standards in textually cohesive speech, speech in an 
appropriate register, and speech incorporating appropriate cultural references (Bailey, 
1982). On the other hand, "accuracy is the degree to which language produced 
conforms to prevailing standards" (Bailey, 1982, p. 37). 
The third component of communicative competence is the pragmatic 
competence, where breadth is the "range and complexity of the messages 
communicated" (Bailey, 1982, p. 36), and accuracy "is the degree to which the 
language produced communicates correctly the details of the content" (Bailey, 1982, p. 
36). 
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The fourth component of communicative competence is fluency where quantity 
and tempo of production are very important. Later on, fluency was dropped from the 
definition because it could not be accommodated within important testing methods 
(Bailey, 1982). 
Savignon 
Savignon (1983), using the anthropological and pragmatic approach of Hymes, 
developed a more systematic and complete conception of the communicative 
competence that was directly applicable to classroom practice, and she was one of the 
first teaching researchers to emphasize the importance of paralinguistic factors in 
second language acquisition. According to Savignon: 
Communicative competence may be defined as the ability to function in a truly 
communicative setting-that is, in a dynamic exchange in which linguistic 
competence must adapt itself to the total information input, both linguistic and 
paralinguistic. (p. 22) 
More specifically, communicative competence consists of four components: 
1. Grammatical (or Linguistic) Competence. 
Grammatical competence is linguistic competence in the restricted sense of 
the term, as it has been used by Chomsky and most other linguists. . . that 
is the grammatical well-formedness that has provided the focus of second 
language study for centuries. (Savignon, 1983, p. 36) 
In other words: 
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Grammatical competence is the mastery of the linguistic code, the ability to 
recognize the lexical, morphological, syntactic, and phonological features of a 
language, and the ability to manipulate these features to form words and 
sentences. Grammatical competence is not linked to any single theory of 
grammar, nor does it assume the ability to make explicit the rules of usage. 
A person demonstrates grammatical competence by using a ruje, not by 
stating a rule. 
2. Sociolinguistic Competence 
Sociolinguistic competence . . . is an interdisciplinary field of inquiry, 
having to do with the social rules of language use. Sociolinguistic 
competence requires an understanding of the social context in which 
language is used: the roles of the participants, the information they share, 
and the function of the interaction. Only in a full context of this kind can 
judgments of appropriateness of a particular utterance in the terms 
elaborated by Hymes . . . involve more than knowing what to say in a 
situation and how to say it. They also involve knowing when to remain 
silent. (Savignon, 1983, p. 37) 
3. Discourse Competence 
It is concerned not with interpretation of isolated sentences, but with the 
connection of a series of sentences or utterances to form a meaningful 
whole. (Savignon, 1983, p. 40) 
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4. Strategic Competence 
It is the ability to compensate for imperfect knowledge of linguistic, 
sociolinguistic, and discourse rules or limiting factors in their application 
such as fatigue, distraction, inattention; the effective use of coping 
strategies to sustain or enhance communication. (Savignon, 1983, p. 310) 
Savignon's description of strategic competence appeared more systematized in 
Tarone's (1984) work. Tarone gave the following behaviors, among others, under 
strategic competence (some of them modified to fit the research): 
4.4a Paraphrase 
When the speaker cannot find the appropriate utterance a similar one is used. 
4.4b Borrowing 
The speaker may translate from his native language, or mix forms from his/her 
native language and English, or use only forms from his/her native language 
and does not bother to translate them in English. 
4.4c Appeal for assistance. 
The speaker asks for a correct form (e.g., What is this? What is it called?) 
4.4d Body language 
The speaker uses nonverbal tactics in place of lexical item or action (e.g. 
clapping one's hands to illustrate applause) or in accompaniment with another 
communication strategy (e.g., "it is about this long"). (Tarone, 1984, p. 128) 
The Savignon (1983) model described above, together with Tarone's (1984) 
systematization of strategic competence, was used as a basis in constructing the 
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questionnaires for the present research. It may be mentioned that Bailey (1982) in her 
research sees communicative competence in a more general way than what Savignon 
(1983) did above, though she does more or less follow Savignon's analysis. 
Bailey 
Bailey (1982) attempted to identify communicative competence stressing very 
much the sociolinguistic aspect of it and also perceiving it in the broader framework 
of communication where the competence of the Non Native Speaker depends to a 
large extent on the interlocutor's communicative participation and experience with non-
native speakers. 
[Communicative competence is] whatever linguistic, cultural, and social 
knowledge a speaker must have, the skills he must posses, and the behaviors he 
must manifest in order to communicate effectively in a given situation. 
(Bailey, 1982, p. 166) 
She adds, though, that: 
But because face to face communication is an interactive process, a Non Native 
Speaker's attempts to communicate depend to a large extent on the person with 
whom he is speaking . . . the interlocutor's willingness to negotiate meaning, 
his tolerance for error, his slowed pace and accent, his relationship to the Non 
Native Speaker, and his familiarity with second language speakers in general, 
may all contribute to Non Native Speakers' success in communicating. (Bailey, 
1982, p. 166) 
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Bailey was led to this conception of communicative competence by her study 
of what could possibly be wrong with the communication in the classes of TAs in 
UCLA. She observed classes of FTAs and DTAs and came up with the following 
typology of TAs that includes five groups of TAs: 
1. Mechanical problem solvers. Though these TAs were able to solve and 
explain students' problems, their passivity (i.e., rare hand and arm movements 
and eye contact), mumbling voice, and the low and deliberate speech they used, 
made students run the class most of the time, though the pronunciation of the 
TA who agreed to be interviewed (Chinese) was intelligible. The major 
problem with these TAs was not their linguistic competence but, as Bailey 
(1982) mentions, their sociolinguistic competence (pp. 119-120); that is, the 
active aspect of teaching that presupposes use of language appropriate to a 
given communicative context, taking into account the roles of the participants, 
the setting, and the purpose of the interaction (Bailey, 1982, p. 11). 
2. Active Unintelligible TAs; they attempted to teach, but they had serious 
linguistic problems. 
3. The Knowledgeable Helpers/Casual Friends; they had a basic acceptable 
level of linguistic performance; they are understandable, and they are engaged 
in purposeful (i.e., related with the subject) teaching activities. 
4. The Entertaining Allies; they had good linguistic competence (the TAs 
were native), had purposeful teaching style characterized by consistent and 
active uses of humor, and a one-of-the-group attitude toward the students. 
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5. The Inspiring Cheerleaders; they showed enthusiasm for the subject and 
transferred enthusiasm to the students also, made use of well-organized and 
purposeful teaching that radiates personal interest in students as individuals, 
with high expectations for their success. (Bailey, 1982, pp. 136-137) 
From this typology, she tried to see what kind of TAs would cause trouble in 
the class and in what area (e.g., teaching behaviors and/or English proficiency). In 
addition: "This typology could be used in training as a point of departure for 
comparing different teaching styles" (Bailey, 1982, p. 153). 
In other words, in role playing, a TA can act out the characteristics of the kind 
of TAs' typology that is favored by the students and is really effective for their 
learning until they (the characteristics) become his/her teaching style. H/She can also 
try different styles, see the differences and understand how and why he/she has to 
modify his/her teaching style. 
TAs' Teaching Skills 
Types of Teaching Skills 
Not only different communicative competence variables but also teaching skills 
variables may contribute to the FTA problem. Recall the editorial letter in the Daily 
Illini (April 28, 1986, p. 14) which mentions that language will never substitute for 
knowledge of the subject. Apart from subject matter knowledge, also examined in this 
research are presentation and course management skills, grading, body language, 
overall teaching skills, and classroom control skills. All these variables are self-
explanatory, except the classroom control. 
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Classroom Control 
Bailey, considering Hudson's (1980) terms of power and solidarity in 
sociolinguistics, where power is: "one's relative position on the superordinate-
subordinate continuum" while "solidarity concerns the degree of social distance 
between interlocutors" (p. 158), states that: 
In face-to-face interaction between non equals, one's degree of solidarity with 
another person interacts with the power relationship to generate the status of a 
distant superior, close superior, close subordinate, or a distant subordinate. In 
unequal power, discourse knowledge can be a source of power as Hudson uses 
the term. But in classrooms, where the teachers and the students are not native 
speakers of the language, at least three types of knowledge are involved, (p. 
158) 
These types of knowledge are: 
1. Knowledge of the subject matter (the content) 
2. Knowledge of the culture (including appropriate patterns of behavior for 
any given role) and 
3. Knowledge of the language (the medium of instruction). 
Bailey (1982, p. 160) depicts the contrast in the balance of such 
knowledge-engendered power between students, NS (Native Speaking), and Non 
Native Speaking (NNS) TAs (shown in Figure 1). 
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NS TAs Students NNS TAs 
Language + + 
Culture + + 
Subject Matter + - + 
Figure 1. Contrast in the balance of knowledge-engendered power between students. 
The pluses in each column indicate the types of knowledge engendered power 
for each of the three categories, NS TAs (DTAs), students, NNS TAs (FTAs). The 
minuses indicate the lack of them. The figure shows that NS TAs have the most 
knowledge engendered power (three pluses) and the NNS TAs the least (only one 
plus) with the students being in the middle (2 pluses). To quote Bailey (1982): 
The NS TAs (Native Speaking TAs) potentially have more power over their 
students than do their NNS (Non Native Speaking) TAs counterparts by virtue 
of their knowledge of both the language and the culture, as well as of the 
subject matter. In fact the less proficient newly arrived NNS TA may have 
less power than the students have. Yet ironically, the NS TAs also have higher 
solidarity with the majority of their students in terms of shared experienced and 
social characteristics, (p. 160) 
As an example, if the interaction between the cultural and the language factors 
is considered; that is, if the FTA, on one hand, expects respect from his/her students 
based on the fact that he/she is an instructor and does not understand that such a 
prestige does not exist in an American university; and if, on the other, the students 
blame him/her for his/her less than good English skills, then, according to Bailey; the 
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NNS TAs (Non Native Speaking TAs) will view their students as distant subordinates 
while students will see them as close superiors or equals or even subordinates. 
Bailey's conception of the three types of knowledge engendered power or lack 
of it can be considered as three aspects of a variable: "classroom control" or "loss of 
classroom control." A TA may lose control either because of lack of knowledge of 
language, culture, and subject matter. Classroom control, in this sense, belongs under 
teaching skills because knowledge of the culture and/or language and/or subject are 
viewed as means of classroom management and, thus, as a teaching skill. Our 
research has created a scale (scale 8) that includes the three different types of control 
and is named "classroom control." 
Relation Between Attitudinal Variables and Students' Evaluations 
of FTAs'/DTAs' Language and Teaching Skills 
In general, there is not much current research as far as interaction between 
attitudinal variables of the FTAs or students and students' evaluations. Bailey (1982), 
touching on the communicative versus linguistic competence associated with students' 
attitudes mentions: "Research is needed on students' attitudes toward linguistic and 
communicative differences (between TAs-students)" (p. 167). 
Attempted Solutions to the FTA Problem 
The literature review is concluded by surveying some of the solutions to the 
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problems that were posed above regarding language, cultural attitudes, and teaching 
skills of the FTAs. 
Screening of FTAs' Linguistic Competence 
When Schulz (1980) surveyed 167 departments, unfortunately no one required 
scores on a target language proficiency. When Thomas and Richardson (1982) 
surveyed 51 United States universities-TOEFL was the most preferred measure-but 
Warner (1982) reported that TOEFL scores are unrelated to communicative ability. 
Clark and Swinton (1980), knowing that TOEFL does not have an oral interview, 
worked on a test of English proficiency, the Test of Spoken English (TSE), which they 
found to be highly predictive of TAs' speaking proficiency in: 
1. Classroom lecture settings 
2. In class question-answer situations and 
3. Also very predictive of the TAs' communicative effectiveness in 
one-on-one conversation (student-teacher), either during lectures or in the lab, or 
outside class or office visit settings 
Stanfield and Ballard (1984) dealt with an examination of TSE and SPEAK 
(Speaking Proficiency English Assessment Kit) used in programs to evaluate FTAs. 
Furthermore, they examined the reliability and the validity of the TSE and correlate 
the TSE with FSI (Foreign Service Interview) and TOEFL. They concluded that the 
TSE strongly correlates with the FSI, though moderately with TOEFL. They also 
mentioned that: 
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While the TSE is designated for use in the selection and placement of graduate 
foreign applicants, SPEAK can be used to test those currently involved as 
teaching assistants or in another capacity. . . . Both tests can be used in 
helping academic departments to establish criterion levels of acceptable 
comprehensibility among foreign teaching assistants, but there should be 
follow-up studies on the validity of the score standard. (Stanfield & Ballard, 
1984, p. 104) 
Hinofotis, Bailey, and Stern (1981) worked on the development of evaluation 
form called the Oral Communication Rating Instrument. They have also dealt directly 
with the communication skills in experimental designs. 
Vecchio and Costin (1977) found the TAs' verbal scores for the TOEFL GRE 
not to be highly correlated with the skills of the TA in the course. Furthermore, they 
have found that TAs' GRE verbal scores are highly correlated with instructor's 
coldness (what they call negative effect) toward students, and with TAs' skill (i.e., 
interesting delivery of material, stimulation of students' intellectual curiosity, clear 




From the above it is obvious that TOEFL though used in a wide range of 
situations is doubtful for evaluating English proficiency, for it measures the linguistic 
not the communicative ability of the TA. An implementation of this test, or the 
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construction of new test(s) is recommendable. But according to Fisher (1985): "Even 
in the long run, screening will not be enough for the foreign TA, who has learned very 
good English but knows too little about the culture of the American classroom or the 
psychology of the American undergraduate" (p. 65). 
Fisher goes on to suggest the creation of certain programs for FTAs that will 
include: 
1. The establishment of courses with lecture tapes and demonstrations of 
teaching skills, that give the course participants examples of what is considered 
effective teaching by American culture (e.g., norms of politeness), about 
teacher-student expectations and roles, and about local customs; about guidelines on 
counseling students and on working with Faculty, along with balancing course work 
with teaching responsibilities. 
2. Role playing, which can be of great benefit to the FTAs, who could act 
out "typical or difficult interactions with the students" (Fisher, 1985, p. 67) and then 
discuss the results with instructors, peers, and older TAs. That way : "role playing 
reveals the often considerable gap between foreign TAs' expectations of students' 
responsibilities and undergraduates' notions of their own rights" (p. 67). 
Fisher also mentions that foreign TAs must learn how to handle the ambiguous 
status and authority of the TA position, and that the greatest difficulty of this subject 
may come from FTAs in that they do not have TAs in the home country institution; 
there are just powerful professors and powerless students. 
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At the end though, Fisher warns that "undergraduates may still be slow to 
accept a foreign accent and differentness" (p. 68), and suggests that: 
Institutions may also want to prepare the undergraduates whom the foreign TAs 
are trying to teach. Can these students be encouraged to be more appreciative 
of cultural diversity, more patient about adjusting to accents, more tolerant 
about alien viewpoints? (p. 71) 
Turning to the faculty, Fisher states the need of a long term policy which tries 
to identify language problems early, provides relevant course work and offers training 
in how to teach. The difficulty is to convince faculty of the need of such policy. And 
if the faculty are convinced, what should be done to help the problem? 
Faculty are unlikely to do anything special for the Foreign TAs unless 
otherwise encouraged by the administration or department chairs. Faculty 
primarily view students as researchers not teachers. Indeed at many 
Universities foreign students are again and again identified as the best students, 
the most diligent researchers and the least demanding advisees. Under such 
circumstances Faculty are often all too eager to wink at or gloss over any 
inadequacies Foreign TAs demonstrate in teaching. Only persistent pressure 
from an interested dean probably working through department chairs will 
motivate Faculty to identify foreign TAs who may have problems, and see that 
they get the help they need. (Fisher, 1985, p. 71) 
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History and Development of Programs 
When Fisher wrote the preceding in 1985, American Higher Education had 
already started a serious effort to improve the teaching of TAs. Programs targeted at 
TAs generally had already started in the '70s but prior to 1979, no programs 
specifically targeting FTAs' training were found. Between 1979 and 1982 nine were 
identified, three reporting empirical data, and the remainder were descriptive in nature. 
In addition, 11 FTA-related non-training program studies were identified (Davis, 1984, 
p. 111). 
Most of them included videotapes and role playing with emphasis on 
communication, fluency of speech, and cultural orientation. They also emphasized 
sociocultural, educational, and academic differences in the university system that may 
cause communication breakdown between FTAs and students. In addition, they paid 
attention to the importance of feedback and audiovisual aids; Many of them tried to 
familiarize the TAs with the sounds and rhythms of English connected with 
sentence-level strategies (i.e., sentence intonation, patterns applied for emphasis and 
contrast in the discourse). They also taught organizational strategies (i.e., they taught 
that TAs need to repeat parts of their sentence so that students do not have a hard time 
following them, or that they need to rephrase or repeat questions so that they are. sure 
that they communicate with their students. They also taught transitional devices in 
speech (e.g., "for example," "on the other hand," etc.). Such devices function to limit 
the scope of answers and thus limit the level of anxiety of the students (e.g., 
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transitional devices of the kind "for example" is agreeing and nothing else, but: "On 
the other hand." contrasts with what already has been said, etc.) 
They also included the teaching use of gestures and use of eye contact, and 
through role playing they taught the FTA to maintain classroom control/discipline and 
also how to disagree politely (Cake & Menasche, 1982; Damarian & West, 1979; 
Franck & De Sousa, 1982; Gaskill, & Brinton, 1979; Rice, 1979; Russo, 1982). 
Generally, courses designated for FTAs' programs should have the form of an 
ESP (English for Specific Purposes) course because: "they need to be built around a 
central core of activities in which the second language learner actually performs the 
tasks associated with this specific purpose, either in a real or simulated context" (Shaw 
& Garate, cited in Pialorsi, 1984, p. 23). 
There are particularly designed programs for Business (Buckenmeyer, 1972), 
Chemistry (Barrus, Armstrong, Renfrew, & Garrad, 1974), ESL (Bailey & Campbell, 
1977), Physics (Muhlestein & Defacio, 1974), Economics (Lewis & Ovris, 1973), 
Romance Languages (Goeppner & Knorre, 1980), Speech Communications 
(Staton-Spicer & Nyquist, 1979); some of them offered campus-wide, across all 
disciplines, and some not. 
Screening of the FTAs at UIUC is done through the TSE (Test of Spoken 
English) or its institutionalized version, SPEAK (Spoken Proficiency English 
Assessment Kit). A word of caution; these tests evaluate only the linguistic 
competence of the TAs/Faculty. More specifically, the SPEAK tests fluency, grammar 
and pronunciation. It is required for all non-native speakers, either Faculty or TAs. 
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The required score is 230 or higher. If a person scores lower, an appeal process can 
be provided. The panel that is necessary to review the appeal consists of one 
representative from the Graduate College, the Division of English as an International 
Language or the office of Instructional Management Services, the employing academic 
unit (non voting member) and the undergraduate student body (native English-
speaking). The panel is chaired by the vice chancellor for academic affairs. If the 
appeal is upheld, the TA is considered able to teach, and has to join the rest of the 
qualified foreign TAs for an orientation. The orientation is an one-week program. 
The program starts with interviews and introductions. It includes presentations 
explaining what is expected from the FTAs of UIUC and strategies in order to 
understand better the American undergraduates. It also deals with discussions between 
panels of professors of different departments and the FTAs who are attending the 
orientation. Other sessions cover microteaching (i.e., individual presentations or 
individual videotaped presentations with peer and leader feedback, communications 
strategies for the classroom, how to make good questions, and ways to run effective 
laboratory sessions). Non-verbal communication and role playing are discussed. In 
addition, the EIL (English as an International language) Department offers EIL 406 
which is a semester-long course for current and prospective international teaching 
assistants. It is a no-credit course that meets three hours per week. The course has 
four basic components: public speaking, prepared mini-lessons, classroom issues from 
cross-cultural perspective, and English language. The registration for this course, along 
with the attendance of workshops and/or seminars at the campus, college, or 
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department level, are required for whoever did not pass the test and is willing to take 
it again. For all those that were selected for positions, there is continuous monitoring, 
done (or should be done) by the academic unit in which they are employed (see 
Appendix A for information in detail about the UIUC Policy Statement). 
Problems Connected With the Programs 
An important point coming out of these reviews of programs above is that 
some incorporated in their curriculum not only language but cultural sessions as well. 
This may be an indication that though English proficiency is considered very 
important for class performance by students, parents, and sometimes by the FTAs 
themselves, the cultural differences may be the source of great difficulty for the FTAs, 
a difficulty that program leaders understood should be addressed (see particularly 
Landa & Perry, 1984; Rice, 1979). 
Another thing to keep in mind is that when a program is a one-week program, 
it has only a limited effect on the FTAs. This means that during such programs it is 
not expected to give to the FTAs any deep knowledge of the American language and 
culture. This can be done only during programs that last longer than a week. 
Therefore, before a program is constructed, it needs to be made clear what the aims 
are. It is obvious from the tests and programs that people are involved in efforts to 
find means to measure the linguistic proficiency, along with the teaching effectiveness 
in class. There is evidence that verbal ability and TA effectiveness are related. But 
culturally related problems can also affect the in-class effectiveness, and are not less 
important. Though we still do not have a general evaluation of the programs from 
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evaluation researchers, it is known that "existing foreign TA training programs are 
generally well received by both participants and departments" (Turiz; cited in Pialorsi, 
1984, p. 49) but there is: 
the need of cooperation of various departments, institutes, and offices of the 
University in order to set up a common program, and the need to share the 
expenses, so that one department is not expected to absorb the entire cost of 
the training program, which could result in failure. (Pialorsi, 1984, p. 49) 
(E.g., as it happened at the University of Houston, where the EFL program was 
expected to absorb all the cost.) 
It is also known that the TAs who received training became more effective 
(Davis, 1984; Diamond & Gray, 1987), and the training lifted up the language skills 
along with the awareness of cross-cultural differences of the TAs in the USA higher 
educational system (Landa & Perry; cited in Pialorsi et al., 1984) 
At the same time, though, one should be careful whenever one evaluates 
programs. One needs to see whether a pre- and post-treatment group has been used 
during the experiment (i.e., compare a group of TAs before the training and the same 
group of TAs after they have received the training) and that the results are not based 




Choice of Method 
Quantitative methodology was chosen because research Purpose A asks to 
investigate and document the existence and the extent of the FTA problem at UIUC as 
measured by selected factors, and this means to investigate and document it in the 
population of students. This suggests a survey of this population. In such a survey, 
responses of students with FTAs have to be compared with responses of students with 
domestic TAs. 
Research Purpose B asks for other factors that may play a role in the FTA 
problem and that could be approached in terms of interviews; but since a quantitative 
study is indicated to be able to address (A), it was much easier to expand the 
questionnaire for (A) somewhat and include possible factors (B) of the FTA problem. 
For Research Question 1 which addresses purpose A and B (see Chapter 1) it 
was necessary to compare students' responses whose TAs were FTAs with responses 
of students whose TAs were DTAs. The most convenient way to do this was to select 
roughly equal number of TAs of both types, and sample the students from their 
classes. 
Research Question 2, which addresses Purpose B, suggested that it was 
desirable to document the FTAs' attitudes and perceptions. Hence, a questionnaire 
similar to that given to the students was given to the FTAs and DTAs also. This 
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automatically made it possible to compare students' responses with the responses of 
the TAs in whose classes they were (i.e., relationship 1 and relationship 2) in Figure 2. 
In the same figure, relations between FTAs and DTAs (relationship 3) and FTAs' 
students with DTAs' students (relationship 4) can be compared: 
FTAs (compare) 1 Students 
Compare 3 4 
DTAs(compare) 2 Students 
Figure 2. Comparing relationships between FTAs and DTAs and FTAs' students with 
DTAs' students. 
Pilot Study 
A pilot study was conducted simply to refine and standardize the questionnaire 
items. The Division of Management Information on campus provided us with a list of 
foreign and domestic TAs. Twenty (10 from each group) were selected randomly and 
contacted. They were notified about the study and its purposes and were given drafts 
of the attached questionnaires, one for themselves and three for three of their students. 
Those TAs that dropped out of the study were replaced by others available from the 
original list. The pilot study showed that the following areas needed refinement or 
changes in the procedures that had been established: 
1. The instructions for the completion of the questionnaire should be given in 
more detail, particularly for the TAs. 
2. The order of the language items needed to be changed. 
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3. Some items like "culture" needed to be defined in the questionnaire. 
4. Also some of the items needed to be rewritten. The number of questions 
in the sociolinguistic competence items needed to be decreased because students 
seemed to be unable to differentiate between the different dimensions of 
sociolinguistic competence. They perceived them as the same question stated in 
different ways and were wondering why the "same questions were asked again and 
again." Thus, only one item was used for the sociolinguistic competence, the "mastery 
of English" (see item 19 in the questionnaires in Appendix B). 
5. It became clear that TAs did not accept administration of the questionnaire 
during their teaching hour. They preferred to give it to the students to complete at 
home. 
Initial, general observation of the questionnaire supported the significance of 
further research in the following areas: 
For Research Question 1, the responses showed great variation among students. 
At this point there was no statistical analysis (the sample was small, good only for the 
pilot study) to find correlations between attitudes and teaching or communicative 
skills. 
For Research Question 2, in some cases there was agreement between TAs and 
their students as far as the scores in the attitudinal and teaching/communicative skills 
variables are concerned, but in some cases there was obvious conflict. 
In general students and/or TAs mentioned the following: 
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1. Both students and TAs found that the role of the TA lies between that of a 
professor and that of an instructor, not that of a student. Both students and TAs 
thought that TAs were cheap labor, and both blamed the Faculty for not being actively 
involved with the TAs. 
2. FTAs believed that there is bias in the students regarding their accent 
which many times makes the students evaluate them badly. Students believed that the 
accent is the problem. Students also turned our attention to professors with accents. 
3. Both TAs and students agreed that TAs should be screened for verbal and 
teaching skills. 
4. Both groups wanted to see faculty actively involved in TAs' training. 
Students went as far as to suggest that the reason that the TAs do not know the 
subject is that professors never tell them what they teach in lectures, and students 
stressed a need for open dialogues between TAs and professors. 
5. FTAs mentioned the need to be trained in the American educational 
system; DTAs mentioned the need to be trained to handle problematic cases, to feel 
relaxed, confident and to be able to keep high motivation in students. 
6. Culture seemed to be one of the major reasons for the FTAs not keeping 
good control in class. Regarding DTAs, although they were from the same culture as 
their students, theoretically, they did consider cultural difference a main reason for 
losing control in class. 
7. The TAs seemed to have problems in American higher education with the 
low pay, low standards, and the differences in students' educational backgrounds due 
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to different educational systems in high schools that cause some students to be unable 
to follow the classes. 
8. TAs complained about students' focus on short-term goals (like doing the 
homework or getting a job after graduation) rather than long-term goals (like learning). 
9. Students complained about TAs who think their students know more than 
they really do, run out of time, and/or lack creativity in explaining ideas. 
10. Due to the small number of surveys and to the absence of statistical 
analysis nothing could be said about TAs'/students' attitudinal correlations or about 
majors/non majors and their evaluations which showed great variety. 
Sampling 
Foreign Teaching Assistants (FTAs) are defined as teaching assistants who. do 
not have American English as their native language. So, the basis on which TAs were 
classified as FTAs/DTAs was item 33. TAs who are naturalized citizens of the USA 
but whose first language is not American English were treated as foreign. TAs who 
were just permanent residents without having American English as their first language 
were considered foreign also. There were no cases of TAs who were Native Speakers 
of American English but not U.S. citizens or native speakers of American English and 
residents but not citizens. British, Canadians, South Africans, or Australians were 
treated as foreign TAs. 
It was decided to approach 76 TAs-38 foreign and 38 domestic-and ask them 
to participate in the study. They were each asked to fill out their questionnaire and 
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also to give the students' questionnaire to a random sample of students in their classes. 
The Survey Research Lab and the Department of Statistics along with the 
Division of Management Information at the UIUC agreed that 30 TAs was the 
minimum necessary for a reliable sample from each population of TAs for good 
representation. Since it was expected that some TAs would not wish to participate in 
the study, it was decided to approach 38 of each type instead of 30. 
Next, it was desirable to have six students from each of the 60 TAs' classes fill 
out the student questionnaire, for a total of 60 x 6 = 360 students' responses-180 
students for each type of TA. It was felt that six students from each class would give 
a good representation of the perception of the TA. In order to plan for students not 
responding, each TA was asked to distribute the questionnaire to eight students 
randomly selected by the researcher, instead of six. 
TAs were drawn from the departments of Economics, Classics, Anthropology, 
History, Biology, Mathematics, Philosophy, Religious studies, and Speech 
Communication and were chosen on the basis of whether they taught 100-200 level 
courses. By a special SAS computer program, the DMI (Division of Management 
Information) ascertained that in these departments there was a balanced number 
between DTAs and FTAs who taught 100-200 level courses. Higher level courses 
usually create a bias in the evaluations because students register for them because they 
like them. The DMI randomly selected an equal number of FTAs and DTAs from the 
departments above, using only TAs who taught sections of 30 to 40 students. In 
selecting the TAs, an effort was also made to control for subject matter (i.e., hard 
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versus soft science). The problem is that different departments or even different 
courses of the same department may affect the attitudes and evaluations of the 
TAs/students differently. This was pointed out by the Division of Management 
Information and the Department of Statistics of UIUC. Accordingly, departments were 
grouped into two large groups; (a) hard science and (b) soft science. 
In this research, the departments of Economics, Classics, History, 
Anthropology, Philosophy, Religious studies and Speech Communication, were 
classified as soft science and the departments of Mathematics and Biology were 
considered hard science. The Mathematics Department had an unusually large number 
of TAs (actually the largest number of all the other departments). For further details 
on the random selection processes see Procedure section. 
Instrument 
In General 
The survey instrument was designed to measure the variables identified in the 
statement of the problem (i.e., attitudes, language, and teaching skills evaluations). It 
was prepared in two versions, one for students and one for the TAs (see Appendix B). 
The instrument was divided into four parts: 
1. Demographic profile variables-items 32 to 39 for TAs, and items 32 to 41 
for students. 
2. Attitudinal variables, items 1 to 9 
3. Language variables, items 10 to 19 
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4. Teaching skills variables, items 20 to 31 
Apart from the demographic items, corresponding items 1 to 31 were verbatim 
the same or slightly paraphrased in both versions. 
After the questionnaires were collected, they were coded in the following 
categories: 
In the box on the left side of the last page of both questionnaires, there are the 
Initials "CT" which means Course Title. This number corresponds to the number of 
the course the TA is teaching. The "CN" stands for Course Name and corresponds to 
Course Section. Lastly, the "CL" stands for Course Logo which represents the 
Department the TA is teaching for. This configuration always matched the incoming 
students' questionnaires with the incoming TAs' questionnaires and also kept track of 
who responded to the questionnaires and who did not. 
Students'/TAs' Demographics 
The basic reason for including the demographic questions is to be able to 
create a profile of the students/and the TAs. In some cases the demographic questions 
served other purposes. This is indicated below separately for the relevant items. 
In the Student Questionnaire, the demographic questions are: 
Item 32. Approximately how much time do you spend each week studying for 
this course? 
Item 33. Which is your major? 
Item 34. Is this course required for your Major? 
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This demographic variable (item 34) was tested against all the attitudinal, language 
and teaching skills items and scales to see how it might affect them. For this reason 
ANOVA tests were run. 
Item 35. Do you speak any languages other than English? 
Item 36. If Yes, what other languages do you speak? 
Item 37. What is your status at UIUC? (Freshmen, Sophomores etc.) 
Item 38. What is your GPA? 
This item was suggested by the Division of Management Information to check whether 
the sample is random. 
Item 39. What grade are you expecting in this course? 
This item was used to check whether the grade which the student expected might 
affect his/her evaluation of the TA. For this reason ANOVAs were run between this 
item and every item and scale. 
Item 40. What is your ethnic background? 
Item 41a/b. What is your sex. 
In the TAs' questionnaire, the demographic questions are: 
Item 32. What is your area of specialization? 
Item 33. What is your native language? 
Item 34. How long have you been teaching as a TA? 
Item 35. What other languages do you speak besides English? 
Item 36. Are you a foreign TA? 
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If you are not a foreign TA are you: 
Item 37a. An American citizen? 
Item 37b. Permanent resident of the USA but not a citizen? 
If you are a foreign TA 
Item 38a. What country are you from? 
Item 38b. How many years have you studied English? 
Item 39a/b. What is your sex? 
Attitudinal Variables 
Attitudes are defined to be a person's position or disposition towards something 
that may be physical, mental, or emotional. They may include "conscious mental 
positions as well as a full range of often subconscious feelings or emotions" 
(Savignon, 1983, p. 302; here, the definition is adapted to include the view of what is 
considered attitudes). The attitudes examined in this research are mental/emotional 
predispositions rather than physical. All the attitudinal questions, except item 1 were 
constructed by the researcher. 
For the attitudinal items two kinds of scoring were used, the first had four 
values and the second two: The first scores are from 1 to 4; the higher they are, the 
more negative the answer is to the question that coded the attitudinal variable, that is: 
1 = Strongly Agree 4 = Strongly Disagree 
2 = Agree 3 = Disagree 
The second scores are 1 and 2 and have the following values: 1 = Yes, 2 = No. 
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A discussion of the attitudinal variables, the numbers of the questions by which 
they have been coded, the scales used, and what the high scores for each question or 
scales mean is presented. If the scores were reversed for statistical purposes, this is 
also mentioned. 
The interpretations of the scores below have been given after changes, if any, 
have been made. 
1. Ethnocentricism (item 1, scores 1-4.). Ethnocentrism is the emotional 
attitude that one's own ethnic group, nation or culture is superior to all others. The 
question was developed by Professor Lambert (McGill University, Canada, Department 
of Linguistics) and was adjusted somewhat to fit our study. High scores on this item 
mean high ethnocentrism (the range of scores has been reversed). 
2. Attitude toward students' training, items 2 and 12, each scores 1 to 4. 
Items 2 and 12 were combined into a single scale labeled consumerism. A low score 
on this scale for a student meant that the student did not think that students in general 
should be given training which would contribute to better communications with FTAs, 
and thus that they had the typical attitude of the consumer. For TAs, high scores will 
show that from their perspective, the students' consumerism is not legitimate and 
students need training. (The score range of each of the scale items 2 and 12 were 
reversed.) 
3. Attitudes toward TAs' screening, item 3, scores 1 to 4. High scores mean 
strong agreement that TAs need screening. (The range of scores were reversed.) 
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4. Attitudes toward TAs' training item 4, scores 1 to 4. High scores mean 
strong agreement that TAs need training. (The range of scores were reversed). 
5. Attitudes toward status of TAs; items 5a, b, c, scores 1 to 4. High scores 
in these items show that there is strong perception of TAs as students or instructors or 
professors. (The range of scores was reversed.) 
6. Attitudes toward importance of TAs' role in the university education, item 
6, scores 1 to 4. High scores mean lack of importance. (The range of scores was not 
reversed.) 
7. Attitudes toward prestige of the TAs' position item 7, scores 1 to 4. High 
scores mean lots of prestige. (The range of scores was not reversed.) 
8. Attitudes toward cultural openness items 8a, b scores 1 and 2. High 
scores mean problems with cultural openness. (The range of scores was not reversed.) 
Regarding the definition of culture that this research is using, it is directly 
connected with anthropology and the researcher followed the definition by Gamst and 
Norbeck (cited in Spradley, 1975) who state that: 
culture is viewed as man's way of maintaining life and perpetuating his species, 
a system of learned and socially transmitted ideas, sentiments, social 
arrangements, and objects that depend for their formulation and continuation 
upon man's ability to create symbols. (Spradley, 1975, p. 5) 
Contrary to what most people believe, culture is not the behaviors themselves. 
It is the acquisition of a body of knowledge through and by which one interprets 
experiences and generate behaviors. 
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9. Attitudinal questions regarding what TAs and students like or dislike in 
each other, item 9a/b and open-ended questions (items 40 in TAs and 42 in students 
which are open-ended comments may also include information about attitudes). 
Language Variables 
The scores for the language variables are of three different kinds: 
First, 1 to 4 scores with the values: 1 = Very good, 2 = Good, 3 = Poor, and 4 = Very 
Poor. Second, 1 to 3 scores with values: 1 = Yes, 2 = Makes no difference, 3 = No 
(for question 14), or 1 = Yes, 2 = Yes with difficulty, 3 = No (for question 16). 
Third, scores 1 and 2 with the values: 1 = No, 2 = Yes. 
Whenever necessary, scores have been reversed or modified to serve statistical 
purposes, particularly by the creation of scales. Whenever such differences have taken 
place, they are mentioned. 
An SAS log with all the statistical steps and modifications in this research is 
found in Appendix C. The interpretations of the scores that are given below are after 
such modifications, if any, have been made. 
Language item 9 (How would you characterize your TA's mastery of English?) 
was taken from the ICES (Instructional Computerized Evaluation System) which the 
researcher used with the permission of the Board of Trustees at UIUC to whom the 
ICES' copyrights belong. The ICES is used on campus for the semester evaluation of 
faculty and TAs. The remainder of the items were constructed by the researcher. 
Presented now is a discussion of the language variables, the numbers of the 
questions by which they have been coded, and the scales used. 
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1. TAs' pronunciation item 17a, score 1 to 4. High scores show not good 
pronunciation skills. 
2. TAs' grammar item 17b, score 1 to 4. High scores show not good skills. 
3. TAs' fluency item 17c, score 1 to 4 . High scores show not good skills. 
4. Accent of the TAs. By accent in this research, it is meant the 
pronunciation and intonation of English by someone who is not a native speaker of 
American English or who is speaking a dialect. For accent, specifically, a scale (scale 
2) was contrived using items 10 (if the TA is a native speaker but has an accent) and 
11 (if the TA is a foreign TA and has an accent) (however, the researcher eliminated 
them due to more confusion than help that they gave in the data analysis), 14 (if 
students/TAs like the accent or not), and 16 (if it hampers communication or not).' 
The scores are ranging from 1 to 3. High scores in scale 2, mean problems with the 
accent. In addition, there are the open-ended items 13 (What kind of accent you 
have/your TA has) and 15 (why you like it or dislike it). The open-ended items were 
not used in the scale. 
Items 1 to 3 were used and scale 2 to create the linguistic competence scale. 
To do that, there was a change in items 17a, b, c, from 1-4 to 0-2. Also items 14 and 
16 were changed from 1-3 to 0-2. The changes were made so that all items can have 
the same scaling i.e., 0-2 and direction ; that is, high scores show problems with the 
particular variables coded in these items. The linguistic competence scale was named 
scale 3. High scores on this scale mean problems with the language. 
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The difference between the linguistic competence discussed in the research 
literature and the use of this term here is that the researcher is using accent and 
fluency as part of linguistic competence. 
5. TAs' paraphrasing item 18a, scores 1-2. 
6. TAs' body language item 18c, scores 1-2. 
7. TAs' asking students to help with the language difficulties they may have, 
item 18d, scores 1-2. 
8. TAs' use of expressions from their own dialect or language, item 18e 
scores 1-2. 
Items 18a,c,d created another scale (scale 4) which is called the strategic 
competence scale. Item 18b that tests message abandonment was taken out since it 
could not be considered as a way of trying to transmit the message, but rather, 
abandonment of the message. High scores on this scale show good strategic 
competence. (The range of the scores was reversed on the items of the scale and thus 
the scale itself.) 
9. TAs' mastery of English (sociolinguistic competence), item 19, scores 1 to 
4. (The scores range was reversed.) High scores on this item mean good 
sociolinguistic competence. As before, the reversal here was done so that good 
evaluations can be represented with high scores. 
This research defined sociolinguistic competence as an active and effective 
TA's use of the linguistic, first; and second, the sociolinguistic rules of the language 
while expressing his/her message in English (i.e., not only use of grammar but also use 
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of rules accepted in the anthropology of the American college class and which are 
related to language). The rationale behind defining sociolinguistic competence as the 
use of linguistic plus sociolinguistic rules is this; in order to use the sociolinguistic 
rules of the language, someone needs a basic knowledge of the linguistic principles of 
the language (i.e., he/she needs to have a working linguistic basis that will then refine 
into the sociolinguistic rules of the language; rules that are indicated by the social 
context in which the language is used, the roles of the participants, and the information 
they share). This view of sociolinguistic competence is coming out of the researcher's 
personal experience as a second-language speaker and from discussing this type of 
definition with students, college, and faculty members who are also second-language 
speakers. As one of the students mentioned, "I had to learn the right rules of the 
language before I had to learn where, why, and when I should break them." 
Items 14, 16, 17a-c, as modified above to create scale 3, and items 18a,c-e 
being in their original scores without reversal (contrary to what happened in scale 4 
above, where there is reversal), and also item 19 being in its original scores without 
reversal created a large scale that is called the communicative competence scale (scale 
5). The reason the items 18a, c-e and 19 were used in their original unreversed form 
is that they should agree in the direction with items 17a-c and 14, 16. This means that 
high scores on all these items should show problems with the particular variables and 
so they do. In order to have the same scale (i.e., 0-2) as in items 14, 16, and 17a-c, 
scores 1-4 in item 19 were modified to 0-2. The 18a, c-e were originally scored 1-2, 
so there was not any problem in modifying them. For communicative competence, the 
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researcher used the definition Savignon (1983) employed (see Literature Review) with 
some modifications (the researcher did not use the discourse competence as part of the 
communicative competence because in all the language evaluations, students/TAs will 
judge the language skills by the whole presentation which presupposes discourse; more 
specifically, classroom discourse. Thus, additional elements to test this component 
would be repetitive and not practical at all). 
High scores in the above scale spell problems with the TAs' communicative 
competence. As someone can see, communicative competence is a summative score 
of all language competences and represents the overall language competence of the 
TAs. 
Teaching Skills Variables 
Items 20 to 28 were taken from the ICES. Items 29 to 31 were constructed by 
the researcher. Items 20 to 28 have the values very Good, Good, Poor, Very Poor (1- ** 
4). Items 29 to 31 have as values Almost Always, Often, Sometimes, Almost Never 
(1-4). 
Presentation Skills 
The main presentation skills tested in this research, are clarity and knowledge 




1. TAs' ability to answer questions, item 20, scores 1 to 4. High scores show 
good Clarity skills (scores range was reversed). 
2. TAs' ability to explain difficult materials with the use of clear and simple 
examples, the definition of terms, concepts, and principles. Item 21, scores 1-4. High 
scores show good skills on this item (scores range was reversed). 
3. Eye contact 23, scores 1-4. High scores on this item show good skills on 
this item (scores range was reversed). 
Items 20, 21, 23 constitute the scale (scale 6) of clarity. High scores on clarity 
show good clarity skill's. 
The Knowledge of the Subject 
The degree of knowledge the instructor had about the subject when he/she was 
lecturing or during one-on-one sessions with his/her students, or during 
question-answer situations in class. Item 22, scores 1-4. High scores on this scale 
show good subject knowledge. (The scores range has been reversed.) 
Course Management Skills 
Under this type of skills, the following was examined: 
1. TAs' daily preparation, item 24, scores 1 to 4. High scores show good 
skills on this item. (The range of scores has been reversed.) 
2. TAs' objectives/purposes, item 25, scores 1-4. High scores show good 
skills on this item. (The range of scores has been reversed.) 
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3. TAs' course organization, item 26, scores 1-4. High scores show good skills 
on this item. (The range of scores has been reversed.) Items 24-26 give another 
scale, the course management skills (scale 7). High scores on course management 
show high skills on this variable. (The range of the scores was reversed.) 
TAs' grading, item 28. scores 1-4. This item includes fairness of grading of 
quizzes and exams. High scores on this item mean high skills on this variable. (The 
range of the scores was reversed.) 
TAs' overall teaching skills, item 27. scores 1 to 4. This item measures the 
overall TA's teaching ability. High scores show high skills on this item. (The range 
of the scores was reversed.) 
Classroom control (knowledge engendering power issue discussed in Chapter 
2). This item is used in this research as a teaching skill according to the discussion 
above regarding the teaching skills variables. The researcher is interested in seeing 
how students feel about their TAs' control in class, and how TAs evaluate themselves 
on this issue too. It is tested with the following items: 
1. Loss of control due to lack of knowledge of English language, item 29, 
scores 1 to 4, or 
2. Loss of control due to lack of knowledge of subject, item 30, scores 1 to 4, 
or 
3. Loss of control due to lack of knowledge of culture, item 31, scores 1-4. 
Items 29-31 give us a new scale (scale 8) that was named classroom control scale. 
High scores in this scale (as in each separate item) show good classroom control from 
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Items 29-31 give us a new scale (scale 8) that was named classroom control scale. 
High scores in this scale (as in each separate item) show good classroom control from 
the part of the TA. (The score range in the items and the scale has not been reversed.) 
All the above items and scales from 20-31 give the scale number 9, which is 
the teaching skills scale. High scores show good teaching skills. 
Also open-ended questions in 40 in TAs and in 42 in students captures 
miscellaneous comments students may have for the subject matter or the questionnaire 
itself. 
Procedure 
The DMI (Division of Management Information) used an SAS program based 
on the lists of the TAs employed by the UIUC in order to randomly select TAs (FTAs 
and DTAs). As it was explained in the Limitations section, only departments from 
which a balanced number of foreign/domestic TAs were considered. 
Letters were sent to the heads of the different departments informing them 
about the research. Personal meetings with heads of departments followed, during 
which they gave their written consent. Then, the TAs received letters with a 
description of the research and all the relevant information along with a copy of the 
written consent of the Head of their departments. The TAs were contacted in three 
days after they received the letters to inform the researcher if they agreed to 
participate. If they did, each TA was interviewed separately and the sample was 
randomized from his/her roster. Also each TA was given his/her own questionnaire to 
fill out and was told to return it to the researcher's campus address. He/She also 
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received eight questionnaires to give to his/her students and was told to ask them to 
return the questionnaires to the researcher. The return address was on the back of the 
questionnaire, so all that they had to do was to fold the questionnaire and mail it by 
campus mail. 
Statistical Analysis 
For Research Question 1, correlations between students' attitudes and their 
evaluations of their TAs (communicative and teaching skills) were computed for 
students with FTAs and students with DTAs, separately. 
Correlations were tested for significance. Differences in the correlations 
between the two groups were discussed, along with the strengths of the similar 
correlations. In addition, evaluations by the students and students' attitudes in the two 
groups were compared using ANOVA. 
For Research Question 2, correlations between FTAs' attitudes and their own 
students' evaluations of their language and teaching skills were computed, tested for 
significance, and compared with correlations of DTAs' attitudes with their students' 
evaluations of language and teaching skills. 
Generally, for each variable or scales of variables in the questionnaires, a two-
way ANOVA was calculated in order to control, first, for subject (i.e., hard vs. soft 
science) in FTAs' students versus DTAs' students and the total students' group and a 




RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Description of the Sample (Demographics) 
TAs Sample 
Table 1 shows the number of the TAs in the sample classified according to 
Foreign versus Domestic TAs and their sex. Sixty-two TAs answered and returned the 
questionnaires; 29 were foreign and 33 were domestic. Thus the two categories are 
equally represented. On the other hand, men outnumbered women more than 4 to 1. 
The Departments of Economics and Mathematics, who provided the most TAs, are in 
numbers more male than female, though the other departments showed a more even 
distribution. Actually, the sample from the Department of Economics had only males. 
This was not part of the design but possibly a result of an effort to choose departments 
with balanced numbers of FTAs and DTAs, not with balanced gender numbers. 
Table 1 
Foreign and Domestic Male and Female TAs (Items 36 and 391 
Foreign Domestic Total 
Male 23 27 50(80.64%) 
Female 6 6 12 (19.35%) 
Total 29(46.7%) 33(53.2%) 62(100%) 
Note. These data were also in response to the demographic items 36 ("Are you a 
foreign TA?") and 39 ("What is your sex?") 
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Table 2 shows the distribution of the TAs by department and by hard versus 
soft science. Examination of demographic item 32 showed that all the TAs were 
Table 2 





















































specializing in an area within their departments except for one who was a domestic 
TA in religious studies and whose major was in social work and Asian studies. As 
may be seen an equal number of foreign and domestic TAs were chosen from each 
department. Roughly equal numbers responded. This was part of the sampling 
design. 
Tables 3 through 5 show the results of the responses to the remaining 
demographic items. Table 3 corresponds to the demographic item 33, Native 
Languages of the FTAs. On item 33, all the Domestic TAs have American English 
as their Native Language by definition; while the Native Languages of FTAs are given 
in Table 3. In Table 4, the years of being a TA are examined. The mean number of 
years an FTA has been a TA is 2.73, and for DTAs it is 2.15. Table 4 corresponds to 
item 34. Table 5 corresponds to item 35 (Other Languages Apart From English). It is 
interesting that the most frequent languages among FTAs is French, while Spanish is 
the most frequent language among DTAs. 
Table 3 
Native Languages of the FTAs (Item 331 








Table 3 (continued) 
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Native languages Frequencies 
Greek 3 















Years of Being a TA (Item 341 
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Note. Three were unanswered. 
Table 5 
FTAs1 Languages Other Than English (Item 351 








Table 5 (continued) 
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For item 37, it was found that all who identified themselves as DTAs (i.e., 
individuals who said that they were not FTAs [item 36]) were citizens (item 37a) and 
permanent residents (item 37b) of the United States. Of the individuals who 
responded that they were foreign in item 36, none was a citizen, with two of them 
being permanent residents of US. The rest were not permanent residents. There was 
not one TA who claimed to be a DTA and did not have American English as his/her 
first language (i.e., their responses to item 36 agreed with whether they were classified 
as DTAs or FTAs based on item 33). 
Finally, Table 6 gives the countries of the FTAs' origin and Table 7 the number 
of years FTAs have studied English (item 38a and 38b, respectively). In general, 
34.4% were from Europe, 34.4% were from Asia, 10.3% from Canada, 10.3% from 
Latin America, and 10.3% from Africa. 
In Table 7, five TAs mentioned "all my life" probably because they were living 
in bilingual environments (like Canada, South Africa, England) or they were taught 
English as a second language while growing up. 
Table 6 
Countries FTAs Came From (Item 38a1 
Countries Frequencies Countries Frequencies 
Greece 3 Singapore 1 
Canada 3 Srilanka 1 
(table continues) 






























Number of Years FTAs Have Studied English (Item 38b1 






Table 7 (continued) 
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Note. Two were unanswered. 
Students Sample 
The number of the questionnaires that were sent out to the 62 TAs who 
decided to participate was 496. It was anticipated that 372 would answer. In fact, 
279 students answered. One of them was a graduate taking an undergraduate course, 
and thus was excluded. Table 8 shows the number of students in the sample classified 
according to whether they were students with Foreign TAs or students with Domestic 
TAs. 
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Table 9 shows the hours the students spent weekly studying for the course 
(item 32), and that the majority of students studied about three hours per week. For 
item 33 (type of major for students), there was a variety of majors for students with or 
without FTAs. Some of the students declared double majors, or they liked two or 
three majors, but they had not chosen between those two or three. Some others were 
totally undecided. Accountancy seemed to be the most preferable major. Tables 10 
and 11 show majors according to the frequency stated by the students in hard and soft 
science, respectively. 
Table 8 































































Note. Valid: 278 (one was a graduate student, thus excluded). 
Table 9 


















































Table 10 (continued) 
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Majors Frequencies 
Hard science (continued) 
Mechanical Engineering 7 
Chemistry 5 
Civil Engineering 5 
Electrical Engineering 5 
Computer Science 4 
Animal Science 3 
Actuarial Science 3 
Chemical Engineering 2 











































Table 11 (continued) 
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Majors Frequencies 






























Table 11 (continued) 
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Majors Frequencies 






The College of LAS had people that mentioned 
they were graduating in LAS Curriculum 
Soft science total 




Regarding item 34 (Is this course required for your major?), 203 students took 
the course with the TA they were evaluating as a required course for the major, 72 as 
a non-required course, and 2 did not answer, as can be seen in Table 12. On item 35 
(Do you speak any languages other than English?), 155 students answered that they 
were speaking another language, 119 said they were not (see Table 13). On item 36, 
regarding what languages students spoke in addition to English, Spanish was ahead of 
all others (see Table 14). 
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Table 12 
Students Having the Course as Required or Non Required (Item 341 
Students with Students with 













Note. Two were unanswered. 
Table 13 
Students Who Speak Versus Those Who Do Not Speak I.anguage(s1 Other Than 
English (Item 35) 
Description Total 
Total number of students speaking foreign language(s) 












































In addition, Table 15 shows the frequency distribution of the students' status in 
the University (item 37), while Table 16 shows the students' self-reported GPA (item 
38). For item 39, expected grade, Table 17 shows the distribution of expected grades. 
There is a variety of expected grades (apart from E), thus the sample was not 
exclusively addressing one particular grade category of students. 
Table 15 


















 The student was a graduate student, thus excluded. 
Table 16 
















The student was a graduate student, thus excluded. 
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Table 17 
Students' Expected Grade (Item 391 
B C D E Totals 
W/FTAs 59 53 23 0 0 135 
(43%) (39.2%) (17.03%) 
W/DTAs 59 59 21 3 0 142 
(41.5%) (41.5%) (14.7%) (2.1%) 
Totals 118 112 44 3 0 277a 
(42.5%) (40.4%) (15.8%) (1.08%) 
aOne was a graduate student, thus excluded. 
Table 18 on ethnic background (item 40) shows that most of the sample was 
composed of white students, which is not a surprise since white students are the 
majority at UIUC (see Student Demographic tables in Appendix D). And Table 19 
shows that male and female students were evenly represented in the sample, although 




Student Ethnic Background (Item 401 
























aOne was a graduate student, thus excluded. 
Table 19 










'One was a graduate student, thus excluded. 
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Research Question 1 
Differences Between FTAs' and DTAs' Students' Evaluations 
The most important question addressed by this research is whether students do 
in fact evaluate DTAs differently from FTAs on language and teaching skills variables. 
This question was investigated by comparing the means evaluations of DTAs' students 
on these variables with the corresponding means evaluations of FTAs' students. 
I-tests were run to capture significant differences at a 0.05 level of significance (see 
Table 20). 
Evaluation Differences 
Inspection of Table 20 shows that students rate the accent, linguistic, and 
sociolinguistic and communicative competence of the FTAs much poorer than that of 
the DTAs. As far as strategic competence is concerned, the difference is marginal. 
Thus, the FTAs were judged much poorer in communicative competence, which is the 
overall summative language competence measure because of the strong differences in 
accent, linguistic, and sociolinguistic competence. These results suggest that there is, 
indeed, an FTA problem in terms of the students' perception of the FTAs' language. 
As far as sociolinguistic competence is concerned (Q19), it appears that DTAs 
are scored by their students higher than are the FTAs, which is to be expected. Recall 
that the sociolinguistic competence variable is the knowledge of the social and cultural 
rules of language use; therefore, the DTAs, being natives of the American culture are 
expected to do better than the FTAs in this variable. The difference between the two 
groups in this variable is 0.294 higher for the DTAs: the means are 3.808 for the 
Table 20 
Evaluation T-tests Between FTAs' and DTAs' Students 
FTAs' students DTAs' students p-value 
SC2 Accent 
1.481 1.122 0.000 
0.478 0.328 
135 139 
SC3 Linguistic competence 
0.466 0.161 0.000 
0.386 0.219 
136 142 
SC4 Strategic competence 
1.529 1.476 0.066 
0.262 0.281 
131 136 
SC5 Communicative competence 
0.838 0.725 0.000 
0.305 0.232 
136 142 
Q19 Sociolinguistic competence 




3.298 3.371 0.302 
0.566 0.597 
135 141 
Table 20 (continued) 
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FTAs' students DTAs' students revalue 
SC7 Course management 
3.538 3.488 0.399 
0.493 0.558 
135 141 
SC8 Classroom control 
3.927 3.927 0.997 
0.167 0.257 
135 142 
SC9 Teaching skills 
3.558 3.550 0.913 
0.365 0.419 
135 142 
*p <. 0.05. 
DTAs and 3.511 for the FTAs in a scale of 1-4 with 3 and 4 the higher scores. 
Higher scores mean good sociolinguistic competence. 
It was expected that higher scores would be found in the FTAs' linguistic 
competence evaluations (scale 3) than in the DTAs' linguistic competence evaluations 
(high scores mean high problems with the linguistic competence). This was the result. 
The means are 0.466 for FTAs' students and 0.161 for the DTAs' students, with a 
difference of 0.305 higher for the FTAs' students. Linguistic competence is a 
summative scale of accent; and items such as grammar, pronunciation, and fluency; 
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the scale is from 0-2 with 2 being the highest score, meaning lots of problems with 
the linguistic competence. 
Regarding accent (scale 2), on the other hand, students felt that there were 
more problems with the FTAs' accent, which was to be expected. The means are 
1.481 for FTAs and 1.122 for DTAs. The accent scale score was the average of the 
scores of items 14 and 16 (see questionnaires in Appendix B), with the answer "no 
problems with accent" being scored 1 and "problems with accent" scored 3 (recall that 
the high scores mean problems). Accordingly, the mean of 1.122 for DTAs' students 
indicates that virtually all the students surveyed have no problems with the DTAs' 
accent. This can be confirmed by the frequencies. One hundred sixteen students 
scored 1, and 16 scored 1.5; while only 5 scored 2, none scored 2.5, and only 2 scored 
3. 
On the other hand, the means of the evaluations of FTAs' accent was 0.359 
higher, meaning that FTAs were scored as having more problems than the DTAs. 
This can be seen also from the frequencies. The majority of the students; that is, 60 
scored 1.5; followed by 47 students who scored 1; 17 who scored 2; 8 who scored 2.5; 
and 3 who scored 3. The difference with the DTAs' students is that the majority of 
the FTAs' students did score their TAs higher (i.e., 1.5; cf. majority scores of DTAs 
above) and there were 8 scoring them 2.5 while there were none with this score in 
DTAs' students' evaluations. In general, more FTAs' students are giving the FTAs 
high scores than the DTAs' students are of their DTAs (this means that FTAs' students 
have more problems than DTAs' students have regarding TAs' accent). 
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In addition, Table 20 also shows that the poor evaluations of the FTAs are 
confined to the language dimensions mentioned and do not extend into the area of 
teaching skills. Since there was no difference between the two groups in the teaching 
skills summative score (scale 9), the students clearly differ in the two groups in the 
language evaluations and not in the teaching skills. Despite the fact that one might 
expect students' evaluations of the DTAs' clarity (scale 6) and course management 
(scale 7) to be much better than the FTAs, the differences are not significant. One 
explanation may be that the FTAs' students are more preoccupied with understanding 
their FTAs' language than thinking about the overall perfection of their FTAs' teaching 
skills; or it might simply be the case that FTAs are no less qualified in their general 
teaching skills than their domestic counterparts. 
Attitudinal Differences 
If students' attitudes indeed play a role in leading the FTAs' students to 
evaluate the FTAs differently from DTAs, then the mean scores of the FTAs' students 
should be significantly different from the means of the DTAs' students. Table 21 
contains the I-tests between the FTAs' students and the DTAs' students, with a p 
value of a 0.05 level of significance, suggesting that in general, if someone surveys 
FTAs' and DTAs' students in the attitudinal questions here presented, he/she will not 
get significantly different responses in the two groups. 
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Table 21 
Attitudinal T-tests Between FTAs' and DTAs' Students 
Q=question/SC=scale FTAs' students DTAs' students p.-value 
Ql Ethnocentrism 
Q2 Students' training in backgrounds 
Q3 TAs' screening 
Q4 TAs' training 
Q5A TAs as students 
Q5B TAs as instructors 



















































Table 21 (continued) 
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Q=question/SC=scale FTAs' students DTAs' students revalue 
Q6 TAs' prestige 
Q7 TAs' role 






























*p 3 0.05. 
In Table 21 (differences between the attitudes of FTAs' and DTAs' students), 
there are no significant differences, in general; but somewhat unexpectedly, the mean 
score of students of domestic TAs is a little higher on the need for TAs' training 
before they get the job than that of the students of FTAs. However, the p-value 
showed that the difference is not significant. 
From Tables 20 and 21, it can be said that the answer to the first part of 
Research Question 1 is that the students' discontent is primarily due to FTAs' language 
skills as they are perceived by their students, rather than due to FTAs' students' 
attitudes or FTAs' teaching skills, as they are perceived by their students. 
Controlling for Other Dimensions 
Effects of Grade 
The question arises whether the results in the evaluations still hold up if one 
controls for grade, "requiredness" versus "non requiredness" of the course, and hard 
versus soft science. In order to find whether the basic results in the preceding section 
hold up when grade is taken into account, two-way ANOVAs (see Table 22) were run 
with types of TA and grade as factors. Type of TA (FTA or DTA) was the target 
factor, and grade functioned as the control factor. 
Grade effect. Table 22 shows that one can get the same pattern of significant 
differences as before (in Table 20) when grade is not considered. So grade, as far as 
can be gauged from the main effect, does not play a significant role. However, there 
are some interesting interaction effects, as can be seen in Table 23 and Figure 3. 
Table 22 
Grade Effect: ANOVAs and Interaction Effects 
Two-way ANOVA 
effect for the Interaction 
One-way ANOVA student group effects 
Scale (SC)ZQuestion p. p p . 
SC2 Accent 0.000 0.000 NS 
(table continuesl 
Table 22 (continued) 
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Two-way ANOVA 
effect for the Interaction 
One-way ANOVA student group effects 
Scale (SC)ZQuestion 
SC3 Linguistic competence 




SC5 Communicative competence 0.000 
Q19 Sociolinguistic competence 
Note. NS = Non Significant. 
* p <. 0.05. 
Table 23 
Interaction Effects for Grades 






















































Figure 3. Grades. 
From the interaction effect (Figure 3), it can be seen that the way the FTAs' 
and the DTAs' students scored on TAs' linguistic competence evaluations is totally 
different between these two groups (the curves trace opposite patterns). Also the 
separation of the means between FTAs' and DTAs' students is bigger in the A and C 
grades rather than in the B grade. 
From the mean scores of Table 23, it can be seen that in the DTAs' students, 
those with grades B and C, are stating the most problems with the DTAs' linguistic 
competence. But the students' scoring of DTAs' linguistic competence problems 
lowers as the grades are lowering from B to C to D (lower scores mean fewer 
problems with the TAs' linguistic competence as they are perceived by their students). 
On the other hand, the A grade students are associated with even fewer problems with 
the DTAs' linguistic competence than B or C grade students. In other words, we have 
the pattern B>OA. 
Speculation About Students and Grade 
From the above, one might speculate that the B-grade-students of DTAs are 
much more critical since they have the most problems with the DTAs' linguistic 
competence. They may perceive that the DTAs' linguistic competence-especially if it 
has a dialectal accent-has to do with their "missing" an A. C grade students do not 
complain as much as B-grade-students since they have not reached as close to an A as 
the B-grade-students, but they still complain more than the A-grade-students, assigning 
to the DTAs more responsibility for their grade than the A-grade-students who have 
no blame to assign. It could be possible that students interpret linguistic competence 
as clarity or, in general, as the ability of the TAs to deliver the material intelligibly to 
their students and not as language competence only per se. 
Regarding FTAs' students, those with grade B seem to be different from the B 
grade students of DTAs (i.e., they perceive the FTAs as having slightly fewer 
problems with linguistic competence than the other-grades students). This may be 
happening because, despite the fact that they have FTAs who (according to their 
students' perceptions) have language problems, these B-students are satisfied with 
getting such a grade (a middle grade neither bad nor excellent), and there is no 
expression of big criticism since they do not have the power of the excellence of the 
A-grade-students nor the despair of the low-grade-C-students to voice protest of any 
kind. In their effort to get this B, they had to overcome the "foreign English" of their 
FTA; they accomplished it, and they tend to be relatively satisfied with a decent grade. 
The A-grade-students have also overcome this difficulty but earned a top grade, and 
they feel not just content put empowered to speak of their problem with the linguistic 
competence of the FTA. Regarding C students who did not manage to pull through 
well, partially because of their problems and partially because of the "foreign English" 
of the FTA, the transfer of responsibility for their grade to the FTAs, in the form of 
protest against their perceived poor linguistic competence, supersedes even that of the 
A students. The pattern for the FTAs' students is C>A>B. 
The researcher concludes that students of FTAs and DTAs perceive differently 
the TAs' linguistic competence over a spectrum of different grades ranging from A to 
D. (The E students are omitted due to zero number of observations). The researcher 
has offered a speculative interpretation for why these differences occur. There were 
no significant main effects in the group of all grades in any of the evaluations. 
Effects of Requiredness Versus Non Requiredness of the Course for Maioring 
In order to find whether the significant differences found in FTAs'/DTAs' 
students' evaluations of TAs' accent, linguistic, sociolinguistic, and communicative 
competence hold up when the factor of requiredness versus non requiredness of the 
course for majoring is taken into account, I-tests were run for every item and scale to 
see significant differences: First, in the way that they were answered by students who 
had taken the course as requirement for their major versus those who had taken the 
course as an elective; and second, by students who have FTAs versus those who have 
DTAs as well as for the whole group of students. Tables 24 through 26 show the 
significances in evaluations of the FTAs'/DTAs' students separately. The type of the 
TA is the target factor, and the control factor is the requiredness versus non 
requiredness of the course for majoring. The I-tests in Tables 24 through 26 were 
considered with p-value of significance equal or less than 0.05. 
From the I-tests, it was found that DTAs' students, who take the course as 
requirement for their majors, find their DTAs to be less able speakers, since the 
problems they perceive their DTAs to have with the linguistic competence are scored 
higher by them than by those who take the course as an elective. This may mean that 
students who take the course as a requirement for their major are more critical of their 
DTAs than those who do not. 
In the FTAs, it was found that FTAs' students, in general, who take the course 
of the particular FTA as requirement for their major, report more problems regarding 
their TAs' accent (scale 2), linguistic (scale 3), and communicative (scale 5) 
competence. 
In the whole group of students in accent, linguistic competence, and 
communicative competence, it is obvious that the students who are taking the course 
as major requirement do score the TAs as having more problems with the above 
variables. Again, as in the grade case, the significant differences remained in the area 
of language evaluations and did not extend to the teaching skills. (Notice that the 
sociolinguistic competence does not have any significant one-way ANOVA in the 
group of requirement for major versus elective in any type of students; cf. Tables 24 
through 26.) 
Considering that these variables are the ones that are of concern regarding 
whether additional factors like requiredness versus non requiredness of the course 
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could affect them, a two-way ANOVA was run for the students' evaluations. The 
results are shown in Table 27. 
Table 24 
Evaluations of FTAs' Students Who Take the Course as Requirement Versus Elective 
Requirement 
Scale (SC) for majoring Elective p value 
SC2 Accent 
SC3 Linguistic competence 
SC4 Strategic competence 




SC7 Course management 
SC8 Classroom control 

















































SC3 Linguistic competence 
SC4 Strategic competence 




SC7 Course management 
SC8 Classroom control 




















































Evaluations of Whole Group of Students of FTAs' and DTAs' Students Who Take the 
Course as Requirement Versus Elective 
Requirement 










Table 27 shows the same pattern of significant differences in the two-way 
ANOVA in the variables of linguistic competence, accent, strategic competence, and 
sociolinguistic competence that was shown in the one-way ANOVA when the 
SC2 Accent 
SC3 Linguistic competence 
SC4 Strategic competence 




SC7 Course management 
SC8 Classroom control 






































requiredness of the course was not taken into account for majoring (see Table 20). 
So, requiredness of the course for majoring, as judged from the main effect of the 
students' group (i.e., FTAs'/DTAs' students), does not play a significant role in the 
above evaluation variables. There is also a confirmation of the issue by the main 
effect of the group of students who take the course as requirement for their major 
versus as an elective. The above accordance once more verifies that the 
aforementioned variables will be unaffected by the requiredness of the course for 
Table 27 
Effect of Requiredness Versus Non Requiredness of the Courses: ANOVA and 
Interaction Effects 
Two-way ANOVA 
in requiredness Two-way ANOVA 
One-way ANOVA (vs. non required- (main effect 
FTAs' students/ ness of (for students Interaction 
DTAs' students/ the course) group) effects Scale (SC) 
























Note. NS=Non Significant 
*p <: 0.05. 
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majoring. No significant interaction effects were found between the requiredness of 
the course for majoring and type of TA on any item/scale. 
Effects of Hard Versus Soft Science 
In order to find whether the significant differences in the accent, linguistic, 
sociolinguistic, strategic (marginal), and communicative competence variables found in 
Table 20 in the two different groups of students (FTAs' and DTAs' students) are 
upheld when the type of science (i.e., hard vs. soft science) is taken into account, 
I-tests were run to detect any differences in the two levels: first, between hard and 
soft science students; and second, in the students' group (i.e., in the total group of 
students), as well as FTAs' and DTAs' students separately. 
Similar for the grade and requiredness of the course for majoring, the same was 
done, in the case of science. The target factor was the type of TA and the control 
factor was the type of science (hard/soft) (see I-tests in Tables 28 to 30). 
From the I-tests, it was found (as in the I-tests in Table 20) that the 
significant differences have been limited to the language evaluations rather than the 
teaching skills. For the whole group of students, the accent (scale 2), the linguistic 
competence (scale 3), and the strategic competence (scale 4) showed significant 
differences. 
The DTAs' students show differences in the strategic and communicative 
competence while the FTAs' students show differences in the accent and linguistic 
Ill 
Table 28 
Total Group of Students' Evaluations of Students in Hard Versus Soft Science 
































































FTAs' Students' Evaluations of Students in Hard Versus Soft Science 
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DTAs' Students' Evaluations of Students in Hard Versus Soft Science 
Hard Soft p-value 






























































competence. In all these evaluations, apart from the communicative competence in the 
DTAs' students, the soft science students evaluate the TAs as having more problems. 
It seems that the soft science students, who may be more sensitive to language 
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variables, or for whom course content is more centrally verbal than numerical, feel that 
there is a need for improvement of the TAs' language competence. The strategic 
competence in the total group and the DTAs' students' group showed higher scores in 
soft science which means that TAs there use it more because they have to address a 
content requiring more regular language. Thus, they may have to fill more gaps 
caused by a certain degree of inadequacy in the other language competencies, than 
what the other TAs in hard science may have to do. The way to fill these gaps is the 
use of strategic competence. Also, though accent and linguistic competence are the 
variables that show a significant difference in the FTAs; in the DTAs, the significant 
differences appear in strategic competence and communicative competence. One can 
infer that the DTAs' students, free from any problems with the TAs' linguistic 
competence and accent, might have been more picky with the DTAs' strategic and/or 
communicative competence, and they may be evaluating them as clarity or overall 
presentation variables. 
Lastly, for all the students sample, an ANOVA was run to control for subject 
(i.e., hard vs. soft science) on every item or scale. The two-way ANOVA was run to 
determine whether the variables that showed significant T-tests in Table 20, and which 
were examined above in grade and course requiredness; namely, accent (scale 2), 
linguistic competence (scale 3), strategic competence (scale 4, but showed in marginal 
significance), communicative competence (scale 5), and sociolinguistic competence 
(Q19), will hold their significance independently from the type of science (see Table 
31). 
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From Table 31, as far as the main effect of the students' group, results confirm 
that the type of science will not change the students' evaluations of accent, linguistic, 
strategic, communicative, and sociolinguistic competence found in Table 20. But the 
main effects in the science group (hard and soft) will not confirm this: First, for the 
communicative competence (for which it is also noteworthy that there is not any 
Table 31 
Effect of Hard and Soft Science: ANOVAS and Interaction Effects 
Two-way 
Two-way ANOVA 
ANOVA (main effect 
One-way ANOVA (main effect in in the science 
FTAs'/DTAs' the students' group: hard/ Interaction 
Scale (SC) students group) soft) effects 
SC2 Accent 0.000 0.000 0.082 0.015 
SC3 Linguistic 
competence 0.000 0.000 0.036 0.005 
SC4 Strategic 
competence 0.066 0.088 0.038 NS 
SC5 Communicative 
competence 0.000 0.001 0.564 0.001 
Q19 Sociolinguistic 
competence 0.000 0.000 0.089 NS 
Note. NS=Non Significant. 
*p <; 0.05. 
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meaningful one-way ANOVA in the total group of the students-Tables 28, 29, and 
30-on this variable). Second, for the strategic competence, and third, for the accent 
scale (i.e., there will be an effect of the hard/soft science in these evaluations). 
There are also some interesting interaction effects, as it can be seen from 
Tables 32 to 34 and Figures 4 to 6. The interaction effect, Figure 4 and Table 32, 
shows that the separation of the mean scores is bigger between FTAs'/DTAs' students 
in the soft science than in the hard. 
Table 32 
Science Interaction Effects for Scale 2. Accent 











Note. Dependent variable: Scale 2; total group of students*Science. 























More specifically, from the mean scores in Table 32, it can be seen that 
students of FTAs in soft science report more problems than students in hard science 
regarding accent, (scale 2), but the DTAs' students have almost the same problems 
either in soft or hard science. The explanations given for the FTAs is that the FTAs' 
students in soft science use more ordinary language than mathematical language, 
which involves formulae or mathematical signs and which is used in hard science. The 
foreign accent will be more of a hindrance in the ordinary language than in 
mathematical language. Based on the mean scores though, it can be seen that these 
are only of slight differences. On the other hand, DTAs' students have the same 
scores in both hard and soft science since DTAs' students do not have problems with 
the accent of the DTAs (even if it is dialectal), in the way the students of FTAs have 
with their FTAs. The next significant Interaction effect was met in Scale 3, linguistic 
competence (Table 33 and Figure 5). Figure 5 and Table 33 show the separation of 
Table 33 
Interaction Effects for Scale 3. Linguistic Competence 
SC3 Linguistic competence Hard science Soft science 
FTAs' students 0.367 0.549 
(n=61) (n=75) 
DTAs' students 0.174 0.148 
(n=73) (n=69) 
Note. Dependent variable: Scale 3; total Group*Science: 0.005 
*p 3 0.05. 
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the mean scores between FTAs'/DTAs' students in soft science to be slightly larger 
than the FTAs'/DTAs' students in hard science, which is to be expected, according to 























Figure 5. Linguistic Competence. 
More specifically, the mean scores in Table 33 show that FTAs' students in 
hard science report slightly fewer problems than the FTAs' students in soft science. 
On the other hand, the DTAs' students in hard and soft science have almost the same 
mean scores. The same explanation given before for accent seems to hold for 
linguistic competence, too (i.e., the FTAs' students in soft science use more ordinary 
language than mathematical language which involves formulae or mathematical signs 
and which is used in hard science). The problems with the linguistic competence of 
the FTAs, as evaluated by their students, will be more of a hindrance in the ordinary 
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language than the mathematical language. Regarding the DTAs' students' results, 
DTAs' students have the same scores in both hard and soft science since DTAs' 
students do not have problems with the linguistic competence of the DTAs, even if it 
is dialectal, the way the students of FTAs have with their FTAs. The last interaction 
effect found has to do with the TAs' communicative competence as evaluated by the 
students (Table 34 and Figure 6). 
Table 34 
Science Interactive Effects for Scale 5. Communicative Competence 
















Ql • • 
Figure 6. Communicative Competence. 
From the interaction effect in Figure 6 and Table 34 which shows the mean 
scores in communicative competence (scale 5), slightly more differences are found in 
the FTAs' students in soft science than the FTAs' students in hard science. On the 
other hand, the DTAs' students have a bigger difference (d) compared with the 
difference of the DTAs' students in the other scales above (i.e., scale 2 [accent] and 
scale 3 [linguistic competence]); since in accent, the d. = 0.035; in linguistic 
competence, the d = 0.026; but in communicative competence, the d = 0.113. It 
seems that scale 5 shows first, the same operating principles for FTAs' students 
evaluations as in scale 2 and 3. As far as DTAs' students go, since the communicative 
competence is an overall score of language competence, and there is no intelligibility 
problem per se with the DTAs' language skills, the DTAs' students may be thinking 
about communicative competence as general delivery or clarity skills. In such cases, 
mathematical language and its jargon may seem more unintelligible than the common 
language used in the soft science in the DTAs' students group. 
Summarizing, it seems that students' language evaluations such as accent, 
linguistic, and communicative competence are differently related for FTAs in soft 
versus hard science. Soft science students evaluate FTAs on the above scales more 
strictly, due probably to the fact that they have to use the English language more than 
is required in the hard science courses, which is more reliant on numerical 
communication. 
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Results of Correlations of Students' Attitudes With Their Evaluations 
In order to investigate whether attitudinal variables might be related to students' 
evaluations and thus may play a role in the FTA problem, correlations analyses were 
performed. All the correlations in Tables 35 (for FTAs' students) and 36 (for DTAs' 
students) have been considered with p value of significance, equal or smaller than 
0.05. SC means scale and Q means question. 
Table 35 


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































As for DTAs' students' attitudes and evaluations, the following correlations 
were found (Table 36). 
Table 36 












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Note. Q=questions SC=scales. 
*p 6 0.05. 
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Discussion 
Most of the significant relations in the students' sample occur in the blocks of 
correlations between the attitudinal variables Q4 (TAs' Training); Q5a, 5b, and 5c 
(TAs viewed as students, instructors, and professors, correspondingly); Q7 (TAs' role); 
Q8A (cultural openness); Scale 1 (students' consumerism); and the language and 
teaching skills evaluations. These significant correlations could be summed up in 
Tables 37 and 38 where "+" means positive relations, "-" means negative; M means 
marginal, F means Foreign and 0 means Domestic TAs' students, 0_ means question, 
and SC means scale. ' 
Table 37 
Significant Correlations Between Students' Attitudes and Students' Language 
Evaluations 
Ql Q5B Q6 
Students' TAs viewed TAs viewed 
ethnocentrism as instructors professors 
F/D F/D F/D 
F/D 
SC2 Accent 
SC3 Linguistic competence 











Table 37 (continued) 
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F/D 
SC5 Communicative competence 
Q19 Sociolinguistic competence 
SC2 Accent 












































SC7 Course management 
SC8 Classroom control 





































The purpose of this discussion is to find differences and similarities in the 
correlations of the two groups-FTAs' students as one group, and DTAs' students as 
another-and also to find whether students' attitudes influence evaluations. These 
correlations of students' attitudes and evaluations are interpreted with focus on the 
plausibilities of these attitudes to influence students' evaluations. Since the relations 
are correlations, the other way around could be possible, and this is also presented 
whenever necessary. Starting with the students' attitudes in relation to language 
evaluations, the relationships are shown by superscript numbers (see Table 36): 1 to 
11 and 34 to 36 show the differences between the FTAs' and DTAs' students, while 
superscript numbers 12 to 14 show similarities (hereinafter the word "superscript" will 
be abbreviated to "SS" before the relationship number). 
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Table 36 shows that there are some important differences between FTAs' and 
DTAs' students. First, in general, from the FTAs' students' scores, there will never 
be any significant correlation of any evaluation variable (Tables 37 and 38) with their 
perception of the FTAs as students, though there will be from the DTAs' students' 
scores. This suggests that there is a difference in the images of FTAs and DTAs that 
the students have. It may be that the students of DTAs see their TAs as closer to them 
(i.e., students) or as the middle person between students and professors (i.e., 
instructors), thus they do not assign them the status of professor. 
This can be confirmed from the correlations of students' language evaluations 
with attitudes observed in the FTAs' students. Even in the "hot" area of accent, they 
do not correlate the variable of accent with their perception of their TAs' status as 
equal to that of student (used as the lowest status in the hierarchy), but with that of 
instructor (SS 2) or professor (SS 4). The more they view the TA as professor or 
instructor, the fewer the problems with accent and vis-a-vis (but there is nowhere a 
correlation indicating that the more they see him/her as a student, the 
more-or the fewer-the problems with the accent). If it can be assumed, first, from 
Table 20 that DTAs, according to their students, are doing better in accent than the 
FTAs (see differences in the mean scores); and second, that despite this, the highest 
status that the DTAs' students have correlated with their language evaluations is the 
one of instructor and never professor, then it can be concluded that FTAs' students 
should have correlated their FTAs' accent evaluations with their perception of his/her 
status as similar to the one of student (since the FTAs are doing poorer than the 
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DTAs). But this is not happening. The results confirm that the student and instructor 
status are the two extreme points reserved for the DTAs' students to work out their 
accent evaluations and not the instructor/professor status spectrum which is the FTAs' 
students' evaluative range. 
The second difference concerns the number of language variables correlated in 
the FTAs' students versus the number of the language variables in the DTAs' students. 
First, it seems that the FTAs' students, because they are making efforts to understand 
their TAs, are careful about all the aspects of the TAs' language competence (accent, 
linguistic, strategic, and sociolinguistic competence), showing this attitude in the use of 
all the communicative competence variables (as they are correlated with the status of 
professor SS 4, 5, 6, and 8) including the communicative competence variable itself 
(SS 7). The more they perceive him/her as a professor, the fewer the problems with 
the accent, communicative, linguistic, strategic, and the sociolinguistic competence 
scores, as these variables are perceived by the students, and vis-a-vis. In other words, 
all the language variables are important to them in order to understand the FTAs. This 
can also be seen in correlations of how open the students are culturally with the 
language evaluations of accent, communicative competence, and linguistic competence 
that students give to their FTAs. Most of the language evaluations are correlated with 
the above attitudes. The more the students are culturally open, the better these 
evaluations (SS 34-36) and vis-a-vis. On the other hand, DTAs' students, by not 
having to watch so carefully to understand their DTAs, since they share the same first 
language, show correlations only with total scores; that is, overall communicative 
competence with the overall role of the DTAs job (SS 9). This correlation means that 
the more they think their TAs' role has importance, the less the problems with 
communicative competence and vis-a-vis. 
Second, despite the above difference in numbers of variables used in 
correlations, it may also seem that the only language variable that DTAs' students have 
singled out is the strategic competence variable, correlated with another singled out 
item from the whole hierarchy of the TAs' status; that is, the status of instructor (SS 
3), as this correlation is perceived by the students. Notice, though, that the correlation 
is marginal (p = 0.058)'. 
From these two points above, and knowing first, that the strategic competence 
includes paraphrases, body language, any type of interlanguage or interdialectal 
translations to carry on the message when the linguistic competence fails; and second, 
that some students in the open-ended questions mention that the DTAs use strategic 
competence to explain even graphs or jargon, speculation is that the DTAs' students 
see the whole use of strategic competence by their DTAs as an intelligent move, and 
thus it is correlated with the highest status (instructor status) that they give to them. 
The more they have this image about their DTAs, the more the scores in strategic 
competence will be high meaning good use of this competence and vis-a-vis. Besides, 
such competence, when it is related with attitudes, may be of more key importance to 
the students than the other language variables in understanding the DTAs. And this 
importance may be seen from the fact that this is the only language variable that the 
students have singled out. 
The premises of such an argument though, despite the fact that they may seem 
convincing, do not hold for the following reason. If it can be recalled first, that the 
instructor status is the highest status given by the DTAs' students to their TAs, while 
the professor status is the highest given by FTAs' students to their FTAs; and second, 
if this observation can apply to the common correlations-that is, linguistic (SS 13) 
communicative (SS 12), and sociolinguistic competence (SS 14) associated with the 
instructor status-then immediately the previous difference referring to the number of 
variables and the singling out of the strategic competence in the FTAs' students zeroes 
out. First, because the number of observations becomes almost equal with the 
exception of any accent correlation in the DTAs' students, since they probably do not 
have a problem with DTAs' accent; and second, because the strategic competence is 
associated with the highest possible given status in both groups, and it is not singled 
out, particularly in the DTAs' students. 
A third difference is noted in the use of the sociolinguistic competence in the 
FTAs' and DTAs' students. This is another variable that has been correlated in the 
FTAs' students with their evaluations of their role (SS 10) and cultural openness (SS 
11), but not in DTAs' students. The correlation, first with the cultural openness (SS 
11) is understandable because the more the FTAs' students evaluate their FTAs as 
knowing the cultural norms of the language, the more they are open to their FTAs 
from different cultures, since the anxiety of approaching something unknown is 
diminished, and a common ground can be established. Of course, the correlation can 
be interpreted the other way around (i.e., the more the cultural openness of the 
students, the better the evaluations of the sociolinguistic competence of the TAs). In 
both cases, the point is that culture is related to a language variable and, indeed, a 
variable that is not the linguistic but the sociolinguistic competence. These facts may 
imply, first, the importance of cultural attitudes in the FTA problem; and second, they 
confirm the involvement of other variables different from the linguistic one. 
Also the more an FTA is knowledgeable of the sociolinguistic norms, the 
higher his/her role is evaluated at UIUC by the students (SS 10). This is to be 
expected, according to our definition of sociolinguistic competence, stating that 
sociolinguistic competence needs at least a basic linguistic knowledge in order to 
develop. Those TAs who have passed the level of pure linguistic acquisition, and 
have refined the language skills with the cultural norms, acquire more importance than 
those who just communicate linguistically, not only because they speak in advanced 
English but because knowing the culture, they can better approach students, or the 
other way around; the more important the role of the TA is perceived by the students, 
the more it results in the TAs caring about learning the language, particularly its 
advanced levels, one of them the sociolinguistic competence. 
Thus the TA lives up to his/her role importance that is presumably assigned to 
his/her job. The learning based on the caring results in higher sociolinguistic 
competence scores. 
Absence of such correlations in the DTAs' students is due to the fact that there 
is not a big cultural difference between them and their DTAs or that the DTAs' 
students perceive their TAs' sociolinguistic competence as "good enough." 
The fourth and last difference was found-a bit surprisingly-in the existence of 
a correlation between the ethnocentrism variable and the linguistic competence (SS 1) 
variable, not in the FTAs' students but in the DTAs' students. 
It seems that high ethnocentric scores in DTAs' students are related to high 
students' evaluations of DTAs' linguistic competence (i.e., they score their TAs as 
having good linguistic skills when the students' ethnocentrism is high). Since it is a 
bit doubtful that the high level of linguistic competence of the DTA can awaken 
ethnocentrism, but rather, it is a fact that ethnocentrism is related through years of 
schooling and living in a particular culture, the tendency is to assign the above 
correlation the opposite interpretation (i.e., high students' ethnocentrism is responsible 
for high ratings in the linguistic competence which shows bias in students' evaluations 
of this particular variable). The lack of such correlation in the FTAs' students may be 
indicating the students' unwillingness to express ethnocentrism in a questionnaire that 
asks them to evaluate FTAs, or that simply the students are not ethnocentric. Thus, 
ethnocentrism is not correlated negatively or positively in the FTAs' students 
evaluations of FTAs' linguistic competence. 
As far as it concerns common correlations, the instructor's status is correlated 
with the linguistic (SS 13, r = -0.255 for FTAs and -0.263 for DTAs d = 0.008), 
communicative (SS 12, i = -0.168 in the FTAs and r = - 0.325 in the DTAs d = 
0.139), and sociolinguistic (SS 14, r = 0.286 in the FTAs and 0.270 in the DTAs d = 
0.016) competence. This means that the more highly perceived the status of the TA as 
similar to that of instructor by the students, the better the evaluations on the above 
variables and vis-a-vis. Comparing the strength of the same correlations in the FTAs' 
and DTAs' students, it was found that each strength difference (d) is lower than 0.250, 
which indicates a level of major differences between the strengths of the correlations 
in the two groups. Thus, there are no any major differences. 
If it is accepted what was discussed earlier in this research about common 
correlations in the second difference found between the two groups, regarding the way 
the number of language variables zeroes out in their correlations with status, then, 
even here the correlations of strategic competence with status (of instructor in DTAs' 
and of professor in FTAs' students) can be considered as common correlation. The 
strength between the two groups in this correlation does not show major differences 
either (FTAs' students i = 0.246 and DTAs' students r = 0.058, with a d = 0.188). 
Regarding attitudes in relation with teaching skills evaluations of the students 
in Table 38, SS 15 through 24 show differences, and SS 25 through 33 show 
similarities between FTAs' and DTAs' students. 
Inspection of Table 38 gives the following differences between the FTAs and 
DTAs students. First, FTAs' students correlate the need for training that they perceive 
their FTAs have, with the clarity evaluations they give to them (SS 15); that is, the 
less the students perceive the need for FTAs' training, the more they consider the. 
FTAs' effectiveness good, and the better their clarity evaluations, and vis-a-vis. On 
the contrary, in DTAs' students, the need for training has been correlated with the 
overall teaching skills (SS 21). It seems that the more the students think that their 
DTAs need training, the more the students do not feel that they are effective enough in 
delivering the lessons; thus the lower the teaching skills evaluations, and vis-a-vis. If 
it is accepted in the FTAs' students' responses that poor teaching skills are the reason 
that the students think that their TAs need training, then it can be said that the fact 
that clarity has been singled out by the FTAs' students as an indicator for FTAs' 
training may mean that this particular variable, alone from the rest of the teaching 
skills, is important for FTAs students' understanding of their TAs; while the DTAs' 
students in general do not have particular problems with any specific teaching skills 
variable. Thus, the training they want to see their DTAs receive is judged on a 
general total score of teaching skills. 
Second, in the DTAs' students, the teaching skills, along with two other 
singled-out variables of theirs (i.e., clarity and classroom control) are associated with 
student status-SS 22, 16, and 19, correspondingly. More specifically, the more the 
students see their DTAs as students, the lower the scores that are given on these 
variables (i.e., the less the DTAs' skills in these variables), and vis-a-vis. Here again, 
as in the language and attitudes evaluations stated earlier, the DTAs' students use the 
student status in their correlations-something the FTAs' students never do. The 
singled-out variables here may also mean that, on the one hand, the DTAs' students do 
evaluate the TAs on a general summative score of teaching skills, as mentioned in the 
first difference above (SS 21 where the teaching skills variable is correlated with TAs' 
training); but in superscript numbers 22, 16, and 19, they show on what particular 
variables of the teaching skills they may have problems with their TAs if they view 
them as students. It seems that the teaching skills problems become more specific in 
correlations in which the TAs' status is considered. In these cases (i.e., SS 22, 16, 
19), the TAs' status is viewed as equal with that of the student. It seems that the 
teaching skills problems become more specific in correlations in which the TAs' status 
is considered. In these cases (i.e., 22, 16, 19), the TAs' status is viewed with that of 
student. 
In looking at the teaching skills variables more carefully, it is very interesting 
what happens with the classroom control variable. First, it is associated with student 
status negatively (i.e., the more the students view the DTAs as having student status-
SS 19-the lower the scores given by the students to their DTAs in classroom control, 
and vis-a-vis); but the more they see the DTAs as instructors (SS 20), the higher the 
scores (i.e., better classroom control skills), and the opposite interpretation is also 
possible. There seems to be an "ascending transitional continuum" within the DTAs' 
students sample on the student variables that are related to perceiving the TA as 
having student status, and the classroom control evaluations. (Recall that the student 
status in the DTAs is the lowest, and the instructor status the highest on the range of 
hierarchy of status this research examines.) This transition is obvious in the students' 
move toward low TAs' classroom control evaluations whenever viewing the DTAs as 
students (and vis-a-vis). Then, in passing from this low status of the hierarchy to the 
next higher status (i.e., instructor), which is accompanied by high scores in the DTAs 
in classroom control variable (i.e., the more students view the TAs as instructor, the 
more the classroom control skills are viewed positively, and vis-a-vis). 
The third difference between the two groups is the correlation of teaching skills 
in the FTAs with the cultural openness (SS 23) of the students toward the FTAs, as 
both of them are evaluated by the students (the low scores in cultural openness show 
less cultural reservation, i.e., more openness to different cultures). The more the 
students are self-evaluated as open to different cultures, the more positive teaching 
skills evaluations the students give to their FTAs, and vis-a-vis. Feeling that their TAs 
have good teaching skills, the students are more open to be taught by them. In the 
DTAs' students, since students and TAs have the same culture, this type of correlation 
does not exist. 
The fourth and last difference surprised us as much as the ethnocentrism with 
the linguistic competence correlation in the attitudes and language skills. 
Consumerism is correlated with teaching skills (SS 24), and specifically with the 
clarity (SS 17) and course management (SS 18); but as with the ethnocentrism stated 
earlier, not in the FTAs' students but in the DTAs' students, indicating that the higher 
the evaluations on these scores, the less the students are consumeristic and vis-a-vis (a 
point the researcher returns to in Research Question 2 and which seems to be based on 
the different backgrounds between DTAs and students, a problem that is particular to 
this group). 
Regarding the similarities, it was found that the teaching skills, clarity, and 
course management, as evaluated by the students are related in both groups with 
instructor status and professor status and role importance (SS 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 
31, 32, and 33). The more students view the TAs as instructors or professors, or as 
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having a role of high importance, the better the clarity, course management, and 
teaching skills evaluations, and vis-a-vis. But Table 39 shows that there are no major 
differences (d) between the strength of the relationships in the groups, since none of 
these differences is equal or bigger than 0.250. 
Table 39 
Differences in the Strength of Significant Common Correlations Between the Two 
GrouDS (DTAs' and FTAs' Studentsl 
Instructor's status 
Professor's status 





d = 0.106 
0.329/0.219 
d = 0.110 
0.280/0.281 




d = 0.133 
0.319/0.194 
d = 0.125 
0.300/0.289 




d = 0.138 
0.321/0.235 
d = 0.086 
0.233/0.242 
d = 0.009 
Summarizing, Table 40 includes those correlations that are significantly strong 
(level of significance 0.05 and lower and 0.250 and above for strength), first in the 
FTAs' and then in the DTAs' students. 
From Table 40, it can be seen that all the language variables, apart from the 
strategic and accent, are related strongly with one particular attitude; that is, with the 
image students have of their FTAs as instructors or professors. Only one variable (i.e., 
the knowledge of the social/cultural rules that pertain to language-sociolinguistic 
Table 40 
Significantly Strong Correlations of FTAs' and DTAs' Students' Evaluations and 
Attitudes 
Students' evaluations and attitudes r 
FTAs' students' perceptions of FTAs' linguistic 
competence with FTAs' students' perceptions 
of FTAs' status as similar to that of professor or 
instructor -0.291/-0.255 
FTAs' students' perceptions of FTAs' 
communicative competence with FTAs' students' 
perceptions of FTAs' status as similar to 
that of professor -0.340 
FTAs' students perceptions of their FTAs' 
sociolinguistic competence with FTAs' students' 
perceptions of FTAs' status as similar to 
that of professor or instructor 0.263/0.280 
FTAs' students' perceptions of FTAs' 
sociolinguistic competence with FTAs' 
students' perceptions of importance 
of FTAs' role -0.270 
FTAs' students' perceptions of FTAs' accent, linguistic, 
and communicative competence with FTAs' students' 
perceptions of their cultural openness 0.334/0.331/0.313 
FTAs' students' perceptions of FTAs' clarity and 
FTAs' students' perceptions of FTAs' status as similar 
to that of instructor or professor 0.312/0.319 
FTAs' students' perceptions of FTAs' course manage-
ment and FTAs' perceptions of FTAs' status as similar 
to that of professor or instructor 0.287/0.321 
(table continues) 
Table 40 (continued) 
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Students' evaluations and attitudes I 
FTAs' students' perceptions of FTAs' teaching skills 
and FTAs' students' perceptions of FTAs' status as 
similar to that of professor or instructor 0.352/0.329 
FTAs' students' perceptions of FTAs' clarity and 
FTAs' students' perceptions of importance of FTAs' role -0.300 
FTAs' students' perceptions of FTAs' teaching skills and 
FTAs' students' perceptions of importance of FTAs' role -0.280 
DTAs' students' evaluations and attitudes: 
DTAs' students' perceptions of DTAs' 
communicative competence with DTAs' 
students' perceptions of importance of DTAs' role 0.254 
DTAs' students' perceptions of DTAs' linguistic, communicative 
and sociolinguistic competence with DTAs' students' 
perceptions of DTAs' status as similar to that of instructor -0.263/-0.325/0.270 
DTAs' students' perceptions of DTAs' clarity, course 
management, and teaching skills with DTAs' students' 
perceptions of DTAs' status as similar to that of 
instructor 0.445/0.425/0.458 
DTAs' students' perceptions of DTAs' clarity and teaching 
skills with DTAs' students' perceptions of DTAs' importance 
of role -0.289/-0.281 
competence) is related to students' predispositions toward their FTAs' role (i.e., how 
important or unimportant they think that it is). Also, all three variables, that is, 
accent, linguistic competence, and communicative competence are strongly correlated 
with students cultural openness. The strongest of all the language and attitudes 
correlations is the overall language competence of the FTA (i.e., communicative 
competence evaluation by students), as it is correlated with the image of professor that 
students have about their FTA (r = -0.340). The more they have this image of 
professor, the better the language evaluations they give to their FTA. This observation 
agrees with the following pattern that surfaces again and again in the FTAs' students' 
correlations. The language evaluations of the students are related to the professor 
image these students have for their FTAs, contrary to what the DTAs' students are 
doing who did not have any language evaluation related to the above image. 
The explanation given before about the existence of this pattern, particularly in 
the FTAs' students, is that there is a fundamental difference in the images students 
have for their TAs depending if the TA is an FTA or DTA. 
Also, the fact that the communicative competence is correlated with the 
instructor status in the DTAs' students' responses (the strongest correlation in language 
evaluations and attitudes with r = -0.325), and never the status of professor is a 
confirmation that the DTAs' students do not see the DTAs as professors which is 
contrary to the FTAs' students' perceptions. It seems that the FTAs may create a 
distance in their relationship with students (consciously or not); consequently, it may 
influence evaluations. The ways this distance is created are not clear from this 
research. 
In both groups, status and importance of role are the attitudes correlated with 
language evaluations strongly and significantly, with the exception that in FTAs' 
students, the students' cultural openness is added to the correlations with the language 
evaluations. 
In the teaching skills evaluations, clarity, course management, and teaching 
skills are correlated strongly and significantly with status of instructor and professor, 
while clarity and teaching skills are also correlated strongly with the role of 
importance. The strongest of all is teaching skills with the image of professor (i = 
0.352). The higher the image, the higher the teaching skills evaluations or vis-a-vis. 
In the DTAs' students, clarity and teaching skills are associated either with 
importance of role or status (of instructor only, not professor as in FTAs' students). 
The strongest is the teaching skills correlation with the status of instructor (r = 0.458). 
It is interesting to see that despite the fact that the accent variable has been 
considered a very important issue, particularly for FTAs' students' evaluations, it has 
not been found by itself in any strong and, at the same time, significant relation with 
the image of professor or instructor (though it has been found in significant relations; 
e.g., SS 2 and 4). 
In addition, it can be seen from the strong correlations in Table 40, that none 
of the correlations in any of the two groups (FTAs'/DTAs' students) have involved the 
teaching skills evaluations, but only language. Thus, the FTA problem as perceived 
by the siudents is basically a language problem. 
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Research Question 2 
Results of Correlations of TAs' Attitudes 
With Their Students' Evaluations 
In Tables 41 through 44, actual correlations between TAs' attitudes and 
students' evaluations are shown. To compute the correlations, the scores of the TAs 
and the means of the scores of students were used. The p value of significance is p £ 
0.05. 
Tables 41 and 42 are Pearson Correlation Coefficients, where probability is p * 
0.05. The last vertical number in every cell is the number of observations. These 
correlations are for FTAs' students. 
Table 41 
Correlations of FTAs' Attitudes With Their Students' Language Evaluations 
TAs' reaction to 
students' 
TAs' training TAs* TAs TAs TAs 
ethno- in screen- TAs' as as as 
centrism background ing training students instructors professors 









































Table 41 (continued) 
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TAs' reaction to TAs' 
students' reaction 
training to students' 
in accents consumerism 




































































Tables 43 and 44 are Pearson Correlation Coefficients, where probability is 
p< 0.05. The last vertical number in every cell is the number of observations. These 
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Note. Teachers' questions, SC= students' scale, and TSC= teachers' scale. 
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Table 44 






















































































































































































































students' scale, and TSC= teachers' scale. 
Tables 45 and 46 could give a better visual and synoptic idea about results from 
the correlations above. The tables show the differences and the similarities in the 
significant correlations of the two groups which will be examined in the following 
discussion, as well as their contribution to the FTA problem. The level of significance 
has been set to be equal to or lower than 0.05. E means FTAs with their students and 
D_ means DTAs with their students. As before, "+" means positive relationship, "-" 
means negative (inverse), and M marginal relation. 
Table 45 
Significant Correlations of Students' Language Evaluations With TAs' Attitudes 














1. Students' language evaluations and TAs' attitudes 
F/D Students 





























































Based on Tables 45 and 46, the purpose is to find the differences in the 
correlations between the two groups (i.e., FTAs with their students and DTAs with 
their students). The researcher will also try to find plausible interpretations of TAs' 
attitudes influencing students' evaluations in the correlations. Notice that since they 
are correlations, the other way around could also be possible (i.e., evaluations 
influencing attitudes), and such interpretations will also be presented, and their 
plausibility will be described. First, in the language and attitudes, the SS 1 through 5 
and 12 show different correlations between the two groups, and SS 11 shows similar 
correlation. 
In the FTAs and their students, the correlations that were found were only two. 
First, it was the sociolinguistic evaluations of the students correlated with the FTAs' 
cultural openness (SS 4) which can be interpreted, meaning more openness would help 
FTAs more in the acquisition of the sociolinguistic competence. After all, most of the 
acquisition of the knowledge of grammar or slang or idioms or of the particular 
cultural characters is happening through direct contact with the everyday language and 
culture rather than through straight learning from books. This correlation could also 
be interpreted-though less plausibly-as the sociolinguistic competence influencing the 
cultural openness. It presupposes, though, either use of an already known or being 
learned (probably through a training program) sociolinguistic competence that opens 
the TA culturally. Such relationship was not found in the DTAs and their students, 
since the culture and language is the same between them, and thus the sociolinguistic 
competence evaluations do not present a problem. Notice that the same correlation of 
sociolinguistic competence and cultural openness was found within the FTAs' students 
data in Research Question 1, which may mean that for the development of this 
language variable there is a consensus from both groups (FTAs' students and FTAs), 
which suggests that cultural openness is a necessary presupposition. 
Second, the FTAs' students' sociolinguistic competence evaluations are 
correlated significantly with the FTAs seeing themselves as professors (SS 12). The 
more they do so, the higher the sociolinguistic competence evaluations are. The 
opposite interpretation is also possible. If the confidence of the TAs is raised by high 
sociolinguistic competence evaluations, they may perceive themselves as professors. 
Since the sociolinguistic competence of the DTAs is not expected to have problems, 
such a correlation does not take place in the DTAs and their students. 
In the DTAs and their students, more correlations were found. First, the more 
the students state that they have problems with the DTAs' accent, the more the DTAs 
believe that their students should have training sessions on how to tolerate differences 
between their background and their DTAs' background (SS I). Although the DTAs' 
judgment on whether students should be trained is considerably lower than the FTAs 
(see means in the Appendix E), they still have some sensitivity to this issue, as shown 
by the above correlation. Second, it was found that the more the DTA is seen by 
his/her students as having problems with the linguistic competence, the more he 
himself thinks that he needs training before he starts teaching in order to be a more 
effective teacher in class (SS 2). The DTAs may be asking for training because they 
want to investigate where the problem is rather than because they are convinced that 
they have one (since they have the same language with the students). In addition, the 
correlation is marginal p = 0.058. 
From the first correlation, it can be seen that the DTAs are curious about 
themselves and want to investigate through training the matter of a possible linguistic 
deficiency (linguistic competence and training correlation SS 2) and thus possibly want 
to find a cure if there is a problem. Second, there is another correlation, the students' 
accent evaluations of their TAs with TAs' reaction to students' intolerance to different 
backgrounds (SS 1). This correlation can be interpreted meaning that the more the 
students' problems with the TAs' accent, the more the TAs want their students to be 
trained in tolerance. In this correlation, the DTAs show defensive behavior because 
the students are called by the TAs to take their responsibility in the way they evaluate 
the DTAs' accent, by looking into their own inability to tolerate different backgrounds. 
Thus, the students need to be trained to tolerate this difference. In general, one gets 
the impression that the language problems the DTAs face are due more to different 
backgrounds existing between DTAs versus students rather than being due to any 
language intelligibility problem per se that the DTAs may have. Such impression can 
be confirmed from the correlation of the accent with the reaction of DTAs to students' 
consumerism (SS 5). (Recall that the DTAs' reaction to students' consumerism is scale 
1 which consists of item 2-that is, DTAs' reaction to students' training to tolerate 
different backgrounds and DTAs' reaction to students' training to tolerate foreign or 
dialectal accents-item 12.) Notice that such correlation shows up in Table 45 only in 
the DTAs and their students, not the FTAs and their students. 
The reason may be that students are really operating on different standards for 
FTAs compared to those the DTAs' students use and which contradict what the I-tests 
have shown (Table 20). It seems that the students may be forgiving to the FTAs and 
understand their language problems, but there is no reason to do the same with the 
DTAs since they have been brought up in the same culture, and students expect their 
DTAs to know what is appropriate linguistically or not appropriate. It seems again 
that it is the differences in the backgrounds that make students stricter and the DTAs 
defensive about their language skills. On the other hand, it does not seem that this 
defensiveness is self-serving in any way, since the DTAs are open to investigating any 
possible linguistic deficiency they may have when the linguistic evaluations are low 
(shown in the linguistic competence and training correlation SS 2). 
Notice also that the above correlations involving TAs' requests for training, 
either for themselves or others, as well as requests of TAs for their screening, have 
been interpreted as the language variables influencing the TAs' attitudes, rather than 
the other way around. This is due to the particularity of these attitudinal variables 
which makes it hard for them to be interpreted as they are influencing language 
evaluations. What is meant by particularity is that these variables are different from 
ethnocentrism, status, prestige, or cultural openness in the sense that they can be 
considered more as voicing reactions to a certain cause than being a cause in and of 
themselves. The ethnocentrism, the images of status or the cultural openness can be 
causes, but requests for training are more reactive in nature to (a) certain cause(s) 
rather than being a cause themselves. In this way, the evaluations that they are 
associated with can be taken easily to be the cause rather than the effect that could 
come from the influence of these attitudes. On the other hand, the attitudes could be 
considered as causes if the TAs are passing to the students their discontent and 
communicating to them the need for the students to be trained. In this case, they may 
influence the language evaluations negatively. 
Along the same lines, if the TAs feel insecure to the extent that they wished 
something had prepared them or stopped them from being TAs, then they may be 
asking for screening or training, and if this discontent with the position they are in can 
be transferred to their students, then the evaluations will be lowered. How they 
communicate or transfer these attitudes is not known. Notice that this missing element 
of how the TAs transfer their influence on the students is not a problem with this 
research only but with research on TAs in general that tries to look at things from a 
nonconventional angle (i.e., from the point of view of TAs; Orth, 1982, pp. 295-296). 
What might be needed here is what many times work with statistics has shown (i.e., 
the need of a "third variable"). An example to understand this need is the following. 
Someone may be considering the correlation that shows that the grass is growing 
faster when new trees are planted next to it. So logically, the interpretation would be 
that whenever someone plants new trees in an area with grass, the grass will grow 
fast. The missing variable though is the extra water that the trees (as newly planted) 
are receiving and thus the grass, too, around them is receiving. The more the grass is 
watered, due to the newly planted trees, the more it will grow. If training and 
screening are the new trees, and the grass the evaluations, then the training or 
screening scores are not really what influences the evaluations, but the way the need 
for training or screening is communicated to the students, thus influencing the 
evaluations (example taken from Holmes, 1990). The training (either TAs' training or 
even TAs' requests for students' training) and the screening variables may be indicating 
a relationship, but they do not suggest clearly what type of relationship it is. 
A parallel phenomenon not involving TAs' attitudinal influences was found in 
the students' data. Recall that in Research Question 1 that deals with data from the 
same group (i.e., students), it was found that students' perceptions about FTAs' training 
(in order to become effective teachers) correlated with students' evaluations of clarity. 
Notice that this researcher did not explain that the low scores in the students' 
perceptions of TAs' need for training will influence evaluations directly, but that the 
students' low scores regarding TAs' need for training show that the TAs are already 
effective. This suggests the students' satisfaction with their TAs' effectiveness. 
Consequently, it is really this effectiveness that influences clarity evaluations. 
It seems that, in general, the nature of these variables found either in TAs' and 
students' data or only students' data shows a need for a third variable to explain clearly 
correlations regardless whether these variables are used in students or TAs. It seems 
that it is safer to accept for these variables, that when they are correlated with 
evaluations, it is the evaluations that influence them rather than the other way around; 
though, statistically, the other way around cannot be excluded either. 
The third correlation that was found was the DTAs' sociolinguistic competence 
evaluations, according to their students, with the impression the DTAs have about their 
status as being the same with the status of student (SS 3). It seems from this 
correlation that it is not only the students but the DTAs also, who, when they view 
their status as similar to that of student, the scores of the evaluations-in this case the 
evaluations of the sociolinguistic competence-are lower. In this correlation, and 
accepting that attitudes can influence evaluations, the DTAs, either wanting to level 
with their students or because they do not follow any academic language norm, 
perceive themselves as equal to students in status and may not use the "standard" 
sociolinguistic rules that students may consider are appropriate for faculty members. 
Thus, the DTAs will get low sociolinguistic evaluations. The opposite interpretation is 
also possible (i.e., the lower the students' scores on the sociolinguistic competence, the 
lower the TAs perceive their status). Recall that contrary to what was found in DTAs' 
students' correlations, the attitude of students perceiving their TAs as students was 
never found to be correlated with any FTAs' students' evaluation. The same happens 
in the correlations of FTAs' attitudes with their students' evaluations (i.e., the FTAs do 
not have any correlation involving the variable of perceiving themselves as students, 
with any language evaluation of their students, while such correlations were found in 
the DTAs and their students). The pattern presented here is agreement between 
students and TAs in each group (i.e., FTAs and their students and DTAs and their 
students separately) on what the starting level of the TAs status is in the status 
hierarchy that is used in this research (items 5A, B, C). This means the FTAs and 
their students will start with the image of instructor, but the DTAs and their students 
start with the image of student. The very reason that FTAs will not see themselves as 
students causes this type of correlation (SS 3) to be absent from the FTAs and their 
students. 
Regarding the common correlations, there is only one, and it shows that when 
the TAs see themselves as instructors (SS 11) then the sociolinguistic competence is 
scored high by the students. The other way around may also be happening. Again, 
this correlation can be viewed as a normal consequence of viewing the sociolinguistic 
competence as a more advanced competence, based on the linguistic competence, and 
reflecting the cultural knowledge the TAs have. In this case, the language evaluation 
influences the TAs' attitudes, or vis-a-vis (i.e., the above image is the moving force for 
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the TAs to learn and use the language better; that is, to learn and use a more advanced 
level of it-sociolinguistic competence). 
From the strength of the correlation (Table 47), it can be seen that the 
sociolinguistic competence as evaluated by the students and correlated with the DTAs' 
viewing themselves as instructors may be stronger in the DTAs, but the difference is 
less than 0.250. 
Table 47 
Differences in the Strength of Significant Common Correlations Between the Two 
Groups (FTAs/Students and DTAs/StudentsI 
TAs 
T5B 
TAs viewing themselves 
as instructors 
Q19 Students sociolinguistic competence 
E = 0.340 
D_ = 0.414 
d = 0.074 
Note. F= Foreign students/TAs, D=Domestic students/TAs, d=difference. 
As far as it concerns the differences of teaching skills correlations with 
attitudes between the two groups, the SS numbers 6 through 10 show the differences. 
There are no similarities, which may be implying that the two groups (i.e., FTAs and 
DTAs each with their students) are different populations, not by virtue of the fact that 
the FTAs are foreign, but because there are different needs and problems in the two 
groups (see Orth, 1982). 
It was found from the correlations that in the FTAs and their students, those 
FTAs who would like to go through screening of language and teaching skills will get 
high evaluations of classroom control (SS 9). This implies that a training program has 
helped them-the techniques of which are used in the classroom-and this is why they 
have good classroom control skills. Or it may be that the TAs are hard on themselves, 
seeking perfection through screening while their classroom control is good (in which 
case there is no influence but a plain indication). 
Again, there is a correlation involving screening which, as explained earlier, 
has its own problems of interpretation, but here in a different way. Because here, the 
more the FTAs' desire to go through screening, the more the students will give them 
good-not low-evaluations. The way the FTAs' desire of screening can create an 
influence on students' evaluations can be explained only if a screening process has 
already helped the TAs in the past; and the voicing of such predisposition to the 
students makes the students more sympathetic to the TAs' difficulties, rather than 
rejecting them. DTAs and their students do not have this problem, probably because 
their TAs' classroom control is not problematic, or the TAs are more assertive about 
their teaching skills. Notice, though, that the opposite interpretation is awkward (i.e., 
the better the classroom control evaluations, the more the FTAs want to be screened, 
except if the FTAs are really overdoing it by being harder on themselves than the 
students are on them, or it may also mean lack of confidence). The most plausible 
explanation is to really consider that a screening process helped them or boosted their 
confidence if the results were satisfactory; that is, if the FTAs did well in a test or an 
exam. This, for the UIUC FTAs, could be the SPEAK test that is basically a 
linguistic competence test. Since the TAs are teaching, they should have scored at 
least a passing grade if they took the test, and thus the results have been satisfactory 
for them; and this is the reason that they have good classroom control. This is an 
observation that completes the discussion about training or screening attitudes stating 
that, if the evaluations are good, then the attitudinal variable will be the one that 
influences the evaluation, rather than the other way around. However, the third 
variable still needs to be discovered (i.e., in what ways this is happening). 
In addition to the above correlation, it was found that the lower the clarity 
evaluations that are given to the FTAs by their students, the more they will feel that 
their job does not have any prestige (SS 7), which may stem from the fact that the 
TAs feel unappreciated when they see that they cannot clearly reach out to the 
students, particularly if they work hard for good lesson delivery. Of course, someone 
may think the other way around (i.e., if the FTAs do not get enough prestige from 
what they are doing, then why should they bother to be good in clarifying things). 
The I-tests did not show that FTAs will feel differently from the DTAs about prestige 
(see Appendix E), but the correlations showed that the FTAs do associate it with the 
clarity evaluations. DTAs and their students do not have this correlation, probably 
because they may not have hard time reaching out to students through clarity. 
As mentioned earlier, there are no common correlations between FTAs and 
their students and DTAs and their students as far as correlations of attitudes with 
teaching skills are concerned. 
Regarding the DTAs and their students, it was found that the teaching skills 
evaluations, as a summative score in general (scale 9), and the clarity and the course 
management variables in particular, as scored by the students, are correlated with the 
TAs' ethnocentrism positively (SS numbers 6, 8, 10, correspondingly). This means 
that students may give better evaluations to TAs who are more related to them 
culturally (i.e., through ethnocentrism). It is only natural that such correlations do not 
exist in the FTAs and their students since the FTAs may avoid showing ethnocentrism 
in a foreign, for them, cultural environment, especially when this is their work 
environment. From these differences in the correlations of the two groups, and 
assuming that ethnocentrism can influence evaluations, one can speculate that when 
someone is teaching in a culture of which he/she feels that he/she is a member 
(mirroring in the DTAs' correlations of teaching skills with ethnocentrism), (s)he may 
be feeling that (s)he is in a safe environment, and this gives the opportunity for his/her 
good teaching skills to be exhibited. Since FTAs' ethnocentrism is for their own 
country and not for the U.S.A., they may not have the opportunity of exhibiting such 
skills. The other way around explanation may also be possible; that is, ethnocentrism, 
seen as another type of self-confidence builder in the DTAs, will be raised as their 
teaching skills scores are raised, particularly the clarity and the course management 
skills. Such an explanation, though, is less plausible, since the ethnocentrism is 
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formed through living and indoctrination in one culture through a lifetime rather than 
triggered with the raising of the scores in teaching skills, although it is not excluded. 
Summarizing, Table 48 will help determine the strongest and, at the same time, 
significant correlations between the TAs and their students from all the correlations 
have been examined up to now. Level of significance is equal or less than 0.05, and 
level of strength is equal or more than 0.250. 
Table 48 
Significantly Strong Correlations of Students' Evaluations and TAs' Attitudes 
Evaluations of FTAs' students and FTAs r 
FTAs' students' perception of FTAs' classroom control 
with FTAs' attitudes toward screening 0.423 
FTAs' students' perception of their FTAs' clarity 
with FTAs' attitude toward possible prestige they think 
that their job has -0.395 
FTAs' students' sociolinguistic competence evaluations 
of their FTAs and FTAs' perception of their cultural 
openness -0.544 
FTAs' students' sociolinguistic competence evaluations 
of their FTAs with their FTAs' perception of their 
status as similar to status of instructor 0.403 
FTAs' students' sociolinguistic competence evaluations 
of their FTAs and their FTAs' perception of their 
status as similar to status of professor 0.573 
(table continues) 
Table 48 (continued) 
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Evaluations of DTAs' students and DTAs 
DTAs' students' evaluations of DTAs' accent with DTAs' 
perception of students' need to be trained in order 
to tolerate different background 0.537 
DTAs' students' accent evaluations of the DTAs with DTAs' 
reaction to students' consumerism (i.e., TAs' perceptions of the 
need for students' training in how to tolerate different 
backgrounds and understand foreign/dialectal accents) 0.419 
DTAs' students' linguistic competence evaluations of their DTAs 
and DTAs' perceptions of a need for DTAs' training 0.349 
DTAs' students' evaluations of DTAs' sociolinguistic competence and 
DTAs' perception of their status as similar to that of student -0.457 
DTAs' students' evaluations of DTAs' sociolinguistic competence and 
DTAs' perception of their status as similar to that of instructor 0.426 
DTAs' students' evaluations of DTAs' clarity and DTAs' attitude 
toward ethnocentrism 0.395 
DTAs' students' evaluations of DTAs' course management and DTAs' 
attitude toward ethnocentrism 0.415 
DTAs' students' perception of DTAs' teaching skills and DTAs' 
attitude toward ethnocentrism 0.361 
The results, as seen in Table 48, show that the correlations of FTAs and their 
students are interesting for the FTA problem research because, since the classroom 
control, the clarity, and the sociolinguistic evaluations are influenced by TAs' attitudes, 
the FTA problem may not only be about how students feel-and how they evaluate the 
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TAs-but also about how the students are influenced in their evaluations by the TAs' 
attitudes. 
Also from Table 48, it can be seen that specific TAs' attitudes, like status, how 
open culturally the FTA feels or how much confidence he/she has in the prestige of 
what she/he is doing, or how much he/she desires to go through screening, can 
influence students' evaluations of language and/or teaching skills. Already mentioned 
are reservations in explaining the variables of TAs' desire about training (theirs or their 
students') and TAs' screening as influencing the students' evaluations. Since on 
themselves these variables can be a reaction to a cause rather than a cause themselves, 
(though statistically this is not excluded also since the tests are correlations), it is more 
plausible to consider that the low score evaluations may be the cause and that the 
desires for screening or training form the effect of these evaluations rather than the 
other way around. It seems that with the training/screening attitudes, in particular, 
there is a need of what they call the "third variable." 
Due to lack of research precedence in these types of strategies of transferring 
TAs' attitudinal influences on students, and due to the plausibility that was given 
before about being caused rather than causing influences on students' evaluations, the 
researcher will not consider them as at least directly influencing evaluations, except if 
the evaluations are showing high TAs' skills (i.e., they are good evaluations; e.g., the 
classroom control and the screening [SS 9] between FTAs and students). 
In addition, from the comparisons between the correlations of the group of 
FTAs' attitudes with their students' evaluations and the group of DTAs' attitudes and 
their students' evaluations, the researcher found a correlation that presents a very 
interesting way of showing how students' evaluations can be influenced by the TAs' 
attitudes. 
The DTAs' ethnocentrism is related to teaching skills and particularly to clarity, 
course management, and teaching skills themselves. Since such correlation does not 
exist in the FTAs, it can be assumed that the FTAs may be at a disadvantage, not only 
because they may not feel comfortable to show ethnocentrism in their work 
environment, but that their ethnocentrism, even if shown, might not have the same 
results on the students' evaluations with the DTAs' ethnocentrism, since it will not be 
an ethnocentrism for the U.S. but for their own country. On the other hand, if 
ethnocentrism is another form of self- confidence-parallel to what was found in the 
prestige above-on which high evaluations of clarity, course management, and teaching 
skills may depend, then the FTAs may never have this experience of self-confidence; 
thus the above evaluations of students will not be high scored because they will not be 
influenced by such FTAs' attitude. 
These results can be connected with the fact that the FTA problem is a matter 
of language difficulties rather than teaching skills because the sociolinguistic 
competence and cultural openness, and again the sociolinguistic competence with the 
FTAs' perceptions of their status as similar to that of the professor, are the strongest 
from all the others that involve teaching skills. 
At last, and quite interestingly, it was noticed as a corollary to the "FTA 
problem" research that there is a "DTA problem." The researcher was a bit surprised 
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to find the type of correlations which basically show relations between accent 
evaluations of the students and TAs' reactions to students' consumerism (i.e., SCI, 
which consists of item 2 that solicits information as to whether students should be 
trained to tolerate different backgrounds, and item 12 that solicits information as to a 
possible students' training to understand foreign or dialectal accents), in which the 
aforementioned DTA problem is shown. In Scale 1 (consumerism), the FTAs and 
DTAs have significant differences in the means (see Appendix E); and the means of 
the FTAs score higher than the DTAs, and the same in item 2 that solicits reactions to 
the statement that students should be trained to understand different backgrounds (part 
of SCI). This means that FTAs are more in favor of students' training than the DTAs 
are. Also, comparing the means on the accent variable between the FTAs' students 
and the DTAs' students (Table 20). The FTAs' students complain more than the DTAs' 
students. Thus correlations of these attitudinal variables with the evaluative variable 
of accent were expected to be met in the FTAs and their students, but they were met 
only in the DTAs and their students. For this matter, and taking under consideration 
that the evaluations of students can influence TAs' attitudes of training as mentioned 
previously, it can be said that when students evaluate the DTAs' accent as having 
problems, the DTAs react by asking students to be trained to tolerate different 
backgrounds (item 2) or both-backgrounds and accents (Scale 1). The fact that such 
correlation is missing from the FTAs shows that DTAs' students can deal with FTAs' 
foreignness better than with their DTAs' "differentness." 
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It seems that if the same culture and language are shared by students and TAs, 
students expect the DTAs to know what is culturally and verbally appropriate and they 
expect them to apply it in their speech. Thus they can be less forgiving to DTAs than 
to FTAs. This strictness may be more obvious from the fact that the correlations of 
accent evaluations with the TAs' reaction to students' consumerism are very strong 
ones (with the one which consists of accents evaluations with TAs' perception of the 




DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Discussion 
The basic purposes of this research were first, to determine whether the 
students' discontent with the FTAs, expressed as FTAs' language problems, holds true 
or whether it can be due to two other factors; that is, attitudes of the students or their 
perceptions of their TAs' teaching skills. Second, to determine whether any of the 
attitudes of the students or the FTAs were related to the students' evaluations, either of 
language or teaching skills. 
Regarding the first purpose, from the I-tests it was found that the significant 
differences between the FTAs' and the DTAs' students are basically concentrated in the 
language variables. Interestingly enough, this was also observed in the I-tests of the 
FTAs' self-evaluations (Appendix E). The latter, although it does not prove that 
students are rightfully discontented with their FTAs, validates this finding. 
There is, though, something very important that was found by this research. 
The meaning of this finding is as much academic as everyday reality. The I-tests 
were not only significant in the linguistic competence; thus the FTA problem is not 
only a linguistic problem per se. They were significant in the linguistic competence 
including accent-not only its intelligibility but also its aesthetics-the sociolinguistic 
competence, and in general, the communicative competence (the strategic competence 
had a marginal significance). This means that it is in these levels that the FTA 
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problem needs to be analyzed and examined instead of the grammatical level only; that 
is, the FTA problem is a communicative competence problem. 
Regarding the extent to which the FTA problem exists, since our sample 
includes departments of diametrically different disciplines, different student statuses, 
expected grades, majors, sexes, or ethnic backgrounds, it seems that the problem 
extends and includes most of the students' diversity and does not pertain to a particular 
student group. 
As far as how, first, students' and second, TAs' attitudes influence students' 
evaluations of their TAs, it was found for the students that the communicative 
competence evaluations could be influenced by the students' perceptions of their FTAs 
as professors. Clearly, a status influence presupposes that the TA carries him/herself 
in a certain way that creates or reinforces this image of the particular status-here 
professor. From the whole spectrum of the communicative competence, the linguistic 
and sociolinguistic competence were strongly related to this image, as well as the 
sociolinguistic competence was related with the perception of the students whether the 
role of the TA is important or not. In addition, the cultural openness of the students is 
strongly correlated with accent, linguistic, and communicative competence evaluations 
they give to their FTAs. 
In the DTAs' students, the whole communicative competence was the one to be 
influenced by the importance of the role of the TA in academia, and the status of 
instructor. The fact that the same correlation, that is, communicative competence and 
status (notice professor status in FTAs' students vs. instructor in DTAs' students) 
shows that the population of the two groups of students due to different types of TAs 
has different images about them and thus the needs of the two groups are different. 
Beyond the importance of the above correlations due to their strength, it can be 
seen that from the nine attitudinal variables that were considered as possibly related to 
the above evaluations, only three have sizeable effects which shows that the students, 
for the most part, could be objective when they express the FTA problem as basically 
a language problem. But the fact that the number is small does not disqualify the 
above results from any proper attention that researchers or program developers should 
pay. The number is better to be used for setting priorities instead of disqualifying 
explanations (i.e., communicative competence should be the focus; but other factors, 
such as students' attitudes, will be the second consideration). 
Also noticed from these findings is that the strongly significant correlations are 
always with the language variables as well as with the teaching skills variables in their 
connection to the students' attitudes. Contrary to what was found in the T-tests (Table 
20), teaching skills along with the language variables can probably be the important 
parameters, as far as students' data go, along which the TA problem should be 
defined. In other words, although students' discontent is primarily a language 
discontent (T-test showed significances only in language variables), some of its causes 
can be due to specific students' attitudes and also teaching skills variables. Clarity, 
course management, and teaching skills were found in both groups to be correlated 
with status of professor or instructor or with importance of the role of the TA. 
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Up to now, this research has examined possible influences of students' attitudes 
on evaluations. Current research (Orth, 1982, pp. 295-296) has suggested that instead 
of looking at the FTA problem from the point of view of students' satisfaction with 
their TA, to look at it from the point of view of the TAs' possible influences that can 
be exerted over their students' perceptions and evaluations of their speech. One of 
these influences has to do with the TAs' attitudes. This is the second part of relations 
mentioned before and examined in this research (i.e., influence of TAs' attitudes on 
students' evaluations). 
Although the tests that were run with the means of the FTAs' and DTAs' 
attitudes (Appendix E) per se showed that FTAs are more in favor of students' training 
to tolerate different backgrounds and understand foreign or dialectal accents, it can be 
seen (in Table 48) that the strongest significant correlations use a variety of TAs' 
attitudes with a variety of students' evaluations in both groups; FTAs with their 
students and DTAs with their students. 
The strongest correlation is the one between the FTAs' perception of their 
status as similar to the professor status, and their sociolinguistic competence 
evaluations by their students. This is followed by the correlation of the FTAs' 
perception of their cultural openness with their sociolinguistic competence as evaluated 
by their students. 
And, lastly, the FTAs' perception of their status as similar to that of instructor 
and their sociolinguistic competence as evaluated by the students. It seems that the 
status and the cultural openness of their TA are important factors for the 
sociolinguistic competence evaluations. 
Recalling that the professor's image as perceived by the students was an 
important influence on the sociolinguistic competence evaluations in the students' data, 
it can be seen here that this is also true in the FTAs' data, due to the influence of this 
image as perceived by the FTAs on the same students' evaluations. In other words, 
both students and FTAs seem to consider it important, and somehow TAs may 
influence with the way they carry themselves the students' evaluations on this 
particular competence. 
Out of the nine attitudes, three seem to play a role strongly and significantly; 
but the same thing mentioned earlier about the importance of the numbers holds true 
for these correlations, too. The numbers should be used to set priorities and narrow 
the data, not to disqualify possible explanations. The fact that the image of professor 
and of instructor and the TAs' cultural openness play a role in the language 
evaluations, show how sometimes the students' evaluations can be influenced by the 
FTAs' predisposition. 
The teaching skills correlations have been limited to the correlations of two 
variables; namely, the classroom control and clarity. The first related significantly to 
FTAs' attitudes toward screening, and the second to the FTAs' attitudes toward 
prestige. These correlations are not as strong as the language correlations. This may 
mean that again the FTA problem seems to be on the parameters of the students'-and 
with these data, TAs' as well-attitudes and students' language evaluations rather than 
TAs' or students' attitudes and teaching skills evaluations. 
Extra factors like grade, requiredness of the course, and type of science did not 
affect the results of the previous findings in any sample. 
Summarizing from the findings, it was shown that the correlations between 
evaluations of students of their FTAs' language and teaching skills with students' 
attitudes, on the one hand, and with the TAs' attitudes, on the other, do not contribute 
with 100% certainty-since they are correlations and not cause-and-effect relationships 
-to explaining why students complain about FTAs. These findings, though, do shed 
considerable light on how some of the students' attitudes relate tc their evaluations and 
how the students in their evaluations respond to the attitudes that they see in their 
TAs. 
Quite interestingly, in Research Question 2, it was noticed as a corollary to the 
"FTA problem" research that there is a "DTA problem." It was a bit surprising to find 
the type of correlations described in Table 48 which basically show relations between 
accent evaluations of the students and TAs' reactions to students' consumerism. Recall 
that in the I-tests (Appendix E), the FTAs were more in favor of students' training 
than the DTAs were. The same is true with the means on the accent variable between 
the FTAs' students and the DTAs' students. Thus correlations of this attitudinal 
variable with the evaluative variable of accent were expected to be met in the FTAs 
and their students, but they were met only in the DTAs and their students. It is really 
surprising to find accent problems in the DTAs' students. The fact that such 
correlation is missing from the FTAs shows that DTAs' students can deal with FTAs' 
foreignness better than with their DTAs' "differentness." 
Recommendations for Training, Testing, and Further Research 
Training 
Orth (1982, pp. 301-302), describing the programs that exist in the USA, 
mentioned that some of them are overemphasizing one skill over the other (e.g., 
grammar skills over culture). This research showed that such a program will not be a 
complete one and will not be addressing the needs of the FTAs and their students, 
since correlations were found of not only linguistic competence but of a variety of 
language variables with a variety of attitudinal ones. Even if the influence of attitudes 
on the evaluations is not overwhelming in number, there are still strong significant 
correlations. 
Also, it has been found in other research (e.g., Orth, 1982) that students' 
predispositions may be negative toward their FTAs: 
[But] those predispositions are contradicted when an FTA manages to 
counteract or disarm them; then they seem to exert less influence on students' 
perceptions and evaluations. This should accord well with the speech 
accommodation model posited by Giles and his colleagues, which predicts that 
a speaker can modulate listener's evaluative reactions to his speech by 
attempting to make it more or less acceptable to them. (pp. 296-297) 
Orth, in his research, showed such accommodations in the FTAs' efforts to increase 
clarity by speaking more slowly and simplifying the vocabulary. Since the decision of 
the FTA to accommodate his/her habits to the students' satisfaction depends on how 
he/she feels about doing it and how (s)he communicates his/her attitudes to the 
students, Orth also mentioned that to explore the issue of accommodative behaviors 
fully (Orth, 1982), more information is necessary about-among other factors- the 
FTAs' attitudes toward their students. 
To this extent some of the correlations of FTAs and their students' evaluations 
from this research are useful for researchers and program developers when dealing 
with the aforementioned accommodation theories and issues. The positive correlation 
of the variable that involves FTAs' desire to be screened for verbal and teaching skills 
(see discussion about training attitudes of TAs being influenced by the evaluations 
rather than the other way around; see Research Question 2) with students' good 
classroom control evaluations (i.e., the more the TAs ask for control, the better the 
classroom control evaluations) may mean that the TAs' acceptance to go through 
screening may be an accommodation that will help TAs fulfill the students' 
expectations of the FTAs' classroom control. Another finding of accommodation may 
be obvious in the students' Sociolinguistic evaluations correlated with FTAs' cultural 
openness. This means that if TAs can accommodate themselves to being open to a 
culture different from their own, like the American culture, the expectations of 
students regarding sociolinguistic competence of TAs will be more or less satisfied. 
The same is assumed for the correlation of cultural openness with clarity and 
prestige, perceiving prestige as raising of TAs' self-confidence in their job. Notice, 
though, that a program to train TAs to believe in their job and/or to make them 
become culturally open will probably be very complex since there may not be an easy 
way to teach these intangible sills to FTAs. First, because research is needed to find 
which are the behavioral characteristics of such a culturally open TA that can be 
taught to the FTAs; and second, because practicing them requires a bit of personality 
change and changes in issues of ethnicity, particularly openness to other cultures, does 
not come easily. The same is true for job moral that needs to be reinforced from the 
academia or students in order to become real, particularly in a society in which the 
teacher's respect is not given by de facto but is earned. This does not mean that FTAs 
cannot be prepared adequately about such existing relations through a training 
program; and probably here it may be the place where Bailey's (1982) TAs' typology 
could be used (see Related Literature). 
On the other hand, since knowing first that TAs (from FTAs' and DTAs' 
I-tests-Appendix E-and DTAs' and their students' correlations in Table 48) do 
believe that students have a problem with accepting different backgrounds; and second, 
research has shown that students usually exhibit resilience to accommodate themselves 
to the TAs' (see Bailey, 1982) speaking patterns, we may want to think about a 
program for students-at least for freshmen-that would teach them tolerance of 
differences, either in the form of "foreignness" (for FTAs) or "differentness" (for 
DTAs), and strategies of how students can accommodate their style of listening to the 
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TAs' style of speaking which, of course, presupposes that research on this subject is 
necessary. 
Igsiing 
Regarding testing, since more than one language variable is related with the 
FTA problem, there will be a problem in compiling an accurate list of items with 
construct validity. The fact that this research found that more than pure linguistic 
items are needed to test the proficiency of the FTAs, makes us wonder how valid is 
the SPEAK test by itself, that tests only linguistic competency and which the UIUC 
uses to screen its FTAs. 
Further Research 
From the above, it is obvious that more research is needed, first to find out 
which variable from the previous pairs of variables that are correlated strongly and 
significantly in our research can be the cause, and which the effect. Second, the 
process needs to be studied by which attitudes influence evaluations. This process is 
at present unknown, but the knowledge of it is very necessary for the solution of the 
problem of how particular attitudes of training and screening could influence 
evaluations. 
This research showed that the FTAs are a population of TAs with needs 
different from the DTAs, and that research in the future may want to depart from the 
students' evaluations or attitudes per se and incorporate how TAs' attitudes can 
influence students' evaluations. Though the students' or TAs' attitudes used in this 
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research did not influence evaluations overwhelmingly in number, other types may; 
and thus, testing of other attitudes may be beneficial. 
Also, there is a need first, for correlations to be run between FTAs' language 
skills and teaching skills as they are perceived by their students in order to determine 
whether there are any significant relations (i.e., if good language skills would increase 
the positive evaluations on the teaching skills of the TAs and vis-a-vis). Second, there 
is a need to investigate comparisons between the means of students' evaluations with 
FTAs' means of self-evaluations, and correlations between students' and FTAs' 
evaluations, in case they show us any kind of accommodative behaviors that could 
possibly be utilized in the above programs; for example, if teaching skills as evaluated 
by the students are related to TAs' self-evaluations of their classroom control. This 
correlation would mean that whenever the TAs would take care of their classroom 
control (in our research, it is based on knowledge of language, culture, and subject 
matter), the whole teaching skills score (recall that in this research it is a scale of four 
other scales-all together 12 items) would go up. Notice that this research did check 
the means of students' and TAs' evaluations (that is how the researcher determined that 
the FTA problem is basically a language problem-see Table 20 and Appendix E) but 
did not examine correlations between the students and FTAs' evaluations—though it 
does have the data to do it-because this would go beyond what the research purposes 
were. The data here presented, though, could be utilized for further research. 
The data of this research can be used to answer other questions pertinent to the 
students in different disciplines and how they react to their FTAs. The strong research 
tendency right now goes toward this direction, and the researcher would like to see 
how FTAs are treated in different disciplines. The researcher would also like to see 
how the differences in sex plays a role in evaluations. Are the female students 
evaluating differently from the male students, and why? 
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APPENDIX A 
UIUC POLICY STATEMENT FOR FTAs 
University of Illinois Office of the Vice Chancellor 
at Urbana-Champaign for Academic Affairs 
Swanlund Administration Building 
601 East John Street 
Champaign, Illinois 61820 
1987-88 Academic Affairs 
Communication No. 29 
UIUC POLICY STATEMENT 
REGARDING THE EMPLOYMENT OF NON-NATIVE ENGLISH SPEAKING 
FACULTY MEMBERS 
The UIUC policy for ensuring the English oral proficiency of all faculty and 
academic staff members, other than teaching assistants (see Communication NO. 28), 
is set forth so that UIUC is in compliance with State of Illinois Law 1516. The intent 
of this policy is to ensure that all instructors are adequately proficient in oral English 
before they are given instructional responsibilities. 
POLICY 
Before hiring, academic unit heads/chairs must complete a form for non-native 
English speaking instructors (with rank of assistant, associate professor or full 
professor, visiting professors, instructors, teaching associates and lecturers) indicating 
that the persons are orally proficient in English. The basis for determining English 
oral proficiency can be accomplished in a number of ways, e.g., formal interviews, 
assessment of candidates by colleagues within the academic unit, and public 
presentations. 
Continuing evaluation: Academic unit heads/chairs are strongly encouraged to 
collect information about the instructor's oral proficiency in English and to discuss 
with those instructors any problems regarding this issue which they encounter when 
providing instruction. Consultative assistance can be obtained from the Office of 
Instructional and Management Services and the Division of English as an International 
Language. 
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ATTACHMENT TO ACADEMIC UNIT HIRING FORM(S) 
FOR 
PROSPECTIVE UIUC NON-NATIVE ENGLISH SPEAKING FACULTY MEMBERS 
Name of Faculty Member 
Position Title 
Dates of Appointment to 
I certify that the above individual has sufficient oral English language proficiency to 
provide instruction on this campus. 
Signed 
Academic Unit Head/Chairperson 
Date Academic Unit 




(Please duplicate as needed) 
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Academic Unit Faculty Representative Form 
for 
Non-Native English Speaking Teaching Assistants 
Please complete the following and return to the 
OFFICE OF THE VICE CHANCELLOR FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 
200 SWANLUND ADMINISTRATION BUILDING 
by February 22, 1988. 
Academic Unit: 
Appointment for Academic Year: 1988-1989 
Faculty member to be responsible for implementing the UIUC campus policies 
regarding non-native English speaking teaching assistants who wish to be employed, or 
who are employed in this academic unit. 
(name) 
(campus mail address) 
For Head or Chairperson: 
I acknowledge the appointment of the above faculty member as this academic unit's 
representative for implementing the activities outlined in the policy statement for non-
native English speaking teaching assistants. 
Signed Date 
Thank you very much. 
RMB:lh 
PROCEDURES FOR REVIEW OF INSTRUCTOR'S ABILITY TO 
. COMMUNICATE IN ENGLISH 
26. Procedures for Review of Instructor's Ability to Communicate in English-All 
Students 
All academic departments are to take steps to ensure that all of their instructors are 
able to communicate clearly in English in the classroom. However, because so many 
graduate teaching assistants and faculty members come from foreign countries and 
may have not had extensive training in English, students sometimes find it difficult to 
understand them. Students who find themselves in such a situation should initiate the 
following procedure: 
A. Immediately contact the department head or chairperson of the department in 
which the course is being offered to report the problem. 
B. If the department head or chairperson determines that a substantial portion of 
the class members are having a similar problem in understanding the instructor, 
a new instructor must be assigned to the class section. 
C. If it is determined that only a small minority of the students in the classroom 
are having problems understanding the instructor, those students should be 
promptly transferred to another section. 
D. The department head or chairperson should suggest to the instructor that he or 






P L E A § £ b o NoT PROCEED WITHOUT READING THESE 
INSTRUCTIONS. IF YOU DO NOT READ THEM, THERE IS A HIGH 
POSSIBILITY THAT YOUR ANSWERS WILL INVALIDATE THE DATA. 
HOW TO COMPLETE THE QUESTIONNAIRE: 
.11. For the Multiple^hlwce^qullsTwms^)^^ one of the 
|| choices provided (you may add your own comments if you like) 
112. Base t ^e^uesMons^mdyo^answe^^n^mscour^e^^^^^^ ) and not || on any other experiences of other courses. 
4. DO NOfwrlteTnTTanieTon^ourTjulesfl^ identifying 
marks. I am trying to protect all the subjects by keeping very strict 
confidentiality. 
| 1 . Do not skip questions. TryTo'an^wer^uTTHh'em. || 
I want to thank you for your help and remind you that without your 
participation this research would not be possible. 
Please do contact me if there are questions. 
Sincerely, 
Georgia Smyrniou 
Address: #311 College of Education, 1310 S. sixth st. C. IL. 61820. 
Phone numbers: 333-6491 (W) 
367-1587 (H) 
P.S. 
If you are using the home phone number and I am not there, please leave a 
message on the answering machine. If you use the work number and I am 
not there, leave a message at the office. 
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Students' questionnaire 
PLEASE TAKE A FEW MINUTES TO RESPOND TO THJS 
QUESTIONNAIRE. THE RESULTS ARE STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL 
AND WILL BE USED ONLY FOR RESEARCH PURPOSES. 
1. The USA is the best 
country in which to live. 
2. Students need to have 
training sessions on 
how to tolerate 
differences between 
their background and 
their TAs' background.... 
3. TAs should be 
screened regarding 
their verbal and 
teaching skills before they 
are employed 
4. TAs should go 
through training 
before they start 
teaching in order 
to be more effective teachers 
in class 
5 a. I view my TA as a student 
5 b. I view my TA as an instructor 
5 c. I view my TA as a professor...,. 
6. TAs lack prestige in the University., 
7. TAs serve an important 
























IN QUESTION 8, ANSWER Sa W Vol HAVE A PoREI^N TA. 
OTHERWISE, GO TO 8b. 
Yes No 
8 a. I like having the 
opportunity of being taught by 
a TA from another country. 1 2 
8 b. I would like to have the 
opportunity of being taught by 
a TA from another 
country 1 2 
9. What are the 
characteristics 
that you like and the 
characteristics that you 
dislike in your TA? 
a.LIKE: 
b.DISLIKE: 
10. My TA is not a native 
speaker of American 
English and has a foreign 
accent 1 2 
ll.MyTAisanative 
speaker of American English but 
speaks with a dialect or accent 
(e.g. Boston, Texas, Midwestern 
or Black English) 1 2 
over please 
Strongly Strongly 
agree Agree Disagree disagree 
12. Students need to be trained 
in how to listen and 
understand foreign or 
dialectical accents 1 2 3 4 
PLEASE ANSWER i M 4 oNLV IP VoUft TA HAS A FoftHJkiN 6k 
DIALECTICAL ACCENT; OTHERWISE GO TO 16. 
13. What kind of accent does your TA have?. 
Makes No 
Difference 
XZL (SKIPTO im Nj2 
14. Do you like the sound 
of your TAs accent? 1 2 3 
15. Why do you like it or do not like it? 
Yes With 
X a Difficulty Ha 
16. Regardless of your TA's 
accent, do you understand 
what he/she wants to 
communicate to you in 
English? 1 2 3 
Very 
good Good Poor 
17 a. How would you rate your 




17 b. How would you rate 
your TA's use of grammar?.. 
17 c. How would you rate 









18. When your TA cannot find 
the right expressions in class 
does (s)he 
Yes No 
b. become silent 
c. use body language 
d. ask students to help 
e. use expressions of his/her 
language or dialect... 
Very 








19. How would you 
characterize your TA's 
mastery of English? (Mastery 
means that (s)he actively and 
effectively expresses 
himself/herself and that (s)he 
also understands the students 
when they talk to him/her).. 
20. How would you rate your 




21. How would you rate your 
TA's overall ability to explain 
difficult materials to his/her 
students? 
22. How would you rate your 
TA's overall knowledge of 
the subject of this course?... 
23. How would you rate your 
TA's establishment and 
maintenance of eye contact 
with his/her students? (To 
maintain eye contact means to 
look students in the eye while 
teaching) 
24. How would you rate your 
TA's daily preparation for the 
class? 
25. How would you rate your 
TAs understanding of the 
purposes and learning 
objectives of the course? 
26. How would you rate your 
TA's general course 
organization? 
27. How would you 
rate your TA's overall 
teaching ability? 
28. How would you rate your 
TA's grading of tests and 
homework ? 
Very Very 
good Good Poor poor 
over please 
IN QUESTIONS 29, 30, AND 31, CONTROL MEANS THAT 
THE TA CAN GIVE AND MAINTAIN PROPER DIRECTION OF 
THE DISCUSSIONS/LECTURES AND THAT (S)HE CAN 
CREATE A DECENT ATMOSPHERE AMONG STUDENTS 
AND BETWEEN STUDENTS AND HIMSELF/HERSELF. 
Almost Almost 
Always Often Sometimes Never 
29. Your TA loses control in 
class because (s)he does not 
know the language (American 
English) well enough to express 
himself/herself clearly 1 2 3 4 
30. Your TA loses control in 
class because (s)he does not 
know well enough the subject 
(s)he is teaching 1 2 3 4 
31. Your TA loses control in 
class because (s)he does not 
know well enough the 
students' culture or ethnic 
background 1 2 3 4 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
32. Approximately, how much time do you spend each week studying for this 
course? (hrs) 
33. What is your major? 
XES BO 
34. Is this course required for your major? 1 2 
35. Do you speak any languages other than 
English? 1 2 
36. If Yes, what other languages do you speak? 
over please 
37. What is your status at the U of I? 











f. other , 
If you marked "other" please specify 
39. What grade do you expect to receive in this course? 
l.A 
40. What is your ethnic background? 
a. White. 
b.African American. 




41. What is your sex? 
Male.... 
Female. 
42. Do you have any additional comments that you would like to make about the 
subject matter or the questionnaire? 
PLEASE FOLD THE QUESTIONNAIRE IN HALF, STAPLE 
IT, AND RETURN IT AS ADDRESSED THROUGH 




PLEASE DO NoT PROCEED WITHOUT READING" THESE 
INSTRUCTIONS. IF YOU DO NOT READ THEM, THERE IS A HIGH 
POSSIBILITY THAT YOUR ANSWERS WILL INVALIDATE THE DATA. 
HOW T3 COMPLETE TE3 CTESTIONNAZSE: 
IfTrTcTTnTM^nRpTe^h^ic^^uesTionsn^ 
flchdcesprovide^voujn^ 
|[27TaleTn^^ues7ionsTm7ryo^^ and not II 
Hon any other experiences of other courses. 1 
TTT7TOHnyrTteaniniaTnesoHnvour*^ue^ 
marks. I am trying to protect all the subjects by keeping very strict 
confidentiality. 
I want to thank you for your help and remind you that without your 
participation this research would not be possible. 
Please do contact me if there are questions. 
Sincerely, 
Georgia Smyrniou 
Address: #311 College of Education, 1310 S. sixth st. C. IL. 61820. 
Phone numbers: 333-6491 (W) 
367-1587 (H) 
P .S . 
If you are using the home phone number and I am not there, please leave a 
message on the answering machine. If you use the work number and I am 
not there, leave a message at the office. 
TA's Questionnaire 
PLEASI TAKE A FEW MINUTES f o RESPOND To THIS 
QUESTIONNAIRE. THE RESULTS ARE CONFIDENTIAL AND 
WILL BE USED ONLY FOR RESEARCH PURPOSES. IT HAS 
NOTHING TO DO WITH PROMOTIONS, EVALUATIONS, OR 
ASSISTANTSHIP RENEWALS. NOBODY WILL KNOW YOUR 
NAME SINCE THE QUESTIONNAIRE IS ANONYMOUS. 
ANSWER AS HONESTLY AS YOU CAN; BY DOING SO YOU 
HELP US IDENTIFY PROBLEMS WHICH THE UNIVERSITY 
SHOULD TRY TO ELIMINATE. 
1. The country of which 
you are a citizen is the best 












2. Students need to have 
training sessions on how to 
tolerate differences between 
their background and their 
TAs' background 1 2 3 4 
3. TAs should be screened 
regarding their verbal and 
teaching skills before they 
are employed 1 2 3 4 
4. TAs should go through 
training before they start 
teaching in order to be more 
effective teachers in class... 1 2 3 4 
5 a. I perceive myself as a 
student 1 2 3 4 
5.b. I perceive myself as an 
instructor 1 2 3 4 
5.c. I perceive myself as a 
professor 1 2 3 4 
over please 
Strongly Strongly 
agES Agree Disagree disagree 
6. A TA position lacks 
prestige in the 
University.... 1 
7. TAs serve an important 
role in the University 1 
iN QUESTION 8, ANSWER &» IP VOU ARE TEACJUNti 
STUDENTS FROM COUNTRY/IES DIFFERENT FROM YOUR 
OWN. OTHERWISE SKIP TO 8b. 
8 a. I like having the 
opportunity to teach 
students from a country 
different from mine.... 
8 b. I would like to have the 
opportunity to teach 
students from a country 
different from mine.... 
9. What are the 
characteristics that you like 
and the characteristics that 








10.1 am not native speaker 
of American English and I 
have a foreign accent 
11. lama native speaker of 
American English but I 
speak with a dialect or 
accent (e.g. Boston, Texas, 
Midwestern or Black 
English) 
12. Students need to be 
trained in how to listen and 
understand foreign or 
dialectical accents 
Strongly 
agree Agree Disagree 




PLEASE ANSWER iJ-i3 O N L Y I F Y O U HAVE A foREICN O R 
DIALECTICAL ACCENT; OTHERWISE GO TO 16. 
13. What kind of acccent do you have?. 
Makes No 
Difference 
XES (SKIP TO im %o 
14. Do your students like 
the sound of your accent?.. 1 
15. Why do they like it or not like it?. 
over please 
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16. Regardless of your 
accent, do your students 
understand what you want 
to communicate to them in 
Yes With 
l£S Difficulty No. 
17 a. How would you rate 
your pronunciation of 
English? 
17 b. How would you rate 
your use of grammar?... 
17 c. How would you rate 
your fluency in English?... 
18. When you cannot find 
the right expressions in 
class do you 
b. become silent 
c. use body language 
e. use expressons of your 














Good Poor poor 
2 3 4 
2 3 4 








good Good Poor poor 
19. How would you rate 
your mastery of English? 
(Mastery means that you 
actively and effectively 
express yourself and that 
you also understand the 
students when they talk to 
you) 
20. How would you rate 
your overall ability to 
answer questions? 
21. How would you rate 
your overall ability to 
explain difficult materials to 
your students? 1 2 3 4 
22. How would you rate 
your overall knowledge of 
the subject of this course?.. 1 2 3 4 
23. How would you rate 
your establishment and 
maintenance of eye contact 
with your students? (To 
maintain eye contact means 
to look students in the eye 
while teaching) 1 2 3 4 
24. How would you rate 
your daily preparation for 
the class? 1 2 3 4 
25. How would you rate 
your understanding of the 
purposes and learning 
objectives of the course?... 1 2 3 4 
26. How would you rate 
your general course 
organization? 1 2 3 4 
over please 
27. How would you rate 
vour overall teaching 
ability? 
28. How would you rate 
















IN QUESTIONS 29. 30. AN6 SL f A N T R A L MEANS THAT 
THE TA CAN GIVE AND MAINTAIN PROPER DHtECTION OF 
THE DISCUSSIONS/LECTURES AND THAT (S)HE CAN 
CREATE A DECENT ATMOSPHERE AMONG STUDENTS AND 
BETWEEN STUDENTS AND HIMSELF/HERSELF. 
29. It has been reported by 
different TAs that they have 
lost control in class because 
they do not know the 
language (American 
English) well enough to 
express themselves clearly. 
How often does it happen in 
your class? 
30. It has been reported by 
different TAs that they have 
lost control in class because 
they do not know well 
enough the subject they are 
teaching. How often does it 
happen in your class? 
31. It has been reported by 
different TAs that they have 
lost control in class because 
they do not know well 
enough the students' 
cultural or ethnic 
background. How often 
does it happen in your 
class? 
Almost Almost 
always Often Sometimes never 
over please 
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a * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
32. What is your area of specialization?. 
33. What is your native language?. 
34. How long have you been teaching as a TA?_ 
35. What other languages do you speak besides English?. 
36. Are you a foreign TA? 1 2 
37. If vou are not a foreign 
TA are you: 
a. An American citizen?.... 1 2 
b. Permanent resident of the 
USA but not a citizen? 1 2 
38. If vou are a foreign TA: 
a. What country are you from? 
b. How many years have you studied English?. 





J|P. Do you have any additional comments that you would like to make about 
the subject matter or the questionnaire? 
PLEASE FOLD THE QUESTIONNAIRE IN HALF, STAPLE IT, 
AND RETURN IT AS ADDRESSED THROUGH CAMPUS 





CMS FI INI DISK TEACHER DATA A; 
DATA Dl; INFILE INI; 
ARRAY Z Tl-TJ T4 T5A T5B T5C T6 T7 T8A T8B T10-T12 T14 T16 T17A T17B T17C 
T18A T18B T18C T18D T18E T19-T31 FOREIGNX CITIZEN NCITIZEN GENDER DEFT 
CODE LANG FEAR LANG1 LANG2 LANG3 LANG4 ARECOND; 
ARRAY 9 T1-T5 T4 T5A T5B T5C T12 T17A T17B T17C T19-T28; 
ARRAY X TIO Til T18A T18B T18C T18D T18E; 
INPUT (T1-T3 T4 T5A T5B T5C T6 T7 T8A T8B T10-T12 T14 T16 T17A T17B T17C 
T18A T18B T18C T18D T18E T19-T31 FOREIGNX CITIZEN NCITIZEN GENDER DEFT 
CODE NIANG LANG FEAR LANG1 LANG2 LANG3 LANG4 ARECOND) 
(37*1. +1 4X1. +1 1. 3X3. +1 4*2. +1 2. ); GROUP = 1; 
IF CODE GE 1 AND CODE LE 9 THEN TFOREIGN = 1; 
IF CODE GE 10 AND CODE LE 31 THEN TFOREIGN = 2; 
IF CODE GE 32 AND CODE LE 44 THEN TFOREIGN = 1; 
IF CODE GE 45 AND CODE LE 48 THEN TFOREIGN = 2; 
IF CODE GE 49 AND CODE LE 50 THEN TFOREIGN = 1; 
IF CODE GE 51 AND CODE LE 54 THEN TFOREIGN = 2; 
IF CODE GE 55 AND CODE LE 57 THEN TFOREIGN = 1; 
IF CODE = 58 THEN TFOREIGN = 2; 
IF CODE = 59 THEN TFOREIGN = 1; 
IF CODE GE 60 AND CODE LE 61 THEN TFOREIGN = 2; 
IF CODE = 62 THEN TFOREIGN = 1; 
SCIENCE = 2; 
IF DEPT = 1 THEN SCIENCE = 1; 
IF DEPT = 3 THEN SCIENCE = 1; 
XXXXXX*XX*X*XXXXXXKXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXKXXXXXXXXXXX*X*X*XXXXXXXX*XXXXXX 
xxxx CREATING NEW VALUE FOR THE FOLLOWING VARIABLES xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
KXXXKXXXX*X**XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX*XX; 
N17A = 2*((T17A-l) /3); 
N17B = 2X((T17B-l>/3); 
N17C = 2X((T17C-l)/3); 
N19 = 2x((T19- l ) /3) ; 
N14 = 2*( (T14- l ) /2 ) ; 
N16 = 2 X ( ( T 1 6 - l ) / 2 ) ; 
NTSUB3= MEAN (OF N17A N17B N17C N14 N16); 
NTSUB5= MEAN (OF N17A N17B N17C N14 N16 T18A T18C T18D T18E N19); 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxx REVERSING SCORE IN THE ARRAYS Q & X xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX; 
DO OVER Q; 0 = Q * -1 + 5;END; 
DO OVER X; X = X X -1 + 3;END; 
TSUB1 = MEAN (OF T2 T12); 
TSUB3 = MEAN (OF T17A T17B T17C T14 T16); 
TSUB5 = MEAN (OF T17A T17B T17C T14 T16 T18A T18C T18D T18E T19); 
TSUB2 = MEAN (OF T14 T16); 
TSUB4 = MEAN (OF T18A T18C T18D T18E); 
TSUB6= MEAN (OF T20 T21 T23); 
TSUB7= MEAN (OF T24 T25 T26); 
TSUB8= MEAN (OF T29 T30 T31); 




TSUB3 ^'LINGUISTIC COMPETENCE' 
TSUB4 ='STRATEGIC COMPETENCE' 
TSUB5 ='COMMUNICATIVE COMPETENCE SCORE' 
TSUB6 ='CLARITY SCORE' 
TSUB7 ='COURSE MANAGEMENT SCORE' 
TSUB8 =*TA CONTGROL IN CLASSROOM' 
TSUB9 ='TEACHING SKILLS SCORE'; 
TITLE 'TEACHER QUESTIONAIRE'; 
PROC SORT; BY TFOREIGN; 
PROC TTEST; BY TFOREIGN;CLASS GENDER; VAR 
T1-T3 T4 T5A T5B T5C T6 T7 T8A T8B T10-T12 T14 T16 T17A T17B T17C 
T18A T18B T18C T18D T18E T19-T31 





CMS FI INI DISK STUD DATA A; DATA Dl; INFILE INI; 
ARRAY Q Q1-Q3 Q4 Q5A Q5B Q5C 012 Q17A Q17B 017C Q19-Q28; 
ARRAY X 910 Oil Q18A Q1SB Q18C Q18D Q18E; 
INPUT (Q1-Q3 Q4 Q5A Q5B Q5C Q6 Q7 08A Q8B 010-012 014 Q16 Q17A Q17B Q17C 
018A 018B 018C Q18D Q18E Q19-Q31 HOURS 034 035 STATUS GPA 039 ETHNIC 
GENDER DEPT CODE SGR0UPK37X1. +1 2. 7X1. + 1 1. +1 2. +1 1 ) ; 
IF DEPT-l OR DEPT=3 THEN SCIENCE = 1; ELSE SCIENCE = 2; 
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
xxx CREATING NEW VALUE FOR THE FOLLOWING VARIABLES xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXKXXXXXXXX;;; 
N17A = 2X((Q17A-l)/3); N19=2X((Q19-l)/3); 
N17B = 2X((Q17B-l)/3); N14=2x((Q14-l)/2); 
N17C = 2X((Q17C-l)/3); N16=2X((016-l)/2); 
NSCALE3= MEAN (OF N17A N17B N17C N14 N16); 
NSCALE5= MEAN (OF N17A N17B N17C N14 N16 Q18A Q18C Q18D Q18E N19); 
XXKXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
XXX REVERSING THE SCORE IN THE ARRAYS 0 8 X xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX;;; 
DO OVER 0; 0=0 x -1 +5;END; DO OVER X; X=X x -1 +3;END; 
SCALE1 = MEAN (OF 02 012); 
SCALES = MEAN (OF Q17A Q17B Q17C 014 016); 
SCALES = MEAN (OF Q17A Q17B Q17C 014 016 018A Q18C Q18D Q18E 019); 
SCALE2 = MEAN (OF 014 016); 
SCALE4 = MEAN (OF Q18A 418C Q18D Q18E); 
SCALE6 = MEAN (OF 020 021 023); 
SCALE7 = MEAN (OF 024.025 026); 
SCALES = MEAN (OF 029 030 031); 
SCALE9 = MEAN (OF 020 021 022 023 024 025 026 027 028 029 030 031); 
LABEL 
SCALE1='C0NSUMERISM' SCALE2='ACCENT' 
SCALE3='LINGUISTIC COMPETENCE' SCALE4='STRATEGIC COMPETENCE' 
SCALE5='COMMUNICATIVE COMPETENCE SCORE' SCALE6='CLARITY SCORE' 
SCALE? ='COURSE MANAGEMENT SCORE' SCALE8='TA CONTROL IN CLASSROOM* 
SCALE9 ='TEACHING SKILLS SCORE'; 
PROC FORMAT; VALUE GFMT 1='MALE' 2='FEMALE'; 
VALUE YNOFMT 1='YES' 3=«N0» 2='OTHER'; VALUE YNFMT 1='YES' 2='N0'; 
VALUE SFMT 4='STR0NGE AGREE' 3='AGREE' 2='DISAGREE' 1='STR0NGE DISAGREE'; 
VALUE PFMT 1='VERY GOOD' 2='HOOD' 3='POOR' 4='VERY POOR'; 
VALUE AFMT 1='ALWAYS' 2='0FTFN' 3='SOMETIMES' 4='NEVER'; 
VALUE STFMT 1='FRESHMAN' 2='SOPHOMORE' 3='JUNIOR' 4='SENI0R' 5='OTHER'; 
VALUE GRFMT 1 = 'A' 2='B» 3='C 4='D' 5='E'; 
VALUE EFMT 1='WHITE' 2='AFRICAN AMER' 3='AMER INDIAN' 4=»HISPANIC 
5='ASIAN' 6=»0THER«; 
VALUE GRPFMT 2='STUDENT' 1='TEACHER'; 
VALUE DFMT 1='MATH' 2='ECONOMIC 3='BI0L0GY' 4='ANTHR0PL0GY' 
5='PHILOSOPHY' 6='C0MMUNIC 7 = 'CLCIV 8='RELIGI0US STUDIES' 9='HIST0RY»; 
VALUE SCIFMT 1='HARD SCIENCE' 2='SOFT SCIENCE'; 
VALUE SGRPFMT 1='FTA« 2='DTA'; 
TITLE 'STUDENT OUESTIONAIRE'; 
PROC FREQ; TABLE 014X016 N14XN16 / CHISQ; 
PROC CORR; VAR 014 016 N14 N16; 
ENDSAS; 
PROC TTEST; CLASS DEPT; 
VAR 012 019 SCALE1-SCALE9 NSCALE3 NSCALE5; 
FORMAT DEPT DFMT.; 
PROC SORT; BY SGROUP; 
PROC TTEST; BY SGROUP; CLASS DEPT; 
VAR 012 019 SCALE1-SCALE9 NSCALE3 NSCALE5; 
FORMAT DEPT DFMT. SGROUP SGRPFMT.; 
PROC SORT; BY GPA; 
PROC TTEST; BY GPA; CLASS DEPT; 
VAR 012 019 SCALE1-SCALE9 NSCALE3 NSCALE5; 
FORMAT GPA GRFMT.; 
PROC SORT; BY SGROUP GPA; 
PROC TTEST; BY SGROUP GPA; CLASS DEPT; 
VAR 012 019 SCALE1-SCALE9 NSCALE3 NSCALE5; 
FORMAT DEPT DFMT. SGROUP SGRPFMT. GPA GRFMT.; 
ENDSAS; 
PROC MEANS MAXDEC = 2 NOPRINT; BY CODE; 
VAR 010 019 017C 031 SCALE2 NSCALE5; 
OUTPUT OUT=OUT MEAN=MQ10 MQ19 MQ17C MQ31 MSCALE2 MNSCALE5; 
PROC FREQ; TABLE MSCALE2 MNSCALE5; 
DATA TAGROUP; SET OUT; 
GROUP30 = 2; 
IF MNSCALE5 LE .86 THEN GR0UPS5= 1; ELSE GR0UPS5 = 2; 
IF M022 GE 2.75 THEN GR0UP22=1; ELSE GR0UP22 = 2; 
IF M030 GE 2.6 THEN GR0UP30 = 1; 
IF M08A = 1 THEN GR0UP8A = 1; ELSE GR0UP8A = 2; 
IF M010 GE 2 THEN GR0UP10 = 2; ELSE GROUPIO = 1; 
IF M019 GE 2.7 THEN GR0UP19 = 2; ELSE GR0UP19 = 1; 
IF M017C GE 3 THEN GR0UP17C = 2; ELSE GR0UP17C = 1; 
IF MSCALE2 GE 1.5 THEN GR0UPS2 = 2; ELSE GR0UPS2 = 1; 
IF MQ31 GE 3 THEN GR0UP31 = 2; ELSE GR0UP31= 2; 
PROC FREO; 
TABLE MQ10 MSALE2 MNSCALE5 GR0UP10XGR0UPS5 GROUP10XGROUPS2/CHIS0; 
TITLE 'FTA STUDENTS ONLY'; 
PROC TTEST; CLASS GR0UPS2; VAR MNSCALE5; 
PROC TTEST; CLASS GROUPIO; VAR MNSCALE5; 
PROC TTEST; CLASS GR0UPS2; VAR GR0UPS5; 




STUDENT DEMOGRAPHICS TABLES 
Student Demographics 
Student demographics according to whether the course of the TA whom the 
students evaluated is required or not required for their major. 
Table D-l 
W/DomesticW/Foreign 











Grand Total 142+134 = 












































UIUC Students Demographics of Fall 1992: Gender. Status and Ethnicity 
Undergraduates seeking a degree 
American Indians 





















Grand Male Total 13719 
Grand Female Total 10783 
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I-TESTS IN ATTITUDES AND SELF-EVALUATIONS OF TAs 
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In Research Question 2, the researcher primarily investigated how the TAs' 
attitudes are related to the evaluations given to the DTAs/FTAs by their students. For 
this purpose a comparison of FTAs' and DTAs' attitudes and of their self-evaluations 
may be of interest. During these comparisons references to the corresponding 
comparisons in the TAs' students will also be mentioned briefly. The comparisons are 
done with the use of I-tests with a 0.05 level of significance. 
Table E-l 
1. Attitudes 
Domestic TAs Foreign TAs P-value 








T2 TAs' reaction to students' training to tolerate different backgrounds 
1.966 2.538 0.005 
0.718 0.760 
30 26 
T3 TAs' screening 
T4 TAs' training 
T5A TAs as students 






























Table E-l (continued) 
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1. Attitudes 
T5C TAs as professors 
T6 TAs' prestige 

























T12 TAs' reaction to students' training to tolerate accents 
1.931 2.222 0.112 
0.703 0.640 
29 27 
TSC1 Students' consumerism 






Domestic TAs Foreign TAs P-value 
TSC2 Accent 
TSC3 Linguistic competence 
TSC4 Strategic competence 
T19 Sociolinguistic competence 
TSC5 Communicative competence 
TSC6 Clarity 




















































Table E-2 (continued) 
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2. Self-evaluations 
Domestic TAs Foreign TAs P-value 
TSC8 Classroom control 
TSC9 Teaching skills 
3.888 3.864 0.681 
0.202 0.249 
30 27 
3.505 3.518 0.846 
0.248 0.252 
30 27 
Note. SC = scale. T = teacher's (item or scale). 
Results here present the significant mean differences in the attitudes and in the 
evaluations between students with FTAs and students with DTAs in Research Question 
1. From Tables E-l and E-2, the differences can be seen between the means of FTAs' 
and DTAs' attitudes and self-evaluations. According to the corresponding I-tests, 
there were significant differences between means in the following scales/items. 
Differences in Attitudes 
1. Necessity for student training (scale 1 in the TAs questionnaire). This 
variable corresponds to students' consumerism scale in the students questionnaire (see 
Appendix B) which is also labeled scale 1. In both cases it consists of two separate 
items; question 2 (i.e., TAs' reaction to students' training to tolerate different cultural 
backgrounds) and item 12 (i.e., TAs' reaction to students' training to understand 
foreign and dialectal accents). 
It was found that FTAs' attitude toward the necessity for students' training was 
different from the DTAs'. FTAs felt more of a need for students' training than DTAs 
did. It seems that they do expect students to be trained to accept backgrounds 
different from their own (T2) and to understand foreign and dialectal accents. The 
FTAs' response also suggests that they see the communication problems as due also to 
students' attitudes rather than just being due to their accents. This, though, does not 
mean that FTAs are not aware of the accent problems or also the linguistic problems 
they may have which can be seen in the results that come from the linguistic 
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competence (Scale 3) below. There was not any significant difference between the 
FTAs' and DTAs' students means on scale 1 and its items 2 and 12 (see Table 20). 
Students' Training to Tolerate Different Backgrounds (72) 
It seems that there is a significant difference between the FTAs and DTAs as 
far as the above variable goes. The FTAs seem to be inclining to students' training 
more than the DTAs which is to be expected. No significant differences were found 
in students' T-tests on the same variable (see Table 20). 
Differences in Self-Evaluations 
1. Accent (Scale 2). There is also significant difference as far as it concerns 
accent. FTAs perceived themselves as having more of an accent than DTAs. This is 
to be expected. FTAs seem to be concerned with the fact that they have problems with 
the accent. Students also evaluated their FTAs as having more accent problems than 
the DTAs' students (see Table 20) did. 
2. Linguistic competence (Scale 3). Significant difference was found in the 
self-perceived linguistic competence between FTAs and DTAs, with FTAs scoring 
higher, meaning that they think that they have more linguistic problems than their 
DTA colleagues. The same significant difference was found in the students' judgment 
ratings of linguistic competence of the two groups (Table 20). 
3. Communicative competence (Scale 5). The same comments for linguistic 
competence and accent above hold for communicative competence, too. 
Regarding the students' questionnaire there were differences between the two 
different groups (see Table 20) with students' of FTAs scoring higher in this variable 
(i.e., complaining more than DTAs' students). 
4. Sociolinguistic competence (item 19). A parallel to the above cases is the 
sociolinguistic competence variable which show significant differences between the 
two groups of TAs. High scores in the sociolinguistic competence show good skills 
on this variable and the DTAs score higher than the FTAs. A corresponding 
significant difference has been found in the students' data with DTAs' students scoring 
higher in this variable (Table 20). 
Summarizing, the results from scales 2, 3, 5 and item 19 above (accent, 
linguistic, communicative and sociolinguistic competence) suggest a language 
insecurity of the FTAs. These correlations in the FTAs' scales and item 19 above are 
found also in their students data. This suggests that how the TAs evaluate themselves 
coincides with the way students evaluate them. This coincidence may actually make 
the FTA problem credible as primarily due to language problems. 
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This research includes a considerable amount of qualitative data with open-
ended comments by TAs and by students. These data are available upon request and 
can be purchased from the researcher: 9 Persimmon Circle, Urbana, IL 61801. 
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